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Labmatrix

Labmatrix® is a software platform for collecting, organizing, maintaining, integrating, sharing, search-

ing, synthesizing, and publishing clinical investigation and molecular research data.

Labmatrix is designed for clinical, translational and bioscience researchers in academic, hospital, gov-

ernment, biotechnology and pharmaceutical laboratories. It is used to maintain detailed biorepositories

and track specimen usage and resulting analytical results, support inherited disease research, and

merge disparate data-streams to support translational research, biomarker discovery, pathology- tox-

icology, and other biomedical research initiatives.

Labmatrix helps life science researchers to:

Integrate clinical, molecular analytical, demographic, genetic, and other lab data

Manipulate, interrelate, and analyze data

Build powerful, cross- silo queries of data

Share data with collaborators

Regulate data access in a HIPAA- compliant and institutionally- compliant manner
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R6Release Notes

Version: Release 6.0

Release Notes Issue Date: 12/12/2016

Release Description

The R6.0 release focuses on how users load data into Labmatrix. Administrators can now configure

DataLoaders that transform and import data to the appropriate Labmatrix records. These DataLoaders

are available from multiple locations in Labmatrix and can be automatically triggered from a file drop in

a monitored folder.

Other improvements include a new Form field type, bulk delete, Qiagram performance improvements,

along with bugfixes and minor useability updates.

Configurable Data Loaders

The Data Entry Menu will now use data loaders configured by the users. Configurable DataLoaders

have three major advantages over the previous hard-coded loaders. First, users can clean the data as

it is loaded into Labmatrix, using Qiagram to define validation and transformations, so that data stand-

ardization is handled by Qiagram, not manually. This improves flexibility of input from different vendor

sources, and maintains the data integrity of the output.

Second, users determine the destination of the uploaded data, so that one file can upload into multiple

Labmatrix R6.0 User Guide -
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Labmatrix forms, for example, the core Biomaterial page and a user-defined Biomaterial Form.

Third, users organize the availability of the DataLoaders. DataLoaders can be organized by Role so

that users see only the DataLoaders they need. DataLoaders are also organized by location, giving

users the flexibility to assign DataLoaders to the Data Entry Menu, Intake Manifests, or both.

Note:Our DataLoader Guide gives an in-depth explanation of this new feature. Contact sup-

port@biofortis.com to request one.

Load Schedules

The Load Schedule lets anyone drop files into a specific folder and have those files automatically

loaded into Labmatrix. Users determine the source folder path, the frequency, and where the data is

loaded in Labmatrix.

Since these loads are automatic, security and audit trails are managed by indicating a "Load As" user.

We recommend creating an "Automated Load" user for these loads.

Users can also create an Intake directly from the automated loads. Specify the Receiving Facility to cre-

ate an Intake Workflow for every file used by the automated loader.

Labmatrix Record Field Type

The "Labmatrix Record" field type brings easy navigation between associated Labmatrix records and

enhances data integrity. The field type option lets you designate a field on a form as a Labmatrix

Record, such as Container Type or Study. When the user enters a value it becomes a link to the spe-

cific Labmatrix record.

Bulk Delete

The new Bulk Delete option lets advanced users delete multiple Biomaterial, Subjects, Form Records,

or Facilities at once. A user with the Data Manager Role can upload a list of Labmatrix record IDs to

Labmatrix R6.0 User Guide -



delete those records.

The deletion still uses the same permission checks as deleting records one-by-one, and as an added

safeguard, if any of the Labmatrix record IDs fail validation, none of the records included in that file will

be deleted.

Qiagram Back End Improvements

Increased performance for queries that use the Subject, Biomaterial, and Storage datasources.

Qiagram results logging may be disabled using the configuration properties file. Qiagram results log-

ging is required in few cases, and causes significant performance degradation and disk space usage.

Qiagram results logging will be turned off by default for new clients. As we perform upgrades for exist-

ing clients, we will discuss if Qiagram results logging is needed for their system. Qiagram query log-

ging, which tracks execution and parameters used, will still be collected.

Other Updates

The ETL framework has been updated to work with the new DataLoader tool. See http://docs.biofortis-

labs.com/R6/#!/guide/etl for details.

The option to display Child Biomaterials in the list or lineage view by default is added to the con-

figuration file.

Scope

This version is released for general availability. See the sections “Advisory Notes” and “Known Issues

and Workarounds” for any limitations and/or restrictions.

Interoperability

Interoperability: Operating Systems – Client Machines

Labmatrix is supported on the following client operating systems:

Labmatrix R6.0 User Guide -
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Windows 7 SP1, 32-bit and 64-bit, or higher

Apple OSX 10.11 or higher

Interoperability: Operating Systems – Servers

Labmatrix is supported on the following server operating systems:

Windows Server 2008 R2 or higher

Interoperability: Databases

Labmatrix is supported on the following database operating systems:

Microsoft SQL 2014, 64-bit Standard or Enterprise

Interoperability: Browsers

Labmatrix is supported using the following Internet browsers:

Firefox 45 ESR

Internet Explorer 11

Note: Labmatrix may work in a variety of browsers, but only the above are officially supported. Use of

other browsers is at your own risk.

Advisory Notes

None

Known Issues and Workarounds

Issue Number Synopsis

CHAM-1025 Summary:Subject form fields designed as grids allow 'required' fields to be left blank

Workaround: Configure Subject Forms with required fields as single record Forms.

CHAM-2283 Summary: TheQiagram catalog does not support unicode characters.

Workaround:Do not use unicode characters in Qiagram datasourcemetadata files such as field names or

Labmatrix R6.0 User Guide -



Issue Number Synopsis

descriptions.

CHAM-2350 Users with EITHER access to the storage location of a sample OR the sample itself are able to remove a

sample from storage. This is deliberate, but counter-intuitive to some users

CHAM-2375 Summary:: Because default searches include PHI data, users without PHI access on subjects may not use

the default search to locate Subject records.

Workaround:: If users without PHI access to Subjects are expected to have access to Subject records,

maintain a separate search query that does not use PHI fields. Have the users select this search query upon

first log in.

CHAM-2392 Summary: Timeline visualizations and visualizations with multiple graphs do not appear correctly in Reports

Workaround: Create visualizations with separate graphs for Reports. Set up Notifications instead of

Reports for Timeline visualizations.

CHAM-2451 Summary: Multiple users storing Biomaterials according to a Storage Planmay be directed to use the same

box at the same time. Wewill fix this in a future release to enable better usability of Storage Plans.

Workaround: Fine-grained Storage Rules will bemore likely to present different box choices to different con-

current users.

CHAM-3079 SummaryUsers get an error when using aliquot templates that contain fields that the user does not have

access to.

WorkaroundCreate separate aliquot templates for different levels of User permission

CHAM-4044 Summary: When a date form is the source for a list-type field, PHI dates are visible to users without

PHI access.

Workaround:Mark the entire list-type field as PHI so that only users with PHI access may use the picker.

CHAM-4279 Summary:List values based on a date field are stored according to the date format of the user. This means

two users with different date formats will have two different values based on the same source.

Workaround: Have a consistent date format setting within your organization

CHAM-5153 Summary:Access control in snapshots is not row-based. Any user who has access to the snapshot accord-

ing to the snapshot's Security Groupmay see all data in the snapshot, even data that had different security

groups applied to it (e.g. PHI).

Labmatrix R6.0 User Guide -
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Issue Number Synopsis

Workaround:Only give snapshot access to users who have already have permission to see all rows of data

in the snapshot.

CHAM-5596 Summary: When using Bulk Edit, lists that pull values from Study fields will not be populated if the selected

Biomaterials are not all in the same Study.

Workaround: Edit Biomaterials from the same Study when Bulk Editing Study-dependent data.

CHAM-6012 Summary: Link fields of Forms that are Role-restricted are not available from theQuicksearch bar.

Workaround: Use the searchmenu to search for these fields

CHAM-6192 Summary: Studies created via DataLoader are not immediately available and cannot have form data asso-

ciated to them until the user starts a new session.

Workaround: Run form loads on a separate schedule from Study loads.

CHAM-6283 Summary: Container Type fields are not printed on Biomaterial Barcodes.

Workaround: Do not add Container Types to Barcode layouts.

N/A Summary:Attempting to remove the Facility from a Biomaterial that is stored in a container will not work. A

Biomaterial in storage is assumed to be at the Facility of the container.

Workaround: If a Biomaterial is no longer in a Facility, remove it from storage as well as the Facility.

N/A Summary: Fields configured to be hidden from a Study will be shown in the batch edit window for that Study.

Workaround: Train users on the appropriate fields to edit.

N/A Summary:Users in the DataManager Role can download previously imported files, whichmay contain

information the user does not have permission to access.

Workaround: Ensure users with the DataManager Role are trained in the appropriate handling of Labmatrix

data.

N/A Summary: Many changes made in the Administrative Console do not apply to the user's current session.

Workaround: The user logs out. When the user logs back in the changes will be applied.

N/A Summary: When a Biomaterial is created from a parent Biomaterial using the Biomaterial loader, any source

Subject from the parent Biomaterial is not copied down to the child Biomaterial.

Workaround: Manually enter the source Subject in the Biomaterial loader for each of the Biomaterials with a
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source Subject.
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Chapter 1 - Getting Started
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Logging in

The Labmatrix software is controlled in order to protect your information and personalized to enhance

productivity. Every user on Labmatrix will have an individual account. To maintain security, do not

share your password.

To access the Labmatrix software, log in with an approved username and password.

 FIGURE 1 - 1: LOGINSCREEN

Check the box underneath the password field to terminate any other Labmatrix sessions opened for

this user.

Note: If a session is opened in a different window, any un-saved data will be lost when logging in

with this option selected.

If any other sessions are open, please save changes before logging in on a new page to prevent any

loss of information.

The option is selected by default.

Labmatrix R6.0 User Guide - Logging in
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After logging in, the user will be directed to the Labmatrix Homepage.

Homepage

Labmatrix R6.0 User Guide - Logging in



Username

The username is created by the Administrator when they add a new user. The username is typically

the user's first initial, followed by the user's last name. For example, Patrick Grace would become

PGrace.

 FIGURE 1 - 2: CREATING A USERNAME

The username is used when logging in to the Labmatrix software.

 FIGURE 1 - 3: LOG IN SCREEN

The username is displayed on the right side of the menu bar once logged in.

 FIGURE 1 - 4: USERNAME ON THE MENU BAR

Labmatrix R6.0 User Guide - Username
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The username is used for auditing as well as logging in. The Chain of Custody records which users

perform actions on which Subject, Biomaterial, or other record.

 FIGURE 1 - 5: CHAIN OFCUSTODY EXAMPLE

Example: Dr. Pearson creates a Biomaterial named F2 DNA 01. The Biomaterial is then stored in the

Pearson Lab Downstairs Facility. The Biomaterial is then used in a Fulfillment Order, and the change

in status is recorded in the Chain of Custody.

Labmatrix R6.0 User Guide - Username



Passwords

Passwords are used to control access to a user's Labmatrix account. In order to protect this access,

Labmatrix passwords must be complex.

Passwords Must Contain:

At least 8 characters

At least 4 unique letters

At least 1 number

At least 1 non-alphanumeric character

Creating a New Password

When an Administrator creates a new user, they also create a temporary log in password. After logging

in for the first time, the new user is prompted to create a new password.

Labmatrix R6.0 User Guide - Passwords
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 FIGURE 1 - 6: PASSWORDCREATION AFTER FIRST LOG IN

Note: The new password must be different from the temporary password.

After creating a new password, the user is directed to the Labmatrix Homepage.

Homepage

Changing a Password

A user's password may be changed either by the Administrator or the user.

Administrator

The Administrator may reset a password by accessing the user page from the User Menu on the
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Administration Console.

 FIGURE 1 - 7: USERPAGE

To change the password, the Administrator will use the "Change Password" link from the Actions drop-

down menu.

 FIGURE 1 - 8: ACTIONSMENU

Selecting the Change Password button will open the change password prompt box.

Labmatrix R6.0 User Guide - Passwords
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 FIGURE 1 - 9: THE CHANGE PASSWORD PROMPT BOX

The user will be prompted to change the password after logging in with the changed password.

User

The user may change their password from the User Account Settings. The User Accounts Settings

may be reached from the User Account Menu on the Labmatrix Homepage.

 FIGURE 1 - 10: USERACCOUNTMENU

Select the My Account link to open the User Settings window.
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 FIGURE 1 - 11: USERACCOUNTSETTINGS

To change the password, enter the current and new passwords in the Change Password section.

Labmatrix R6.0 User Guide - Passwords
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Homepage

When first logging in, the user is directed to the Labmatrix Homepage.

 FIGURE 1 - 12: HOMEPAGE

The elements of the Homepage include the Menu Bar, the Quick Access Workflow and the

Recently Viewed Items.

Note: The user can return to the Homepage at any time during the session by clicking on the Lab-

matrix logo, , in the upper left of the screen.
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Menu Bar

The Menu bar is the long black bar at the top of the screen.

 FIGURE 1 - 13: MENU BAR - LEFT HAND SIDE

The left side of the Menu bar contains a link to return to the Homepage (the Labmatrix logo), the Data

Entry menu, the Search menu, the Storage menu, the Workflows menu, the Processes menu, and the

Reports menu.

 FIGURE 1 - 14: MENUBAR - RIGHT HAND SIDE

The right side of the Menu bar contains a quick search bar and the User account menu.

Information on the individual menus is provided in the links below.

Data Entry Menu

Search Menu

Storage Menu

Workflows Menu

Processes Menu

Reports Menu

Quick Access Workflow

The quick-access workflow area is the collection of workflows in the center of the screen. These are

the workflows the User has permission to access.

Labmatrix R6.0 User Guide - Homepage
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 FIGURE 1 - 15: QUICK ACCESSWORKFLOW

For a complete list of Workflows, see the Workflows Menu. For more information, seeWorkflows

Recently Viewed Items

The Recently Viewed Items are listed in a box at the bottom of the Homepage screen. The Recently

Viewed Items box allows the user to quickly navigate to a Study, Biomaterial, Subject, or Workflow that

was opened on a previous session.

 FIGURE 1 - 16: RECENTLY VIEWED ITEMS

Labmatrix R6.0 User Guide - Homepage



Search Bar

The quick search bar allows the user to search for a Study, Biomaterial or Subject by name or by bar-

code.

To search for a Study, Biomaterial, or Subject by name, type the name. As the name is typed a drop-

down of matching records will open. Choose a record and press enter to open the record.

 FIGURE 1 - 17: SEARCHRESULTS

To search for a Biomaterial or Subject by barcode, scan or type the barcode. The Biomaterial or Sub-

ject record will open.

User Account Menu

The User Account Menu allows access to the User Settings, the Administration Console, and allows

the user to log out. The User Account Menu may be accessed from the username on the right side of

the Menu Bar. Selecting the username opens a drop-down menu.

 FIGURE 1 - 18: USERACCOUNTMENU

The menu options are My Account, Administrator, and Log Out.

Labmatrix R6.0 User Guide - Homepage
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My Account

The My Account link opens the My Account settings window.

 FIGURE 1 - 19: USERACCOUNTSETTINGSWINDOW

The User Account Settings contains the Username field, the Roles field, the Primary Facility field, the

Email field, the Date Format field, the Time Format field, and the Change Password section.

The Username field displays the username. This cannot be edited.

The Roles field displays the user's Roles. The Roles can be configured from the User Menu on

the Administration Console.

The Primary Facility field displays the user's primary Facility. This can be configured from the

User Menu on the Administration Console.

The Email field displays the email used to contact the user. This field may be edited.

The Date Format field displays how dates are displayed and recorded for the user. This field may

be edited from the drop-down menu.

Labmatrix R6.0 User Guide - Homepage



 FIGURE 1 - 20: DATE FORMATDROP-DOWNMENU

The Time Format field displays how the timestamp is displayed and recorded for the User. This

field may be edited from the drop-down menu.

 FIGURE 1 - 21: TIME FORMAT DROP-DOWNMENU

The Change Password section allows the user to change their log in password. For more inform-

ation, see Passwords.

Administrator

The Administrator link is available when the user has the Administrator or Configuration Manager

Role. Selecting this link opens the Administration Console in a new page.

Labmatrix R6.0 User Guide - Homepage
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 FIGURE 1 - 22: THE ADMINISTRATIONCONSOLE

For more information, see Administration Console.

Log Out

The Log Out link allows the user to safely log out of the Labmatrix software.
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Subject

A Subject is a record of single patient or Subject used for data collection, storage, annotation, and link-

age to downstream data analysis. A Subject must be associated with a Study. Subjects are created

using the Data Entry Menu. For more information, see Creating Individual Subjects.

Selecting the Subject name will open the Subject Page.

 FIGURE 2 - 1: SUBJECTPAGE HEADER

This page contains a header with the Subject ID, and Edit button, an Actions menu, and a "Print Sub-

ject Barcode" button.

There are six tabs on the ribbon:

General

Biomaterials

Forms

Attachments

Notes

Reports

Note: Forms are added to a Subject based on the Subject's Study or Studies. If a Subject Form has

been added to the Study, this form will appear in the Subject ribbon, either under a tab labeled

"Forms" or in an individual tab, depending on the Form configuration. For more information, see

Create New Form.

The General Tab

Labmatrix R6.0 User Guide - Subject
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The General tab allows the user to enter the details of the Subject information. The General Tab con-

tains fields for:

Study

First Name

Middle Name

Last Name

Code

Barcode

Date of Birth

Sex

Mortality Status

Reserved

The Study is determined when creating the Subject. The Study may be changed using the "Assign to

different Study" button from the "More" drop-down menu.

A Subject may belong to multiple Studies. A user will only see the Studies for which they have per-

mission.

 FIGURE 2 - 2: THEGENERAL TAB
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Note: Checking the "Reserved" box means that this Subject is a placeholder record. The Subject is

anticipated for this Study but no details have been collected.

Note: PHI information may be entered even if the user does not have permission to view PHI in the

Study. Once the Subject has been saved, the PHI will no longer be visible.

The Code is a label used to identify the Subject for searching and other actions. The code will be auto-generated if the

field is left blank.

The Barcode is the barcode assigned to the Subject. The barcode will be auto-generated if the field is left blank.

The Date of Birth is chosen using a drop-down calendar or entering the date in mm/dd/yyyy format.

Select the arrow to change the displayedmonth and year

 FIGURE 2 - 3: DROP-DOWNCALENDAR

The Sex field allows the user to describe the sex of the Subject from options displayed in a drop-

down box.

The Mortality Status field allows the user to define the current status of the Subject from options

displayed in a drop-down box.

Labmatrix R6.0 User Guide - Subject
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 FIGURE 2 - 4: SUBJECTGENERAL INFORMATIONTAB

The Biomaterials Tab

The Biomaterials tab lists any Biomaterials associated with the Subject.

 FIGURE 2 - 5: BIOMATERIALS TAB

The Biomaterials are displayed in a lineage view. This shows all Biomaterials related to the current

Biomaterial, including parent Biomaterials and Child biomaterials.

The lineage view can be toggled with the list view using the button on the far right.

 FIGURE 2 - 6: LINEAGE/LIST TOGGLE

Other Actions

The Child Biomaterials tab also allows the user to create a new Child Biomaterial or open a Bio-

material Factory.

Labmatrix R6.0 User Guide - Subject



From the "New" button, select either "Child Biomaterials" to create new Child Biomaterials using ali-

quot templates, or select a Biomaterial Factory name to create a Biomaterial lineage using that Fact-

ory. For more information, see Create New Child Biomaterial or Biomaterial Factories.

The "Store in Selected Location" button places the selected Biomaterials in storage via the storage

navigation tree.

The "Automatically Assign Storage Location" button moves the selected Biomaterials to Storage using

the existing Storage Rules.

The "Bulk Edit" button allows the user to edit the selected Child Biomaterials.

The "Print Barcode" button allows the user to print barcodes for the selected Child Biomaterials.

The "Select Starred" button will select all the new Biomaterials created from the Biomaterial Factory.

For more information, see Biomaterial Factories.

The Forms Tab

The Forms tab displays any Subject Forms that are used in a Study associated with the selected Sub-

ject. The Subject Forms are listed in the left frame.

 FIGURE 2 - 7: FORMS TAB

To add a Form record, select the Form name. The Form will open in the right frame.
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 FIGURE 2 - 8: OPENSUBJECTFORM

Forms are managed from the Administration Console. For more information, see Forms.

The Attachments Tab

The Attachments tab allows the user to upload files concerning the Subject, e.g.medical history or con-

sent forms.

 FIGURE 2 - 9: ATTACHMENTS TAB

Notes Tab

The Notes tab allows the user to enter any additional notes concerning the Subject.

 FIGURE 2 - 10: NOTES TAB
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The Reports Tab

The Reports tab lists the reports saved in the "Subject Reports" folder in Qiagram.

The Subject Reports folder contains the API key "labmatrix.reports.subject".

If the Report's underlying Qiagram Query contains the Subject ID as a variable, the Reports tab will dis-

play the result for the specific Subject by default.

 FIGURE 2 - 11: REPORTS TAB

For more information on Reports, see Reports.

The Subject Header

The "Edit" button allows the user to edit all fields on the Subject General tab except the Study.

The "Actions" button allows the user to assign the Subject to a different Study. The Subject may be

assigned to more than one Study.

Selecting the "Assign to Different Study" button will open the Assign Subject to Study prompt box.

 FIGURE 2 - 12: ASSIGNSUBJECT TO STUDY PROMPT BOX

To assign the Subject to a different Study, enter the Study name in the Choose a Study field.
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Note: For all text fields, entering text will open a drop-down list containing matching suggestions.

Double-clicking the text box will open a drop-down list containing the possible values to a

maximum of 50.

Use the checkbox to change the Study for all Biomaterials and child Biomaterials associated with the

Subject.

See also: Create New Subject

See also: Upload Subjects
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Biomaterials

A Biomaterial is a record of a single biological sample used for data collection, storage, annotation,

and linkage to downstream data analysis. A Biomaterial must be associated with a Study.

A tissue sample collected from a patient would become a Biomaterial. DNA created from that tissue

sample would also become a Biomaterial, and annotated with the information that it was derived from

another Biomaterial.

Selecting the Biomaterial name will open the Biomaterial Page.

 FIGURE 2 - 13: BIOMATERIALHEADER

The Biomaterial page contains a header with the Biomaterial name, an "Edit" button, and an "Actions"

button.

The ribbon displays eight tabs:

General

Child Biomaterials

Forms

Chain of Custody

Workflows

Attachments

Notes

Reports
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Note: If a Biomaterial Form has been added to the Study, this form will appear in the ribbon, either

under a tab labeled "Forms" or in an individual tab, depending on the Form configuration. For more

information, seeCreate New Form.

The Biomaterial Page Tabs

The General Tab

The General tab allows the user to enter the details of the Biomaterial. The General tab shows the core

Biomaterial fields and any Forms configured to display on the General tab. The default fields are:

Study Volume

Donor Subject Concentration

Source Biomaterial Mass

Name # Thaws

Biomaterial Type Container Type

Status Date Created

At Facility

Storage Location

Timepoint

Created By

Barcode
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 FIGURE 2 - 14: GENERAL TAB

The Study or Studies are determined when creating a Biomaterial. The Study may be changed using

the "Assign to different Study" button from the "More" drop-down menu.

A Biomaterial may belong to multiple Studies. A user will only see the Studies for which they have per-

mission.

The Donor Subject field contains a link to any Donor Subject.

The Source Biomaterial field contains a link to any parent Biomaterial or Biomaterials.

The Name is the name of the Biomaterial. If the field is left blank, the name becomes the Bio-

material Type followed by the ID.

The Type is the type of Biomaterial, chosen from a drop-down list. The Biomaterial types are man-

aged from the Administration Console.

The Status is the status of the Biomaterial, chosen from a drop-down menu.

Note: The "Reserved" Status means that the Biomaterial data is expected but has not yet
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been collected.

The At Facility field is the facility where the Biomaterial is currently located.

The Storage Location is the precise location of the Biomaterial. This field is only available if the

At Facility has storage enabled.

The Timepointis the timepoint associated with the Biomaterial. The available timepoints are

defined by the Biomaterial's Studies. Timepoints are managed from the Timepoints tab on the

Study page.

The Created By field is the facility where the Biomaterial was created.

The Barcode is the barcode assigned to the Biomaterial. The barcode will be auto-generated if

this field is left blank.

The Container Type is the type of container used to store the Biomaterial, chosen from a drop-

down list.The Container Types are managed from the Administration Console.

The Date Created is the date when the Biomaterial was created, chosen from a drop-down cal-

endar or entered manually.

The Biomaterial physical properties may not all be applicable to a Biomaterial. The fields are Volume,

Concentration, Mass, and Number of Thaws.

 FIGURE 2 - 15: PHYSICAL PROPERTIES
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Volume may be entered by typing in the number and choosing the units of measurement from a

drop-down box.

Concentration may be entered by typing in the number and choosing the two units of meas-

urement from two drop-down boxes.

The Mass may be entered by typing in the number and choosing the units of measurement from

the drop-down box.

The Number of Thaws may be entered by typing a number, or using the arrow buttons to select a

number.

The Child Biomaterials Tab

The Child Biomaterials tab allows the user to view any Child Biomaterials derived from the Bio-

material.

 FIGURE 2 - 16: CHILDBIOMATERIALS TAB

The Child Biomaterials are displayed in a lineage view. This shows all Biomaterials related to the cur-

rent Biomaterial, including parent Biomaterials and Child biomaterials.

The lineage view can be toggled with the list view using the button on the far right.

 FIGURE 2 - 17: LINEAGE/LIST TOGGLE
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Other Actions

The Child Biomaterials tab also allows the user to create a new Child Biomaterial or open a Bio-

material Factory.

From the "New" button, select either "Child Biomaterials" to create new Child Biomaterials using ali-

quot templates, or select a Biomaterial Factory name to create a Biomaterial lineage using that Fact-

ory. For more information, see Create New Child Biomaterial or Biomaterial Factories.

The "Store in Selected Location" button places the selected Biomaterials in storage via the storage

navigation tree.

The "Automatically Assign Storage Location" button moves the selected Biomaterials to Storage using

the existing Storage Rules.

The "Bulk Edit" button allows the user to edit the selected Child Biomaterials.

The "Print Barcode" button allows the user to print barcodes for the selected Child Biomaterials.

The "Select Starred" button will select all the new Biomaterials created from the Biomaterial Factory.

For more information, see Biomaterial Factories.

The Forms Tab

The Forms tab displays any Biomaterial Forms that are used in a Study associated with the selected

Biomaterial. The Biomaterial Forms are listed in the left frame.

 FIGURE 2 - 18: FORMS TAB

To add a Form entry, select the Form name. The Form will open in the right pane.
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 FIGURE 2 - 19: OPENBIOMATERIAL FORM

Click the green "Add" button to add a new Form entry. To edit an existing From entry, click on it to

open the edit window.

Forms are managed from the Administration Console. For more information, see Forms.

The Chain of Custody Tab

The Chain of Custody tab lists all actions taken on the Biomaterial.

Note: Users cannot edit the chain of custody; it is for informational purposes only.

 FIGURE 2 - 20: CHAIN OFCUSTODY TAB

The Workflows Tab

Once the Biomaterial has been used in a Workflow, the Workflows tab will track which Workflows use

the Biomaterial and provide a link to that Workflow. The Workflows are separated into Active Work-

flows and Completed Workflows.
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 FIGURE 2 - 21:WORKFLOWS TAB

The Attachments Tab

The Attachments tab allows the user to upload files concerning the Biomaterial, e.g. protocols for the

Biomaterial.

 FIGURE 2 - 22: ATTACHMENTS TAB

After the Biomaterial is saved, attachments can be added or removed using the "Edit" button.

The Notes Tab

The Notes tab allows the user to enter any additional notes concerning the Biomaterial.

After the Biomaterial is saved, notes can be added using the "Edit" button.
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 FIGURE 2 - 23: NOTES TAB

The Reports Tab

The Reports tab lists the reports saved in the "Biomaterial Reports" folder in Qiagram.

The Biomaterial Reports folder contains the API key "labmatrix.reports.biomaterial".

If the Report's underlying Qiagram Query contains the Biomaterial ID as a variable, the Reports tab will

display the result for the specific Biomaterial by default.

 FIGURE 2 - 24: REPORTS TAB

For more information on Reports, see Reports.

The "Actions" Button

The "Actions" button opens a drop-down list of actions that can be performed on the Biomaterial.

 FIGURE 2 - 25: "ACTIONS" DROP-DOWN LIST
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The "Change Storage Location" button opens the Storage location for the Biomaterial. For more inform-

ation, see Storing Biomaterials.

The "Remove from Storage" button removes the Biomaterial from its assigned storage location, but not

from the Facility.

The "Open Issue" button creates an Issue Workflow for the Biomaterial. For more information, see

Issues Workflow.

The "Print Barcode" button allows the user to print a barcode for the Biomaterial. For more information,

see Printing Barcodes.

The "Assign to Different Study" button allows the user to change the Biomaterial's Study. The Assign

Biomaterial to Study prompt box will open.

 FIGURE 2 - 26: ASSIGNBIOMATERIAL PROMPTBOX

The current Study is listed in the Study field. The user may delete the Study or add new Studies.

To add a new Study, begin typing the Study name in the text field. A drop-down list of options will

open. Choose the desired Study.

Select the checkbox to change the Study of all the Child Biomaterials associated with the selected Bio-

material. This checkbox is not selected by default.

The "Edit" button allows the user to edit the fields on the General tab, upload new attachments, and

add notes to the Biomaterial.

See also: Create New Biomaterial
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Study

A Study encapsulates an individual line of research. Subjects and Biomaterials are linked to a specific

Study, and all the data generated for those Subjects and Biomaterials are likewise linked to that Study.

Studies may be created using the Study Menu from the Administration Console. For more information,

see Creating a Study. Studies may also be created and updated using the Studies uploader from the

Data Entry menu. Only an Administrator can use this uploader. For more information, see Uploading

Studies.

Information about an individual Study is listed on the Study page. The Study Page may be reached by

using the Search Menu. For more information, see Search Menu.

The Study Page

The Study page contains a ribbon displaying the Study and six tabs: General, Timepoints, Forms, Sub-

jects, Biomaterials, and Reports.

 FIGURE 2 - 27: STUDY HEADER

The General Tab

The General tab lists the Study name. Additional fields may be added using Study Forms.

 FIGURE 2 - 28: GENERAL TAB
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An Administrator or Configuration Manager determines where Study Forms are displayed. Forms may

be configured to display on the Forms tab, the General tab, or as an additional tab. For more inform-

ation, see Create New Form.

The information on the General tab may be edited using the "Edit" button. Fields other than the Name

field may be modified.

Note:Only users with "Edit" permission for Study Data for the particular Study may edit the General

tab.

The Timepoints Tab

The Timepoints tab lists the Timepoints associated with the Study. These Timepoints may be added to

any Biomaterial associated with the Study.

To edit the Timepoints, select the "Edit" button.

 FIGURE 2 - 29: EDITING TIMEPOINTS

To add a Timepoint, click the "Add Timepoint" button and then enter the Timepoint name. To remove a

Timepoint, select the red button to the left of the Timepoint name. To edit the Timepoint name, click on

the Timepoint and update the text.

Note:Only users with "Edit" permission for Study Data for the particular Study may edit the

Timepoints.
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The Forms Tab

The Forms tab lists the Study Forms applied to the Study.

 FIGURE 2 - 30: FORMTAB

Selecting a Form from the list displays the Form in the right frame.

 FIGURE 2 - 31: SELECTEDFORM

If the Form collects many records, the records will be listed in a grid. If the Form collects one record,

the Form will be shown as a single page.

The Subjects Tab

The Subjects tab contains a "New Subject" button, a "Download" button, and a list of the Subjects in

the Study.
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 FIGURE 2 - 32: SUBJECTS TAB

The "New Subject" button opens the Create New Subject Page with the Study field defined.

 FIGURE 2 - 33: NEWSUBJECTPAGE

For more information on creating a new Subject, see Data Entry.

The "Download" button opens a drop-down menu of the Download options. The user may download

the list in .XLS, .XLSX, or Tab-delimited Text format.

The Subject List contains links to the individual Subject pages. For more information, see Subjects.

The Biomaterials Tab

The Biomaterials tab contains a "New Biomaterial" button, a "Download" button, and a list of the Bio-

materials in the Study.
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 FIGURE 2 - 34: BIOMATERIAL TAB

The "New Biomaterial" button opens the Create New Biomaterial Page with the Study field defined.

 FIGURE 2 - 35: NEWBIOMATERIAL PAGE
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The "Download" button opens a drop-down menu of the Download options. The user may download

the list in .XLS, .XLSX, or Tab-delimited Text format.

The Biomaterial List contains links to the individual Biomaterial pages. For more information, see Bio-

materials.

The Reports Tab

The Reports tab lists the reports saved in the "Study Reports" folder in Qiagram.

The Study Reports folder contains the API key "labmatrix.reports.study".

If the Report's underlying Qiagram query contains the Study ID as a variable, the Reports tab will dis-

play the result for the specific Study by default.

Note:When building a Qiagram query, the Study ID field is only available from the Studies Node.

The Study Code field is not equivalent.

 FIGURE 2 - 36: REPORTS TAB

For more information, see Reports.

Study Permissions

Studies are used as the base granularity level for Access Control. Permission to access the Subjects,

Biomaterials, and Study data are defined for Roles on a Study-to-Study basis individually or by Secur-

ity Groups.
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For more information on Access Control, see Access Control.
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Forms

Forms are the data storage module for Labmatrix. Forms have defined fields where specific types of

data can be entered. Forms are used to capture additional information regarding Subjects, Bio-

materials, and Studies as well as standalone data. Form data may be used within Qiagram to perform

queries.

Form types

There are five different types of Forms in Labmatrix: Subject Forms, Biomaterial Forms, Study Forms,

Child Forms and Standalone Forms.

Subject Forms contain data that are linked to a specific Subject.

Biomaterial Forms contain data that are linked to a specific Biomaterial.

Study Forms contain data that are linked to a specific Study.

Child Forms may be embedded as a field within another Form.

Standalone Forms contain data that does not link directly to a Subject, Biomaterial, or Study.

Form data can be customized to capture any additional information necessary. Form information can

be imported into Labmatrix using the Data Entry menu.

The Administrator or Configuration Manager may create custom Forms from the Forms Menu in the

Administration Console.

See also: Forms Menu
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Printing Barcodes

Barcodes are assigned to Subjects and Biomaterials upon creation, either manually by the user or

automatically by Labmatrix. The user may also print Standalone barcodes.

Subject Barcodes

Biomaterial Barcodes

Storage Container Barcodes

Standalone Barcodes

Subject Barcodes

Subject Barcodes may be printed from the individual Subject page or in batches from the Subject

search pane.

Individual Subjects

To print the barcode for an individual Subject, navigate to the Subject page. The Subject page can be

reached from the Subject search page, or by following the Subject link from a Biomaterial.

 FIGURE 2 - 37: SUBJECT LINK INSEARCH RESULTS
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 FIGURE 2 - 38: SUBJECT LINK INBIOMATERIAL PAGE

The Subject page will open. The right side of the header will contain a "Print Subject Barcode" button.

 FIGURE 2 - 39: SUBJECTPAGE HEADER

Selecting the "Print Subject Barcode" button will open the Print Barcode prompt box.

 FIGURE 2 - 40: PRINTBARCODE PROMPTBOX

Use the Print Barcodes prompt box to select the printer, the layout, and the number of barcodes to be

printed.

The Printer is chosen from a drop-down list. The printers are configured using the Barcoding

Menu in the Administration Console.
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The Layout is chosen from a drop-down list. Label options are configured using the Barcoding

Menu in the Administration Console.

The Number of copies of the barcode to be printed is determined by the user.

Select the "Print" button to print the barcode.

Multiple Subjects

To print the barcodes for multiple Subjects, search for Subjects using the Search Menu. Enter the

appropriate criteria to find the required Subjects.

Select the Subjects then click the "More" drop-down menu.

 FIGURE 2 - 41: PRINTBARCODES BUTTON

This will open the Print Barcodes prompt box. The prompt box allows the user to select the printer and

the barcode layout.
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 FIGURE 2 - 42: PRINTBARCODE PROMPTBOX

Biomaterial Barcodes

Biomaterial Barcodes may be printed from the individual Biomaterial page or in batches from the Bio-

material search page.

Individual Biomaterials

To print the barcode for an individual Biomaterial, navigate to the Biomaterial page. The Biomaterial

page can be reached from the Biomaterial search page, or by following the Biomaterial link from a Sub-

ject, parent Biomaterial, or Workflow.

 FIGURE 2 - 43: BIOMATERIAL LINK INSEARCHPAGE
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 FIGURE 2 - 44: BIOMATERIAL LINK INSUBJECTPAGE

 FIGURE 2 - 45: BIOMATERIAL LINK INPARENTBIOMATERIAL

 FIGURE 2 - 46: BIOMATERIAL LINK INWORKFLOW

The Biomaterial page will open. The "Print Barcode" button is under the "More Actions" drop-down list.
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 FIGURE 2 - 47: BIOMATERIAL PAGE

Selecting the "Print Barcode" button will open the Print Barcode prompt box.

 FIGURE 2 - 48: PRINTBARCODE PROMPTBOX

Use the Print Barcodes prompt box to select the printer, the layout, and the number of barcodes to be

printed.

The Printer is chosen from a drop-down list. The printers are configured using the Barcoding

Menu in the Administration Console.

The Layout is chosen from a drop-down list. Label options are configured using the Barcoding

Menu in the Administration Console.

The Number of copies of the barcode to be printed is determined by the user.

Select the "Print" button to print the barcode.

Multiple Biomaterials

To print the barcodes for multiple Biomaterials, search for Biomaterials using the Search Menu.

Use the checkbox next to the "Biomaterial ID" heading to select all Biomaterials, or use the checkbox
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next to a Biomaterial ID to select them individually.

 FIGURE 2 - 49: SELECTEDBIOMATERIALS

After the Biomaterials are selected, select the "Print Barcodes" button from the More drop-down list.

 FIGURE 2 - 50: PRINTBARCODES BUTTON

This will open the Print Barcodes prompt box.
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 FIGURE 2 - 51: PRINTBARCODE PROMPTBOX

Use the Print Barcodes prompt box to select the printer, the layout, and the number of barcodes to be

printed.

The Printer is chosen from a drop-down list. The printers are configured using the Barcoding

Menu in the Administration Console.

The Layout is chosen from a drop-down list. Label options are configured using the Barcoding

Menu in the Administration Console.

The Number of copies of the barcode to be printed is determined by the user.

Select the "Print" button to print the barcode.

Storage Container Barcodes

Click on the Storage menu to open the storage page for the user's main Facility.
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 FIGURE 2 - 52: STORAGE PAGE

Right-click on any storage unit to open the actions menu.

 FIGURE 2 - 53: STORAGE UNIT MENU

Click "Print Barcodes..." to print the barcodes for every end-level storage unit contained in the selected

unit.
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Select [Print Barcodes] from a freezer to print the barcodes for all the end-level storage units in

the freezer.

Select [Print Barcodes] from a tower to print the barcodes for all the end-level storage containers

in that tower.

Select [Print Barcode] from a box to print the barcode for that box.

The Print Barcode window will open.

Select the printer and the number of copies of the barcodes, then click "Print".

Standalone Barcodes

The "Print Barcode" button can be reached from the Browse tab in the Storage Menu.
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 FIGURE 2 - 54: PRINTBARCODE BUTTON

Selecting this button opens the Print Barcode window.

 FIGURE 2 - 55: PRINTBARCODE SCREEN

The first page contains fields for the printer and for the Barcode type.

The printer must exist within the selected Facility. Printers can be configured from the Admin-

istration Console. The printer may be selected from a drop-down menu.

The Barcode type field allows the user to select the Barcode configuration from a drop-down list.

Barcodes configurations can be customized for your Facility. Please contact BioFortis support for

more information.

After these two options have been filled, select the "Next" button in the lower right corner to open the
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second page for Barcode configuration.

 FIGURE 2 - 56: BARCODE CONFIGURATIONSECONDPAGE

The Barcode format is based on the Barcode type. For the sequential Barcode, the format includes a

prefix, number, and a suffix. The numbers will increase sequentially as the Barcodes are generated.

The prefix, suffix, and number of Barcodes to be printed are selected by the user.

Note: Padding will expand the number to the selected digits. A Barcode of 1 with a padding of 4

will become 0001, while 53 will become 0053.

Once the Barcodes are configured properly, click "Print Barcodes".

See also: Barcode Menu
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Searching with Filters

Filters are found above most UI grids. The filters allow the user to apply search criteria to the displayed

results.

Search bars allow the user to type in text. Other filters use drop-down menus to display the available

options.

The filters available vary by the UI. Created On, Created By, Modified On, and Modified by are fre-

quently used.

Workflow UI's all show a filters for Status, Name Created By, and Created On, as well as a More menu

showing filters specific to the Workflow type.

 FIGURE 2 - 57: ANALYSIS REQUESTFILTERS

Note: For all text fields, entering text will open a drop-down list containing matching suggestions.

Double-clicking the text box will open a drop-down list containing the possible values to a

maximum of 50.

The Created On and Modified On filters search for records using dates. The dates entered are inclus-

ive.
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Entering " 02/15/2001" as the start date and " 09/05/2012" as the end date for the "Between"

option will display any requests created on 02/15/2001 through any requests created on

09/05/2012.

 FIGURE 2 - 58: CREATEDON FILTER

The dates may be entered manually or selected using the drop-down calendar.

Select the arrow to change the displayedmonth and year

 FIGURE 2 - 59: DROP-DOWNCALENDAR

Note: Filters may be may be customized for your organization. Please contact BioFortis Support for

more information.
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Chapter 3 - Homepage Menus

Labmatrix R6.0 User Guide -



Data Entry Menu

The Data Entry Menu lets the user create or update Labmatrix data. Standalone Form creation,

DataLoaders, and Delete Entities are available from the Data Entry Menu.

Note: The user must have the Data Manager Role to see the Delete Entities option.

The Data Entry menu can be reached from the Menu Bar on the Labmatrix Homepage.

 FIGURE 3 - 1: DATA ENTRYMENU

The Data Entry Menu opens a drop-down box with two headings: Create New and Upload.

The Create New Heading

The Create New heading allows the user to create individual Subjects, individual Biomaterials, or new
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Form records for Standalone Forms.

Creating New Subjects Individually

Creating New Biomaterials Individually

Standalone Forms

The Upload Data Heading

The Upload Data heading allows users to upload data using DataLoaders configured from the Admin-

istration console. Some default DataLoaders have been configured for R 6.0:

Upload Biomaterial Storage Locations

Upload Biomaterials

Upload Facilities

Upload Studies

Upload Study Timepoints

Upload Subjects

Upload Subject Associated Data

Upload Biomaterial Associated Data

Upload Study Associated Data

Upload Additional Data

The Delete Heading

The Bulk Delete loader allows the user to quickly delete multiple Biomaterials, Subjects, Form records,

and Facilities.

The user must have the Data Manager Role to see the Delete header.
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Bulk Delete
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Creating a NewSubject

The Create New Subject link from the Data Entry Menu allows user to add a Subject to Labmatrix.

Select the Data Entry Menu to open the drop-down box.

 FIGURE 3 - 2: DATA ENTRYMENU

Select the Subject option under the Create New heading. The Create New Subject prompt box will

open.

 FIGURE 3 - 3: CREATE NEWSUBJECTPROMPTBOX
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Choose a Study, then select the "Create Subject" button in the lower right corner. This will open a New

Subject page within the selected Study.

 FIGURE 3 - 4: NEWSUBJECTHEADER

The New Subject page displays six tabs on the ribbon:

General

Biomaterials

Forms

Attachments

Notes

Reports

Note: If a Subject Form has been added to the Study, the Form will appear in the ribbon, either

under a tab labeled "Forms" or in an individual tab, depending on the Form configuration. For more

information, see Create New Form.

The General Tab

The General tab allows the user to enter the details of the Subject information. The General Tab con-

tains fields for:

Study

First Name

Middle Name

Last Name
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Code

Barcode

Date of Birth

Sex

Mortality Status

Reserved

The Study is determined when creating the Subject. The Study may be changed using the "Assign to

different Study" button from the "More" drop-down menu.

A Subject may belong to multiple Studies. A user will only see the Studies for which they have per-

mission.

 FIGURE 3 - 5: THEGENERAL TAB

Note: Checking the "Reserved" box means that this Subject is a placeholder record. The Subject is

anticipated for this Study but no details have been collected.

Note: PHI information may be entered even if the user does not have permission to view PHI in the

Study. Once the Subject has been saved, the PHI will no longer be visible.

The Code is a label used to identify the Subject for searching and other actions. The code will be auto-generated if the

field is left blank.
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The Barcode is the barcode assigned to the Subject. The barcode will be auto-generated if the field is left blank.

The Date of Birth is chosen using a drop-down calendar or entering the date in mm/dd/yyyy format.

Select the arrow to change the displayedmonth and year

 FIGURE 3 - 6: DROP-DOWNCALENDAR

The Sex field allows the user to describe the sex of the Subject from options displayed in a drop-

down box.

The Mortality Status field allows the user to define the current status of the Subject from options

displayed in a drop-down box.

The Biomaterials Tab

Note: The Biomaterials Tab may be accessed once the New Subject has been saved.

After a new Subject has been saved, new Biomaterials can be added to that Subject using the Bio-

materials tab. For more information, see Creating New Biomaterials..
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 FIGURE 3 - 7: BIOMATERIALS TAB

The Attachments Tab

The Attachments tab allows the user to upload files concerning the Subject, e.g.medical history or con-

sent forms.

 FIGURE 3 - 8: ATTACHMENTS TAB

Notes Tab

The Notes tab allows the user to enter any additional notes concerning the Subject.

 FIGURE 3 - 9: NOTES TAB

The Reports Tab
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The Reports tab lists the reports saved in the "Subject Reports" folder in Qiagram.

The Subject Reports folder contains the API key "labmatrix.reports.subject".

If the Report's underlying Qiagram Query contains the Subject ID as a variable, the Reports tab will dis-

play the result for the specific Subject by default.

 FIGURE 3 - 10: REPORTS TAB

For more information on Reports, see Reports.

To create multiple new Subjects, see Uploading Subjects.

For more information on Subjects, see Subjects.
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Creating a NewBiomaterial

The Create New Biomaterial link from the Data Entry Menu allows the user to add a Biomaterial to Lab-

matrix.

Select the Data Entry Menu to open the drop-down menu.

 FIGURE 3 - 11: DATA ENTRYMENU

Select "Biomaterial" from the Create New heading. The Create a Biomaterial window will open.

 FIGURE 3 - 12: CREATE NEWBIOMATERIAL PROMPTBOX
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Choose a Study, then select the "Create Biomaterial" button in the lower right corner. This will open a

New Biomaterial page within the selected Study.

 FIGURE 3 - 13: NEWBIOMATERIALRIBBON

The New Biomaterial page displays eight tabs:

General

Child Biomaterials

Forms

Chain of Custody

Workflows

Attachments

Notes

Reports

Note: If a Biomaterial Form has been added to the Study, the Form will appear in the ribbon, either

under a tab labeled "Forms" or in an individual tab, depending on the Form configuration. For more

information, see Create New Form.

The General Tab

The General tab allows the user to enter the details of the Biomaterial. The General tab shows the core

Biomaterial fields and any Forms configured to display on the General tab. The default fields are:

Study Volume

Donor Subject Concentration
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Source Biomaterial Mass

Name # Thaws

Biomaterial Type Container Type

Status Date Created

At Facility

Storage Location

Timepoint

Created By

Barcode

 FIGURE 3 - 14: GENERAL TAB

The Study or Studies are determined when creating a Biomaterial. The Study may be changed using

the "Assign to different Study" button from the "More" drop-down menu.

A Biomaterial may belong to multiple Studies. A user will only see the Studies for which they have
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permission.

The Donor Subject field contains a link to any Donor Subject.

The Source Biomaterial field contains a link to any parent Biomaterial or Biomaterials.

The Name is the name of the Biomaterial. If the field is left blank, the name becomes the Bio-

material Type followed by the ID.

The Type is the type of Biomaterial, chosen from a drop-down list. The Biomaterial types are man-

aged from the Administration Console.

The Status is the status of the Biomaterial, chosen from a drop-down menu.

Note: The "Reserved" Status means that the Biomaterial data is expected but has not yet

been collected.

The At Facility field is the facility where the Biomaterial is currently located.

The Storage Location is the precise location of the Biomaterial. This field is only available if the

At Facility has storage enabled.

The Timepointis the timepoint associated with the Biomaterial. The available timepoints are

defined by the Biomaterial's Studies. Timepoints are managed from the Timepoints tab on the

Study page.

The Created By field is the facility where the Biomaterial was created.

The Barcode is the barcode assigned to the Biomaterial. The barcode will be auto-generated if

this field is left blank.

The Container Type is the type of container used to store the Biomaterial, chosen from a drop-

down list.The Container Types are managed from the Administration Console.

The Date Created is the date when the Biomaterial was created, chosen from a drop-down cal-

endar or entered manually.

The Biomaterial physical properties may not all be applicable to a Biomaterial. The fields are Volume,
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Concentration, Mass, and Number of Thaws.

 FIGURE 3 - 15: PHYSICAL PROPERTIES

Volume may be entered by typing in the number and choosing the units of measurement from a

drop-down box.

Concentration may be entered by typing in the number and choosing the two units of meas-

urement from two drop-down boxes.

The Mass may be entered by typing in the number and choosing the units of measurement from

the drop-down box.

The Number of Thaws may be entered by typing a number, or using the arrow buttons to select a

number.

The Child Biomaterials Tab

The Child Biomaterials tab will be accessible once the Biomaterial has been saved. For more inform-

ation, see Creating a Child Biomaterial.

 FIGURE 3 - 16: CHILDBIOMATERIAL TAB
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The Forms Tab

The Forms tab displays any Biomaterial Forms that are used in a Study associated with the selected

Biomaterial. The Biomaterial Forms are listed in the left frame.

 FIGURE 3 - 17: FORMS TAB

To add a Form entry, select the Form name. The Form will open in the right pane.

 FIGURE 3 - 18: OPENBIOMATERIAL FORM

Click the green "Add" button to add a new Form entry. To edit an existing From entry, click on it to

open the edit window.

Forms are managed from the Administration Console. For more information, see Forms.

The Chain of Custody Tab

The Chain of Custody tab lists all actions taken on the Biomaterial.

Note: Users cannot edit the chain of custody; it is for informational purposes only.
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 FIGURE 3 - 19: CHAIN OFCUSTODY TAB

The user who created the Biomaterial, the Biomaterial's initial Status, Facility, and Storage Location

will all be recorded and displayed on the Chain of Custody tab once the Biomaterial is saved.

The Workflows Tab

Once the Biomaterial has been used in a Workflow, the Workflows tab will track which Workflows use

the Biomaterial and provide a link to that Workflow. The Workflows are separated into Active Work-

flows and Completed Workflows.

 FIGURE 3 - 20:WORKFLOWS TAB

The Attachments Tab

The Attachments tab allows the user to upload files concerning the Biomaterial, e.g. protocols for the

Biomaterial.
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 FIGURE 3 - 21: ATTACHMENTS TAB

After the Biomaterial is saved, attachments can be added or removed using the "Edit" button.

The Notes Tab

The Notes tab allows the user to enter any additional notes concerning the Biomaterial.

After the Biomaterial is saved, notes can be added using the "Edit" button.

 FIGURE 3 - 22: NOTES TAB

The Reports Tab

The Reports tab lists the reports saved in the "Biomaterial Reports" folder in Qiagram.

The Biomaterial Reports folder contains the API key "labmatrix.reports.biomaterial".

If the Report's underlying Qiagram Query contains the Biomaterial ID as a variable, the Reports tab will

display the result for the specific Biomaterial by default.

 FIGURE 3 - 23: REPORTS TAB

For more information on Reports, see Reports.
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See also: Biomaterials

See also: Data Entry

See also: Uploading Biomaterials
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Standalone Forms

The Standalone Form links from the Data Entry Menu allows the user to add a new entry for the selec-

ted Form.

The names of Standalone Forms are listed under the Create New heading of the Data Entry Menu.

Note: Forms are only visible if the Role given to the user has permission to view the Standalone

Forms associated with a Study.

If more than ten Standalone Forms are available, the first ten will be displayed and a link to see all

Forms will be listed.

 FIGURE 3 - 24: DATA ENTRYMENU

To add new data to a Standalone Form, select the Form name from the Data Entry Menu. This will
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open the a blank Form record on a new page.

The user may enter the data in the fields configured for the Standalone Form.

 FIGURE 3 - 25: NEW "SITE CONSENT" FORMDATA

After entering new data, the user will save the Form data using the "Save" button.

The Form data is available in Labmatrix and can be used in Qiagram queries.

Forms can be managed from the Administration Console.

See also: Forms

See also: Data Entry

See also: Uploading Additional Data

See also: Uploading Subject Associated Data

See also: Uploading Biomaterial Associated Data

For more information on Qiagram, see the Qiagram User Manual.
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Uploading Subjects

The Subjects link from the Data Entry Menu allows user to create multiple Subjects.

The uploader may be used both to create new records and to update existing records.

Note: The user must have permission to update or create Subjects for a Study in order to use the

Subjects loader.

Select the Data Entry Menu to open the drop-down box.

 FIGURE 3 - 26: DATA ENTRYMENU

Select the Subjects link from the Upload header to open the Upload Subject prompt box.
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 FIGURE 3 - 27: UPLOADSUBJECTPROMPTBOX

The user must choose how the uploaded Subjects are associated with the Subject records in Lab-

matrix.

External ID and External Source

None

ID

Code

Scroll down or click for a description of the association parameters.

Use the Data File field to select the file to upload.
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The prompt box also includes a field for notes about the upload, and an option to stop the upload once

any error is detected.

The template file may be downloaded by following the link in the prompt box.

The template file is a CSV file with the following headings:

Study Barcode

Sex Is Reserved

Mortality Status Birth Date

First Name Middle Name

Last Name Note

External ID External Source

Code

 FIGURE 3 - 28: UPLOADSUBJECTTEMPLATE

Note: Any fields left blank will overwrite an existing value with a null value!

The user must choose how the uploaded Subjects are associated with the Subject records in Lab-

matrix.

External ID and External Source

None
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ID

Code

Scroll down or click for a description of the association parameters.

Any number of Subjects can be uploaded using the template.

To complete the upload, select the "Upload" button in the lower right corner of the prompt box.

Subject Association Parameters

If None is selected a new Subject record will be created.

If External ID and Source is selected and there is no Subject record with that External ID and External

Source then a new Subject with that External ID and External Source will be created. If there is a Sub-

ject Record with that External ID and External Source, the Subject file loader will update all fields for

the Subject, including those left blank in the file.

If Code is selected and there is no Subject record with that Code then a new Subject with that Code

will be created. If there is a Subject Record with that Code, the Subject file loader will update all fields

for the Subject, including those left blank in the file.

If ID is selected and there is no Subject record with that ID, the record will be rejected.

See also:Subjects

See also: Searching for Subjects.

See also: Data Entry

See also: Uploading Individual Subjects

See also: Uploading Subject Associated Data
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Uploading Biomaterials

The Biomaterials link from the Data Entry Menu allows user to create multiple Biomaterials.

The uploader may be used both to create new records and to update existing records.

Note: The user must have permission to update or create Biomaterials for a Study in order to use

the Biomaterials loader.

Select the Data Entry Menu to open the drop-down box.

 FIGURE 3 - 29: DATA ENTRYMENU

Select the Biomaterials link under the Upload heading to open the Upload Biomaterials prompt box.
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 FIGURE 3 - 30: UPLOADBIOMATERIAL PROMPTBOX

Use the Data File field to select the file to upload.

The prompt box also includes a field for notes about the upload, and an option to stop the upload once
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any error is detected.

The template file may be downloaded by following the link in the prompt box.

The template file is a CSV file with the following headings:

Name Type

Current Status Facility

Study Timepoint

Created By Facility Sample Create Date

Thaw Count Concentration

Concentration Numerator Unit Concentration Denominator Unit

Volume VolumeUnit

Mass Mass Unit

Carrier Tracking Number

Note Subject ID

Subject External ID Subject External Source

Subject Code Parent Biomaterial ID

Parent Biomaterial External ID Parent Biomaterial External Source

Parent Biomaterial Barcode ID

External ID External Source

Barcode Container Type
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 FIGURE 3 - 31: UPLOADBIOMATERIAL TEMPLATE

Validation Constraints:

If External ID and Source or Code are not selected to associate with existing records, any values in those fields will be

added to a Biomaterial as normal.

The Study field must be an existing Study. This field is required.

The Status field must be one of In Inventory, In Transit, Reserved, Transferred, Lost, or Destroyed.

If a Biomaterial is updated with a Status of Reserved, Transferred, Lost, or Destroyed it will be removed from storage.

If a Biomaterial is placed in a new Facility, it will be removed from storage.

The Sample Date Created field must be inmm/dd/yyyy hh:mm AM/PM, mm/dd/yyyy hh:mm, or mm/dd/yyyy format.

The Facility, Timepoint, Type, and Carrier field values must match an existing Labmatrix value or be left blank.

The user must choose how the uploaded Biomaterials are associated with the Biomaterial records in

Labmatrix.

External ID and External Source

None

ID

Barcode

Scroll down or click for a description of the association parameters.
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If the uploaded Biomaterials are associated with source Subjects or parent Biomaterials, the user must

enter the fields that will be used to define these records.

The user must choose how new Biomaterials are associated with parent Biomaterial records.

Parent Biomaterial ID

Parent Biomaterial External ID and Source

Parent Biomaterial Barcode

The user must choose how new Biomaterials are associated with source Subject records.

Source Subject ID

Source Subject External ID and Source

Source Subject Code

If an association is selected and the field left blank, no parent Biomaterial or source Subject records

will be linked to a new Biomaterial.

Updated Biomaterials will keep their parent Biomaterial and source Subject even if those fields are left

blank.

Note: An existing Biomaterial's parent Biomaterial or source Subjects cannot be changed via the

uploader. If the parent Biomaterial or source Subject is not the same or left blank, the uploaded

record will be rejected.

Any number of Biomaterials can be uploaded using the template.

To complete the upload, select the "Upload" button in the lower right corner of the prompt box.

Biomaterial Association Parameters

If None is selected a new Biomaterial record will be created.

If External ID and Source is selected and there is no Biomaterial record with that External ID and

External Source, a new Biomaterial with that External ID and External Source will be created. If there
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is a Biomaterial Record with that External ID and External Source, the Biomaterial file loader will

update all fields for the Biomaterial, including those left blank in the file.

If Barcode is selected and there is no Biomaterial record with that Barcode, a new Biomaterial with that

Barcode will be created. If there is a Biomaterial Record with that Barcode, the Biomaterial file loader

will update all fields for the Biomaterial, including those left blank in the file.

If ID is selected and there is no Biomaterial record with that ID, the record will be rejected.

See also: Searching Biomaterials

See also: Data Entry

See also: Biomaterials

See also: Uploading Biomaterial Associated Data

See also: Uploading Biomaterial Storage Locations
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Uploading Studies

The Studies link from the Data Entry Menu allows user to create multiple Studies.

The uploader may be used both to create new records and to update existing records.

Note:Only an Administrator or Configuration Manager can upload Studies.

Select the Data Entry Menu to open the drop-down box.

 FIGURE 3 - 32: DATA ENTRYMENU

Select the Studies link under the Upload heading to open the Upload Studies prompt box.
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 FIGURE 3 - 33: UPLOADSUBJECTPROMPTBOX

Use the Data File field to select the file to upload.

The prompt box also includes a field for notes about the upload, and an option to stop the upload once

any error is detected.

The template file may be downloaded by following the link in the prompt box.

The template file is a CSV file with the following headings:

Name Description

Security Group UI Configuration

 FIGURE 3 - 34: UPLOADSTUDIES TEMPLATE
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The Name field is required

If the Name field matches an existing Study, the Study will be updated. If the Name field does not match an existing

Study, a new Study will be created.

Note: Any fields left blank will overwrite an existing value with a null value!

Any number of Studies can be uploaded using the template.

To complete the upload, select the "Upload" button in the lower right corner of the prompt box.

After the User has logged out and logged back in the uploaded Studies will be available from the Stud-

ies Menu in the Administration Console.

See also: Studies

See also: Data Entry

See also: Uploading Study Associated Data
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Uploading Facilities

The Upload Facilities link from the Data Entry Menu allows user to create multiple Facilities.

The uploader may be used both to create new records and to update existing records.

Note:Only an Administrator or Configuration Manager can upload a Facility.

Select the Data Entry Menu to open the drop-down box.

 FIGURE 3 - 35: DATA ENTRYMENU

Select the Facilities link to open the Upload Facility prompt box.
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 FIGURE 3 - 36: UPLOADFACILITY PROMPTBOX

The user must choose how the uploaded Facilities are associated with the Facility records in Lab-

matrix.

None

ID

External ID and Source

Scroll down or click for a description of the association parameters.

Use the Data File field to select the file to upload.

The prompt box also includes a field for notes about the upload, and an option to stop the upload once

any error is detected.

The template file may be downloaded by following the link in the prompt box.

The template file is a CSV file with the following headings:
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ID External ID

External Source Name

URL Fax Number

Phone Number Email

Street City

State Province

ZIP Country

Note

 FIGURE 3 - 37: UPLOADFACILITY TEMPLATE

Validation Constraints:

If External ID and Source are not selected as the association values, any values in those fields will be added to a Facility

as normal.

The Country and State field values must match an existing Labmatrix value or be left blank.

The user must choose how the uploaded Facilities are associated with the Facility records in Lab-

matrix.

None

ID

External ID and Source

Scroll down or click for a description of the association parameters.

Note: Any fields left blank will overwrite an existing value with a null value!
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Any number of Facilities can be uploaded using the template.

To complete the upload, select the "Upload" button in the lower right corner of the prompt box.

Facility Association Parameters

If None is selected a new Facility record will be created.

If External ID and Source is selected and there is no Facility record with that External ID and External

Source then a new Facility with that External ID and External Source will be created. If there is a Facil-

ity Record with that External ID and External Source, the Facility file loader will update all fields for the

Facility, including those left blank in the file.

If ID is selected and there is no Facility record with that ID, the record will be rejected.

See also: Facilities

See also: Storage

See also: Data Entry

See also: Uploading Biomaterial Storage Locations
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Uploading Biomaterial Storage Locations

The Biomaterial Storage Locations link from the Data Entry Menu allows user to assign existing Bio-

materials to an existing storage location.

The uploader may be used both to create new records and to update existing records.

Select the Data Entry Menu to open the drop-down box.

 FIGURE 3 - 38: DATA ENTRYMENU

Select the Biomaterial Storage Locations link to open the Upload Biomaterial Storage Locations

prompt box.
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The Storage Location may be linked to an existing Biomaterial by:

Biomaterial ID

Biomaterial External ID Source

Biomaterial Barcode

The ID, External ID and Source, and Barcode fields are used to identify the Biomaterial. Biomaterial

information will not be written.

Use the Data File field to select the file to upload.

The prompt box also includes a field for notes about the upload, and an option to stop the upload once

any error is detected.

The template file may be downloaded by following the link in the prompt box.

The template file is a CSV file with the following headings:
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Biomaterial ID Biomaterial External ID

Biomaterial External Source Barcode

Facility Location Path

 FIGURE 3 - 39: UPLOADBIOMATERIAL STORAGE TEMPLATE

Validation Constraints:

The chosen Biomaterial record identifier must match an existing Biomaterial.

Facility and Location Path fields are required.

The Facility and Location Path field values must match existing Labmatrix values.

The Location Path format is the full location path without the Facility name. E.g. Freezer 1/Tower 1/Box 1/Slot A11

Note: The location path for slot A11 in a box is "Slot A11", NOT "A11"

Note: Any fields left blank will overwrite an existing value with a null value!

Any number of Biomaterials can be stored using the template.

To complete the upload, select the "Upload" button in the lower right corner of the prompt box.

Once the upload has completed, the Biomaterials are stored in the defined locations.

See also: Biomaterials

See also: Storage

See also: Data Entry
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See also: Uploading Facilities
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Uploading Timepoints to Existing Studies

The Upload Study Timepoints allows users to create timepoints for existing Studies.

Note: The user must have permission to update a Study in order to use the Study Timepoints

loader!

Select the Data Entry Menu to open the drop-down menu.

 FIGURE 3 - 40: DATA ENTRYMENU

Select the Study Timepoint link to open the Upload Study Timepoint prompt box.
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 FIGURE 3 - 41: UPLOADSTUDY TIMEPOINT

Use the Data File field to select the file to upload.

The prompt box also includes a field for notes about the upload, and an option to stop the upload once

any error is detected.

The template file may be downloaded by following the link in the prompt box.

The template file is a .xls file with the following headings:

Study

Timepoint
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 FIGURE 3 - 42: UPLOADSTUDY TIMEPOINTTEMPLATE

The Study field must be an existing Study. This field is required.

The Timepoint field must be a new Timepoint for the specified Study.

The same Timepoint name cannot be used more than once within a Study, but the same

Timepoint name may be used in multiple different Studies.

Any number of Study Timepoints can be uploaded using the template.

To complete the upload, select the "Upload" button in the lower right corner of the prompt box.

Once the upload has competed, the Study Timepoints are stored in Labmatrix. Any Biomaterial within

the Study may now use this timepoint.

See also: Studies

See also: Data Entry

See also: Uploading Studies
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Uploading Subject Associated Data

The Subject general tab records basic information about the Subject. Additional data may be added to

the Subject record by the use of Subject Forms, e.g. family history, medication records.

Users may enter this data manually from the Subject record or by uploading the Form data using the

Subject Associated Data uploader.

The uploader may be used both to create new records and to update existing records.

Note: The user must have permission to update Subjects for a Study in order to use the Subject

Associated Data loader!

Select the Data Entry Menu to open the drop-down box.

 FIGURE 3 - 43: DATA ENTRYMENU
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Select the Subject Associated Data link to open the Upload Subject Associated Data prompt box.

 FIGURE 3 - 44: UPLOADADDITIONAL SUBJECTDATA PROMPTBOX

Choose an existing Labmatrix Subject Form from the Form pick list. The options for associating the

uploaded data with a Subject record and a Form record will appear.

If the Form collects many records, the Form record may be associated with an existing Form record by:

None

Record ID

Record External ID and Source
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Scroll down or click for a description of the Form association parameters.

If only one Form record is created for each Subject, no association is necessary. If a Form record for

the Subject exists, it will be updated. If there is no Form record for the Subject, a new Form record will

be created.

The user must choose how the uploaded Form records are associated with the Subject records in Lab-

matrix.

Subject ID

Subject External ID and Source

Subject Code

The Form record MUST be associated with an existing Labmatrix Subject record.

The template file contains a column for each field in the Form, columns for Subject association, and

columns for Form record association.

Values for each field must match the datatype of the field.

Fields that are required on the Form are required in the data file.

To complete the upload, select the "Upload" button in the lower right corner of the prompt box.

Form Record Association Parameters

If None is chosen, a new Form record will be created.

If Record ID is chosen, the uploaded Form record will replace the existing Form record with the match-

ing Labmatrix ID.

If Record ID is chosen and no matching Form record is found, a new Form record will be created.

If Record External ID and Source is chosen, the uploaded Form record will replace the existing Form

record with the matching External ID and Source.

If Record External ID and Source is chosen and no matching Form record is found, a new Form record
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will be created.

The Forms are defined under the Administration Console.

See also: Forms

See also: Data Entry

See also: Uploading Additional Data

See also: Uploading Biomaterial Associated Data

See also: Uploading Standalone Forms

See also: Uploading Study Associated Data
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Uploading Biomaterial Associated Data

The Biomaterial general tab records basic information about the Subject. Additional data may be

added to the Biomaterial record by the use of Biomaterial Forms, e.g. storage conditions, siRNA levels.

Users may enter this data manually from the Biomaterial record or by uploading the Form data using

the Biomaterial Associated Data uploader.

The uploader may be used both to create new records and to update existing records.

Note: The user must have permission to update Biomaterials for a Study in order to use the Bio-

material Associated Data loader.

Select the Data Entry Menu to open the drop-down box.

 FIGURE 3 - 45: DATA ENTRYMENU
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Select the Biomaterial Associated Data link to open the Upload Biomaterial Associated Data prompt

box.

 FIGURE 3 - 46: UPLOADADDITIONAL BIOMATERIALDATA PROMPTBOX

Choose an existing Labmatrix Biomaterial Form from the Form pick list. The options for associating the

uploaded data with a Biomaterial record and a Form record will appear.

If the Form collects many records, the Form record may be associated with an existing Form record by:
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None

Record ID

Record External ID and Source

Scroll down or click for a description of the association parameters.

If only one Form record is created for each Biomaterial, no association is necessary. If a Form record

for the Biomaterial exists, it will be updated. If there is no Form record for the Biomaterial, a new Form

record will be created.

The user must choose how the uploaded Form records are associated with the Biomaterial records in

Labmatrix.

Biomaterial ID

Biomaterial External ID and Source

Barcode

The Form record MUST be associated with an existing Labmatrix Biomaterial record.

The template file contains a column for each field in the Form, columns for Biomaterial association,

and columns for Form record association.

Values for each field must match the datatype of the field.

Fields that are required on the Form are required in the data file.

To complete the upload, select the "Upload" button in the lower right corner of the prompt box.

Form Record Association Parameters

If None is chosen, a new Form record will be created.

If Record ID is chosen, the uploaded Form record will replace the existing Form record with the match-

ing Labmatrix ID.

If Record ID is chosen and no matching Form record is found, a new Form record will be created.
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If Record External ID and Source is chosen, the uploaded Form record will replace the existing Form

record with the matching External ID and Source.

If Record External ID and Source is chosen and no matching Form record is found, a new Form record

will be created.

The Forms are defined under the Administration Console.

See also: Forms

See also: Data Entry

See also: Uploading Additional Data

See also: Uploading Subject Associated Data

See also: Uploading Standalone Forms

See also: Uploading Study Associated Data
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Uploading Study Associated Data

The Study general tab records basic information about the Study. Additional data may be added to the

Study record by the use of Study Forms, e.g. affiliated institutions, consent duration.

Users may enter this data manually from the Study record or by uploading the Form data using the

Study Associated Data uploader.

The uploader may be used both to create new records and to update existing records.

Note: The user must have permission to edit Study data in order to use the Study Associated Data

loader.

Select the Data Entry Menu to open the drop-down box.

 FIGURE 3 - 47: DATA ENTRYMENU
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Select the Study Associated Data link to open the Upload Forms prompt box.

 FIGURE 3 - 48: UPLOADSTUDY ASSOCIATEDDATA PROMPTBOX

Select a Study Form to access the Download Template link.

The template file contains a column for each field in the Form and columns for Form record asso-

ciation.

The Forms must be associated with an existing Labmatrix Study via the Study Name.

Values for each field must match the datatype of the field.

Fields that are required on the Form are required in the data file.

If the Form collects many records, the Form record may be associated with an existing Form record by:
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None

Record ID

Record External ID and Source

Scroll down or click for a description of the Form association parameters.

If only one Form record is created for each Study, no association is necessary. If a Form record for the

Study exists, it will be updated. If there is no Form record for the Study, a new Form record will be cre-

ated.

To complete the upload, select the "Upload" button in the lower right corner of the prompt box.

Form Record Association Parameters

If None is chosen, a new Form record will be created.

If Record ID is chosen, the uploaded Form record will replace the existing Form record with the match-

ing Labmatrix ID.

If Record ID is chosen and no matching Form record is found, a new Form record will be created.

If Record External ID and Source is chosen, the uploaded Form record will replace the existing Form

record with the matching External ID and Source.

If Record External ID and Source is chosen and no matching Form record is found, a new Form record

will be created.

See also: Forms

See also: Data Entry

See also: Uploading Additional Data

See also: Uploading Biomaterial Associated Data

See also: Uploading Subject Associated Data
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See also: Uploading Standalone Forms
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Uploading Additional Data

Additional data unrelated to Studies, Subjects or Biomaterials, e.g. vendor contact information, may be

stored in Labmatrix using Standalone Forms.

Users may enter this data manually by choosing the Form name from the Create New heading of the

Data Entry Menu, or upload the Form data using the Additional Data uploader.

The uploader may be used both to create new records and to update existing records.

Note: The user must have permission to update or create Standalone Forms and Datasources in a

Security Group in order to use the Additional Data loader.

Select the Data Entry Menu to open the drop-down box.

 FIGURE 3 - 49: DATA ENTRYMENU
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Select the Additional Data link to open the Upload Additional Data prompt box.

 FIGURE 3 - 50: UPLOADADDITIONALDATA PROMPTBOX

Choose an existing Labmatrix Standalone Form from the Form pick list. The options for associating the

uploaded data a Form record will appear.

If the Form collects many records, the Form record may be associated with an existing Form record by:

None

Record ID

Record External ID and Source

Scroll down or click for a description of the association parameters.

The template file contains a column for each field in the Form, and columns for Form record asso-

ciation.

Values for each field must match the datatype of the field.
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Fields that are required on the Form are required in the data file.

To complete the upload, select the "Upload" button in the lower right corner of the prompt box.

Form Record Association Parameters

If None is chosen, a new Form record will be created.

If Record ID is chosen, the uploaded Form record will replace the existing Form record with the match-

ing Labmatrix ID.

If Record ID is chosen and no matching Form record is found, a new Form record will be created.

If Record External ID and Source is chosen, the uploaded Form record will replace the existing Form

record with the matching External ID and Source.

If Record External ID and Source is chosen and no matching Form record is found, a new Form record

will be created.

The Forms are defined under the Administration Console.

See also: Forms

See also: Data Entry

See also: Standalone Forms Links

See also: Uploading Subject Associated Data

See also: Uploading Biomaterial Associated Data

See also: Uploading Study Associated Data
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Biomaterial Factories

Biomaterial Factories allow the user to create a new set of Child Biomaterials from a Biomaterial or a

Subject.

Biomaterial Factories are configured and imported into Labmatrix. For more information on creating a

Biomaterial Factory, contact BioFortis Support at support@biofortis.com.

A Biomaterial Factory can create many types of Child Biomaterials along multiple generations to form

a complex lineage.

 FIGURE 3 - 51: BIOMATERIAL FACTORYOUTPUT

Biomaterial Factory options include creating a lineage of Child Biomaterials, assigning Form field val-

ues to all Child Biomaterials, and assigning form field values to distinct Child Biomaterials.

To run a Biomaterial Factory, go to the Child Biomaterial tab on a Subject or Biomaterial. Click

"New" and choose the Biomaterial Factory name.
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 FIGURE 3 - 52: NEWBIOMATERIAL FACTORY

Biomaterial Factories are only available if the user has a Role with permission to view the Biomaterial

Factory. Role permissions are assigned when the Biomaterial Factory is created.

Biomaterial Factories have many different features available. The example Biomaterial Factory below

points out some of the available options.

Example Biomaterial Factory

The Biomaterial Factory "Extract cDNA" creates cDNA samples linked to a Subject directly from the

Subject page.

Note: Biomaterial Factories can be run from either a Subject or a Biomaterial.

Click the "Child Biomaterials" tab, then click "New and select "Extract cDNA".

 FIGURE 3 - 53: NEWBIOMATERIAL FACTORY

The Biomaterial Factory template will open.
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 FIGURE 3 - 54: EXTRACT CDNA TEMPLATE

The Extract cDNA template has a description of the output at the top of the template.

Note: Biomaterial Factories can have any description. They can include the purpose, instructions,

or expected output.

The "Extract cDNA" Biomaterial Factory will create a "Plaque Brain Tissue" Biomaterial for the Sub-

ject. A "Cell Pellet" Biomaterial will be created as a Child Biomaterial of the "Plaque Brain

Tissue" Biomaterial.

Note: Biomaterial Factories can assign names to new Biomaterials.These names can use vari-

ables to include certain Biomaterial attributes in the name ({id}, {parentName}, {type}, {number}).

Neither of these Biomaterials show up on the Biomaterial Factory page, because the user does not

interact with the Biomaterials. They are automatically created and exhausted.
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Note: Biomaterial Factories can create Biomaterials and Child Biomaterials and assign them pre-

set values without requiring additional input from the user.

The "Cell Pellet" will have 2 "RNA" Child Biomaterials.

Note: Biomaterial Factories can create a configurable number of Child Biomaterials for a parent Bio-

material, and can create multiple types of Child Biomaterials from a single parent Biomaterial.

The "RNA" Biomaterials have separate headings so that different information can be entered for each

Biomaterial. The fields available are "At Facility", "Created On Date", "Concentration (from A260)",

"A260/280 ratio", and "Number of cDNA samples".

Note: Biomaterial Factories can collect values to apply to individual Biomaterials, or collect values

to apply to all Biomaterials.

The "At Facility" and "Created On Date" are core Biomaterial fields. These fields appear on the Bio-

material "General" tab.

The "Concentration (from A260)" and "A260/280 ratio" are fields on the "RNA questions" custom Form.

These fields appear on the Biomaterial "Forms" tab.

Note: Biomaterial Factories can collect values for fields from multiple Forms at once. This includes

the core Biomaterial Form and custom Biomaterial Forms.

The "Number of cDNA Samples" is not a Form field. It determines how many "cDNA" Child Bio-

materials will be created from each RNA.

Note: Biomaterial Factories can create a number of Child Biomaterials determined by the UI. This

can be set for each type of Child Biomaterial created from a single parent Biomaterial.
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Note: Biomaterial Factories can mark a Child Biomaterial as optional. If the Child Biomaterial is col-

lected, the information and all downstream Child Biomaterials will be collected. If the Child Bio-

material is not collected, the Child Biomaterial and all downstream Child Biomaterials are never

created.

The "cDNA" Biomaterials will be created as Child Biomaterials from the "RNA" Biomaterials. They will

inherit the "At Facility" and "Created On Date" values from the parent Biomaterial. They will inherit

these values automatically and no values will show up in the UI.

Note: Biomaterial Factories can inherit values from parent Biomaterials automatically, or set the

inherited value as a default value that can be edited from the UI.

Filled "Extract cDNA" template

Biomaterial Factory Output

Once all the data are entered, click "Finish" to run the Biomaterial Factory.

The Child Biomaterial tab from the originating Subject or Biomaterial will open.

The new Biomaterials will be displayed in the Child Biomaterial lineage, marked by stars.
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 FIGURE 3 - 55: COMPLETEDFACTORY

Click "Select Starred" to select all of the new Biomaterials and store them, edit them, or print barcodes

for them. This allows the new Biomaterials to be easily managed right after creation.

See also: Biomaterials
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Delete Entities

Users with the Data Manager Role can quickly delete multiple Labmatrix Subject, Biomaterial, Facility,

or Form records using the Delete Entities link under the Delete heading on the Data Entry Menu.

Note: Deletion from the Delete Entities link uses the same logic as individual deletion. Users must

have Roles with the appropriate access permissions in order to delete records.

 FIGURE 3 - 56: DELETE HEADING INDATA ENTRYMENU

Note:Only users with the Data Manager Role will see the Delete heading.

Click the Delete Entities link to open the Bulk Delete Records window.
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 FIGURE 3 - 57: BULK DELETE RECORDSWINDOW

Choose the type of Labmatrix record to delete. The options are:

Biomaterial

Subject

Facility

Form Data

The Data File lists the Labmatrix Record IDs of the items to be deleted. Use the "Browse" button to

select the file to upload.
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Note: The file should be a csv or txt file with the heading "id" and each Record ID entered on a sep-

arate line. The Record IDs can easily be exported from a Qiagram query.

The Notes field can be used for any additional notes the Data Manager wants to add.

 FIGURE 3 - 58: FILLEDBULK DELETEWINDOW

Once all fields are filled out, click "Upload and Delete". A confirmation window will open. Enter the

reason for the delete, and enter the password to confirm.
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 FIGURE 3 - 59: BULK DELETE CONFIRMATIONWINDOW

Click "Proceed with Delete" to delete the records.

Note: If the Subject or Biomaterial has any child Biomaterials, the child Biomaterials will also be

deleted!
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SearchMenu

The Search Menu can be reached from the Menu Bar on the Labmatrix Homepage.

 FIGURE 3 - 60: SEARCHMENU

The Search Menu opens in a drop-down box with four sections.

The first section contains the links to search Subjects, Biomaterials, and Studies.

Search Subjects

Search Biomaterials

Search Studies

Note: Studies, Biomaterials, and Subjects can also be searched using the quick search on the

upper right of the menu bar.

The second section contains links to search Standalone Forms.

Search Standalone Forms
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The third section contains a link to search uploaded data.

Search Uploads

The fourth section contains a link to search Qiagram.

Search Qiagram
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Search Subjects

To search Subjects, navigate to the Search Menu on the Menu Bar on the Labmatrix Homepage. The

drop-down box will open.

 FIGURE 3 - 61: SEARCHMENU

Select the link for Subjects. The Search Subjects page will open.
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 FIGURE 3 - 62: SEARCHSUBJECTS PAGE

The Barcode is the barcode given to a Subject.

The Subject Code is the code displayed for the Subject.

The Study Code is the Study name

The Subject ID is generated by the Labmatrix software.

The Full Name of the Subject is composed of the Name fields filled out for the Subject.

The Full Name field will return only the Subjects in Studies where the user has access to

PHI.

The Sex field is searchable for the options in the drop-down box.

The Sex field will return only the Subjects in Studies where the user has access to PHI.

The Mortality Status field is searchable for the options in the drop-down box.

The Mortality Status field will return only the Subjects in Studies where the user has access

to PHI.
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The Batch ID is available for Subjects that were created by Uploading from the Data Entry Menu.

Each batch upload is given a Batch ID that applies to all Subjects from that batch.

Note: For all text fields, entering text will open a drop-down list containing matching suggestions.

Double-clicking the text box will open a drop-down list containing the possible values to a

maximum of 50.

The Search criteria may be changed. Select the "Choose Another Search" link from the top of the

Search tab. This opens a list of customized search criteria. These search criteria may be created and

saved in Qiagram.

 FIGURE 3 - 63: CHOOSE ANOTHERSEARCH

When a new query is chosen it is set as the user's default search query.

For more information on creating Qiagram queries, see the Qiagram Manual.

Note: If the field accepts multiple values, external data may be copied and pasted directly from

Microsoft Excel.

Once the search criteria have been entered, click the "Search" button on the lower right of the search

list.

Subjects matching the search criteria will appear in the right frame.

Selecting a Subject name from the list will open that Subject page.
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 FIGURE 3 - 64: SUBJECTPAGE

Using the Search Results

The search results pane lists the Subject information and a link to the Subject page.

 FIGURE 3 - 65: SEARCHRESULTS

The "Download" button opens a drop-down menu of the Download options. The user may download

the list in .XLS, .XLSX, or Tab-delimited Text format.

Selecting the checkbox next to the Subject name enables the "Bulk Edit" and "More" buttons above

the search results. The More drop-down menu allows the user to print barcodes for the selected Sub-

jects or to assign the Subjects to a new Study.

Bulk Edit

The Bulk Edit function allows the user to change field values and apply them to many Subjects at
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once.

Select Subjects from the search results pane and click the "Bulk Edit" button. The Bulk Edit window

will open.

 FIGURE 3 - 66: BULK EDITWINDOW 1

The first screen displays the fields for the core Subject information and for all one-to-one Forms the

user has permission to see. If one but not all of the selected Subjects have a Form, the Form will be lis-

ted but the fields for the Form will not be displayed.

Note: PHI fields may NOT be edited using the Bulk Edit option.

Select the checkboxes next to the desired fields, then select the "Next" button.

This screen allows the user to enter a new value for the selected fields.
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 FIGURE 3 - 67: EDITVALUES

Select the "Next" button to apply the changes.

Print Barcodes

This option allows the user to print barcodes for the selected Subjects. The "Print Barcodes" button will

open the Print Barcodes prompt box.

 FIGURE 3 - 68: PRINTBARCODE PROMPTBOX

Use the Print Barcodes prompt box to select the printer, the layout, and the number of barcodes to be

printed.

The Printer is chosen from a drop-down list. The printers are configured using the Barcoding

Menu in the Administration Console.
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The Layout is chosen from a drop-down list. Label options are configured using the Barcoding

Menu in the Administration Console.

The Number of copies of the barcode to be printed is determined by the user.

Select the "Print" button to print the barcode.

Assign to Study

Select the "Assign to Study" button to open the Assign to Study window.

 FIGURE 3 - 69: ASSIGNSTUDIES

The user may enter one a Study or Studies and replace the existing Study or Studies for the Subject.

Select the "Add to Existing Studies" checkbox to add the Subject to the new Study or Studies without

removing it from the current Study or Studies.

Select the "Update Study for all Biomaterials descended from this Subject" to apply the new Study to

the Biomaterials linked to the selected Subjects.

For more information, see Subjects.
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Search Biomaterials

To use the Search Menu, navigate to the Search Menu on the Menu Bar on the Labmatrix Homepage.

The drop-down box will open.

 FIGURE 3 - 70: SEARCHMENU

Select the link for Biomaterials. The Search Biomaterials page will open.
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 FIGURE 3 - 71: SEARCHBIOMATERIALS PAGE

Biomaterials can be found by search criteria or by scanning the Biomaterial barcode. Switching

between search criteria and barcode scanning will clear the search results.

Search Criteria

The Biomaterial search criteria are listed under the Search tab.

The default search fields are Barcode, Biomaterial ID, Study Code, Biomaterial Name, Biomaterial

Type, Biomaterial Status, At Facility, Subject Code, Subject Name and Batch ID.
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Note: For all text fields, entering text will open a drop-down list containing matching suggestions.

Double-clicking the text box will open a drop-down list containing the possible values to a

maximum of 50.

The Subject Code field searches for the Biomaterials associated with the Subject defined by the

Subject Code.

The Subject Name field searches for the Biomaterials associated with that Subject.

The Subject Names will return only the Biomaterials in Studies where the user has access

to PHI.

The Batch ID is available for Biomaterials that were created by Uploading from the Data Entry

Menu. Each batch upload is given a Batch ID that applies to all Biomaterials from that batch.

The Search criteria may be changed. Select the "Choose Another Search" link from the top of the

Search tab. This opens a list of customized search criteria. These search criteria may be created and

saved in Qiagram.

 FIGURE 3 - 72: CHOOSE ANOTHERSEARCH

When a new query is chosen it is set as the user's default search query.

For more information on creating Qiagram queries, see the Qiagram Manual.

Note: If the field accepts multiple values, external data may be copied and pasted directly from

Microsoft Excel.

Once the search criteria have been entered, click the "Search" button on the lower right of the search

list.

Biomaterials matching the search criteria will appear in the right frame.
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Selecting a Biomaterial name from the list will open that Biomaterial page.

 FIGURE 3 - 73: BIOMATERIAL PAGE

Search by Barcode

Select the Scan tab to open the scan search option.

 FIGURE 3 - 74: SCANBIOMATERIALS

Select the Scan field and scan the Biomaterial Barcode. The Biomaterial will be displayed in the

search page.

Multiple Biomaterials can be scanned sequentially and displayed in the results pane.

If a Biomaterial is scanned more than once, a warning will be displayed.
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To clear the results, select the "Start Over" button below the Scan field.

If a barcode does not match an existing Labmatrix Biomaterial , a warning prompt box will open.

Using the Search Results

The search results pane lists the Biomaterial information and a link to the Biomaterial page.

 FIGURE 3 - 75: SEARCHRESULTS

Selecting the checkbox next to the Biomaterial name enables the "Bulk Edit" and "More" buttons

above the search results.

Bulk Edit

The Bulk Edit function allows the user to change field values and apply them to many Biomaterials at

once.

Select Biomaterials from the search results pane and click the "Bulk Edit" button. The Bulk Edit win-

dow will open.
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 FIGURE 3 - 76: BULK EDITWINDOW 1

The first screen displays the fields for the core Biomaterial information and for all one-to-one Forms the

user has permission to see. If one but not all of the selected Biomaterials have a Form, the Form will

be listed but the fields for the Form will not be displayed.
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 FIGURE 3 - 77: UNAVAILABLE FORM

Note: PHI fields may NOT be edited using the Bulk Edit option.

Select the checkboxes next to the desired fields, then select the "Next" button.

This screen allows the user to enter a new value for the selected fields.

 FIGURE 3 - 78: EDITVALUES
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Select the "Next" button to apply the changes.

Biomaterial are removed from storage if:

The status is changed from "In Inventory" to any other status

The status is changed from "In Transit" to any other status

The Facility is changed

"More" Menu

The "More" drop-down menu is available when Biomaterials are selected from the results pane.

 FIGURE 3 - 79: MORE DROP-DOWNMENU

The "More" drop-down menu allows the user to:

Print barcodes for the Biomaterials

Change the Study of the Biomaterials

Store the Biomaterials in a selected location

Store the Biomaterials to an automatically assigned location

Remove the Biomaterials from their storage locations
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Open an Issue Workflow for the Biomaterials

Open a Request Workflow for the Biomaterials

Create child Biomaterials from the selected Biomaterials

Print Barcodes

This option allows the user to print barcodes for the selected Biomaterials. The "Print Barcodes" button

will open the Print Barcodes prompt box.

 FIGURE 3 - 80: PRINTBARCODE PROMPTBOX

Use the Print Barcodes prompt box to select the printer, the layout, and the number of barcodes to be

printed.

The Printer is chosen from a drop-down list. The printers are configured using the Barcoding

Menu in the Administration Console.

The Layout is chosen from a drop-down list. Label options are configured using the Barcoding

Menu in the Administration Console.

The Number of copies of the barcode to be printed is determined by the user.

Select the "Print" button to print the barcode.

Assign to Study

Select the "Assign to Study" button to open the Assign to Study window.
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 FIGURE 3 - 81: ASSIGNSTUDIES

The user may enter one a Study or Studies and replace the existing Study or Studies for the Bio-

material.

Select the "Add to Existing Studies" checkbox to add the Biomaterial to the new Study or Studies

without removing it from the current Study or Studies.

Select the "Change Studies of all Child Biomaterials" to apply the new Study to the child Biomaterials

of the selected Biomaterials.

Note: At least one Study must be selected.

Store Biomaterials

Store in Selected Location

The Store in a Selected Location option places the selected Biomaterials into storage using the stor-

age navigation tree. The Biomaterials will be stored in a group starting from the selected spot. The

spots that will be used are highlighted.
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 FIGURE 3 - 82: SELECTSTORAGE LOCATION

Automatically Assign Storage Locations

The Automatically Assign Storage Location option places the Biomaterials in storage using pre-

defined storage rules. Storage rules define the storage location based on the Biomaterial's Study, Bio-

material Type, and Container Type. Storage rules can be configured from the plan tab on the Facility

page.

The Automatically Assign Storage Location option places the Biomaterials in storage using pre-

defined storage rules. Storage rules define the storage location based on the Biomaterial's Study, Bio-

material Type, and Container Type. Storage rules can be configured from the plan tab on the Facility

page.

Select the "Automatically Assign Storage Location" button to store the Biomaterials. A confirmation

prompt box will open.
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 FIGURE 3 - 83: BULK STORE CONFIRMATION

Note: The user does not select the specific locations using the Assign Locations Automatically

option. Biomaterials are automatically placed in storage according to storage rules.

Remove from Storage

The "Remove from Storage" button removes the Biomaterial from any box, bag, plate, or slide rack stor-

age location. Any storage path information in the "Storage Location" field will be cleared. A box or

plate will have an empty space in that storage location.

Note: The Biomaterial is not removed from the Facility.

Open Issue

The "Open Issue" button creates an Issue Workflow containing the selected Biomaterials. Selecting

the button will direct the user to the Create Issue step with the Biomaterials already selected. For more

information, see Issue Workflows.

Note: The user must have the "Issue Viewer" Role to use the "Open Issue" button.

Open Request

The "Open Analysis Request", "Open Destruction Request", and "Open Transfer Request" buttons cre-

ate a Request Workflow containing the selected Biomaterials. Selecting the button will direct the user

to the Create Request step with the Biomaterials already selected. For more information, see Analysis
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Request Workflows, Destruction Request Workflows, Transfer Request Workflows.

Note: The user must have the "Request Creator" Role to use the "Open Analysis Request", "Open

Destruction Request", and "Open Transfer Request" buttons.

Create Child Biomaterials

The "Create Child Biomaterials" button allows the user to create child Biomaterials with the selected

Biomaterials as the parent Biomaterials. Selecting the button will direct the user to the Create Child

Biomaterial page with the Biomaterials already selected as the Parent Biomaterials. For more inform-

ation, see Create Child Biomaterials.

For more information, see Biomaterials.
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Search Studies

To search Studies, navigate to the Search Menu on the Menu Bar on the Labmatrix Homepage. The

drop-down box will open.

 FIGURE 3 - 84: SEARCHMENU

Select the link for Studies. The Search Studies page will open.

 FIGURE 3 - 85: SEARCHSUBJECTS PAGE

Studies may be searched by the Study name.

The Search criteria may be changed. Select the "Choose Another Search" link from the top of the
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Search tab. This opens a list of customized search criteria. These search criteria may be created and

saved in Qiagram.

 FIGURE 3 - 86: CHOOSE ANOTHERSEARCH

When a new query is chosen it is set as the user's default search query.

For more information on creating Qiagram queries, see the Qiagram Manual.

Searching Studies

Once the Study name has been entered, click the "Search" button on the lower right of the search list.

Studies matching the criteria will appear in the right frame.

Leaving the Study Name blank and selecting search will return all Studies.

 FIGURE 3 - 87: STUDY SEARCHRESULT

Selecting a Study Name from the list will open that Study page.

 FIGURE 3 - 88: STUDY PAGE FORAGS3

Studies may be managed from the Administration Console. For more information on managing Stud-

ies, see Administration Console.

For more information on the Study page, see Studies.
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Search Standalone Forms

To search the data entered into Standalone Forms, navigate to the Search Menu on the Menu Bar on

the Labmatrix Homepage. The drop-down box will open.

 FIGURE 3 - 89: SEARCHMENU

Standalone Forms are managed from the Forms Menu in the Administration Console. See the Forms

Menu for more information.

The specific Standalone Forms that may be searched by the user are listed in the section underneath

the Subject, Biomaterial, and Studies section.

To search one of the available Standalone Forms, select the link to open the search page.
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 FIGURE 3 - 90: THE SEARCHPAGE FORSITE CONSENTDATA

The search page displays the fields defined in the Form, with the addition of the Record ID field and

the Batch ID field.

Note: For all text fields, entering text will open a drop-down list containing matching suggestions.

Double-clicking the text box will open a drop-down list containing the possible values to a

maximum of 50.

The Record ID is the ID assigned to the form record when it is created.

The Batch ID is available for Standalone Form entries that were created from the Data Entry Menu.

Searching Standalone Forms

None, some, or all of the search fields may be filled out.

Once the search criteria has been entered, click the "Search" button on the lower right of the search

list.

Form records matching the criteria will appear in the right frame.
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 FIGURE 3 - 91: SEARCHRESULTS FORSTUDY = SIRNA1776

Selecting an record from the list will open that record page.

 FIGURE 3 - 92: FORMENTRY PAGE

For more information, see the Forms Menu.
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Search Uploads

To search Uploads, navigate to the Search Menu on the Menu Bar on the Labmatrix Homepage. The

drop-down box will open.

 FIGURE 3 - 93: SEARCHMENU

Select the Uploads link to open the search page. The search page displays both the successful and

failed uploads the user has permission to view.
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 FIGURE 3 - 94: SEARCHUPLOADS PAGE

The search fields on the left are File Name, Loader, Notes, Uploaded Before, Uploaded After, and

Show.

Note: For all text fields, entering text will open a drop-down list containing matching suggestions.

Double-clicking the text box will open a drop-down list containing the possible values to a

maximum of 50.

The Loader field searches by the DataLoader used to upload the file.

The Uploaded Before and Uploaded After fields allows the user to enter the dates of the upload

using the drop-down calendar. The date is inclusive.

The Show option chooses if successful, failed, partially successful, or uploads will be displayed.

Searching Uploads

Some or all of the search fields may be filled out.
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One of the Show checkboxes must be chosen.

Once the search criteria has been entered, click the "Search" button on the lower right of the search

list.

Uploads matching the criteria will appear in the right frame.

 FIGURE 3 - 95: SEARCH RESULT FORRESULT=SUCCESSFUL

If the upload failed or was partially successful, selecting the status will open the original output mes-

sage for that upload.

 FIGURE 3 - 96: VIEWOUTPUT FOR A PARTIALLY SUCCESSFULUPLOAD
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Selecting the File Name will download the original file or the error file. The error file contains line-spe-

cific information about the upload error. Only the rows with error will be displayed in the error file.

 FIGURE 3 - 97: ERRORFILE

For more information on creating Uploads, see the Data Entry Menu and the Intake Workflow.
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Searching Qiagram

To access Qiagram, navigate to the Search Menu on the Menu Bar on the Labmatrix Homepage. The

drop-down box will open.

 FIGURE 3 - 98: SEARCHMENU

Select the link for Qiagram. A new query page will open in Qiagram.
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 FIGURE 3 - 99: QIAGRAMNEW QUERY PAGE

For more information, see the Qiagram User Manual.
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StorageMenu

The Storage Menu allows users to configure storage locations for a Facility and to define the location

of Biomaterials.

The Storage Menu can be accessed from the Navigation Bar on the Labmatrix Homepage.

Selecting the Storage Menu opens the Storage dashboard.

 FIGURE 3 - 100: STORAGE DASHBOARD

The Storage Dashboard lists the Facility Name, a "Change Facility" button, a Browse tab and a Plan

tab.

The Facility opened from the Storage Menu is the user's primary Facility. The Facility can be changed

using the "Change Facility" button. Selecting the "Change Facility" button opens a drop-down menu

listing the Facilities the user may access.

The Browse Tab
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The Browse tab contains a navigation tree for the Facility, an "Add Storage Unit" button, a "Store Bio-

materials" button, and a "Print Barcodes" button.

 FIGURE 3 - 101: THE BROWSE TAB

The navigation tree allows the user to view the Biomaterials stored in the Facility. For more inform-

ation, see Navigation Tree.

The "Add Storage Unit" button allows the user to add a storage unit or storage hierarchy to the Facility.

For more information, see Adding a Storage Unit.

The "Store Biomaterials" button allows the user to specify a location for a Biomaterial. For more inform-

ation, see Storing Biomaterials.

The "Print Barcodes" button allows the user to print sequential barcodes not associated with any Lab-

matrix item. For more information, see Standalone barcodes.

To print storage container barcodes, right-click the storage unit name, as described in Managing Stor-

age Units. For more information, see Storage container barcodes.

The Plan Tab
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The Plan Tab allows the user to define how Biomaterials are stored. These storage rules are used

when adding Biomaterials to storage using the "Store Biomaterials" button or the Intake Workflow.

 FIGURE 3 - 102: THE PLANTAB

For more information, see Storage Plans.
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Storage Navigation Tree

The left frame of the storage dashboard lists the storage available for the Facility. To view all the levels

of a listed storage unit, select the plus boxes to the left of the storage unit name. Each sub-level

expands until the final level is reached.

 FIGURE 3 - 103: STORAGE NAVIGATIONTREE

The amount of storage space is shown to in the form of a bar to the right of the storage unit name on

the navigation tree.

For storage levels containing sub-levels, selecting the storage unit will open a percentile graph.
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 FIGURE 3 - 104: AVAILABLE STORAGE SPACE

Once a Box, Plate, or Slide Rack, or Bag is opened, the contents are displayed in the right frame.

For Boxes or Plates, the grid display will open. Selecting a slot within the grid will allow the user to

enter the barcode of a material to store in that slot.
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 FIGURE 3 - 105: BOX DISPLAY

For Bags or Slide Racks, a list of the Biomaterials in the container will be displayed in the right frame.

Entering a barcode in the field at the top of the frame will add a Biomaterial to the container.

 FIGURE 3 - 106: BAG DISPLAY

Managing Storage Units

To edit an existing storage unit, right-click on the storage unit name. This will open a drop-down list of

actions to perform on the storage unit.
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Manage Bag Manage Freezer

 FIGURE 3 - 107: POSSIBLE ACTIONS LIST FOR A BAG ANDFREEZER

The options are:

Add New Storage Unit

Delete

Move

Reorder Contents

Copy or Clone

Paste

Print Barcodes

Refresh

Properties
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Add New Storage Unit

Top level storage units have the "Add New" button. This button allows the user to add another storage

unit within the selected storage unit. For more information, see Adding Storage Units.

Delete the Storage Unit

Selecting the "Delete" button will open a prompt box to delete the storage unit.

 FIGURE 3 - 108: DELETE PROMPTBOX

If there are Biomaterials contained in the storage unit, the storage unit cannot be deleted.

Move or Reorder the Storage Unit

The "Move" button allows the user to move an end level storage unit to a different containing storage

unit or to a new Facility.

Select the "Move Box" (or bag, slide rack, or plate) button. The Move storage unit window will open.

 FIGURE 3 - 109: MOVE STORAGE UNIT
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To move a box within the freezer, just choose the new location using the Storage Navigation Tree.

To move a box to a new Facility, click the "Change Facility" button at the top of the storage tree. This

opens a drop-down list of all Facilities the user may access.

Click on the Facility, then choose the location using the Storage Navigation tree for the new Facility.

 FIGURE 3 - 110: STORAGE NAVIGATIONTREE FOR THE NEW FACILITY

The box will be moved to the indicated location.

The "Reorder Contents" button allows the user to change the order of the storage units contained in a

top level storage unit.

Copy the Storage Unit/Clone the Storage Unit

An end level storage unit may be copied. An upper level storage unit may be cloned.

Selecting the "Copy" or "Clone" button opens a prompt window.
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 FIGURE 3 - 111: CLONING PROMPTWINDOW

The new storage unit requires a name.

Adding multiple names creates multiple copies or clones.

Note: Copying or cloning a storage unit reproduces the properties of the storage unit, not the Bio-

materials stored in it.

Once the Unit has been copied or Cloned, it may be pasted using the "Paste" button from the drop-

down menu.

Paste

The Paste button places a copied storage unit or storage hierarchy (See Copy/Clone) within the selec-

ted storage unit.

Print Barcode

The Print Barcode button prints the barcodes for every end-level container (Capable of holding indi-

vidual Biomaterials) within the selected storage unit.

Select "Print Barcodes" from a freezer to print the barcodes for all the end-level storage units in

the freezer.
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Select "Print Barcodes" from a tower to print the barcodes for all the end-level storage containers

in that tower.

Select "Print Barcode" from a box to print the barcode for that box.

Refresh the Storage Unit

The "Refresh" button reloads the storage unit and displays any changes made on other pages.

Open the Properties for the Storage Unit

The "Properties" button allows the user to edit the storage unit. Selecting this button opens the Edit

Properties prompt box.

 FIGURE 3 - 112: EDITPROPERTIES PROMPTBOX

The Type, Name, Barcode, Temperature, Status, and Notes fields may be altered.

The container within the storage unit may not be changed from this window. To add or delete a con-

tainer within the storage unit, use the "Add New" and "Delete" buttons on the drop-down menu.
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Add Storage Units

Adding a storage unit allows the user to create a new top-level storage unit for the selected Facility. To

add a new storage unit, select the "Add New Storage Unit" button to open the Add New Storage Unit

Window.

 FIGURE 3 - 113: ADDNEWSTORAGE UNITWINDOW

A top-level storage unit type may be a freezer, a cabinet, or a holding unit.

Note: The Holding Unit is a special type of storage. It is used for temporary storage, and it does not

have any further levels.
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The Name field allows the user to enter a name for the storage unit. The Name field is filled with

the storage unit type by default.

The Barcode field allows the user to enter the barcode for the storage unit.

The Temperature field allows the user to select the temperature of the new storage unit from a

drop-down menu.

 FIGURE 3 - 114: TEMPERATUREOPTIONS

The Status field allows the user to define the status of the new storage unit.

 FIGURE 3 - 115: STATUS FIELD

The Status options are Backup, EQ, OOS, and Operational

Backup - backup

EQ - Equipment Qualification

OOS - Out of service

Operational - Operational

Note: The Temperature and Status options may be customized for your organization. Please

contact BioFortis support for more information.
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The Notes field allows the user to enter any pertinent notes regarding the storage unit.

Storage Unit Levels

The Levels field allows the user to define how much storage is available within the unit. Sub-levels of

storage may be created by adding a level. The level options are sub-level type and number of sub-

level units.

The sub-level type may be selected from a drop-down menu and the number of sub-level units may be

entered.

The units may be ordered numerically or alphabetically.

Additional levels may be added for the defined sub-levels.

 FIGURE 3 - 116: STORAGE UNIT LEVELS

The level types are Bags, Boxes, Drawers, Plates, Racks, Shelves, Slide Racks and Towers.

Drawers, Racks, Shelves, and Towers may have additional storage levels added.

Bags, Boxes, Plates, and Slide Racks are end-level storage unit, and may not have additional storage
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levels.

Note: If no end-level storage units are created, no Biomaterials may be assigned to that storage

unit.

The layouts of Boxes and Plates may be configured. The size and the labeling orientation may be

chosen.

When a Biomaterial is stored in a Box or a Plate, a specific spot in the Box or Plate is assigned to that

Biomaterial.

The Bags and Slide Racks do not have any configuration.

When a Biomaterial is added to a bag or a Slide Rack, the position is not defined, and the Biomaterial

is added to a list.

 FIGURE 3 - 117: BOX CONFIGURATION

Once all levels have been added to a storage unit, select the save button in the lower right corner.

The storage unit will now be displayed in the Storage Navigation Tree. For more information, see the

Storage Navigation Tree.

Import Storage Structure

The Labmatrix UI allows users to easily create storage units containing uniform storage levels. For
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storage units that have different types of containers on the same storage level, the user may import the

storage hierarchy from a CSV file.

To import a storage structure, go to the Storage page. Select the arrow from the "Add Storage Unit" but-

ton. Select the "Import Storage Structure" button.

 FIGURE 3 - 118: IMPORTSTORAGE STRUCTURE

The Import Storage Structure prompt box will open.

 FIGURE 3 - 119: IMPORTSTORAGE STRUCTURE PROMPTBOX

The CSV file should list the entire path to the end unit.

If the Freezer is set up Tower -> Rack -> Box, the columns headings would be:

Freezer Tower Rack Box Container Container Container
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Rows Columns Orientation

The column values are the name of the container.

For a Rack with a 3x3 box and a 12x12 box, the columns would have the values:

Freezer Tower Rack Box Container

Rows

Container

Columns

Container

Orientation

-80 Freezer Tower 1 Rack 1 Box A 3 3 A1

-80 Freezer Tower 1 Rack 1 Box B 12 12 A1

Barcodes can be added to the containers. Create a column for <Container Type> Barcode.

To add barcodes to the boxes, the columns would be:

Freezer Tower Rack Box Box Barcode Container

Rows

Container

Columns

Container

Orientation

-80 Freezer Tower 1 Rack 1 Box A RNA003 3 3 A1

-80 Freezer Tower 1 Rack 1 Box B Lysate072 12 12 A1

Every end point ( a box, bag, slide rack, or plate) must have the entire storage path.

Bags and Slide Racks do not require the Container Rows, Container Columns, or Container Ori-

entation fields.

The Freezer will be created with the defined storage containers.
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 FIGURE 3 - 120: -80 FREEZER: BOX 1

Both Box 1 and Box 2 are listed in the same rack, but they have different configurations.
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 FIGURE 3 - 121: BOX 2
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Storing Biomaterials

Selecting the "Store Biomaterials" button from within the Facility will open the Store Biomaterials

prompt box.

 FIGURE 3 - 122: STORE BIOMATERIALS PROMPTBOX

There are two radio buttons at the top of the prompt box: Assign Locations Automatically and Store in a

Specific Location.

Assign Locations Automatically

The Assign Locations Automatically option uses the storage rules, managed under the Plan tab, to

select the appropriate location for the scanned Biomaterial. Rules may affect Biomaterials of a specific

Container Type, Biomaterial Type, or Study.
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If no rule is available for the Biomaterial in question, the prompt box will display "Could not find a spot

for this Biomaterial". The user will be need to manually assign a location for the Biomaterial.

Store in a Specific Location

The Store In a Specific Location option opens a prompt box displaying a storage navigation tree.

 FIGURE 3 - 123: NAVIGATION TREE PROMPT BOX

Entering the barcode of a container will open that unit on the navigation tree. Otherwise, the unit may

be selected from the navigation tree.

The navigation tree should be expanded until the end level storage unit, a Box, Bag, Plate, or Slide

Rack, is selected. The OK button in the lower right corner will now be activated.

Once the "OK" button is selected, a grid (for Boxes and Plates) or a list (for Bags and Slide Racks)

opens in the left frame of the Store Biomaterials prompt box. The right frame contains a field for enter-

ing the Biomaterial barcode.

For a Bag or Slide, the user enters the barcode for the Biomaterial to be stored. The Biomaterial will

now appear in the list in the left frame.
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 FIGURE 3 - 124: BIOMATERIAL STORED IN A BAG

When a Biomaterial is stored, the Biomaterial details will be displayed in the right frame.

For a Box or Plate, the grid will open in the left plane of the Store Biomaterials Prompt screen. The

user selects the particular spot on the grid, and then enters the Biomaterial barcode. The Biomaterial

will now be assigned to that spot. The next free space in the storage unit will be selected auto-

matically.
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 FIGURE 3 - 125: BIOMATERIAL STORED IN A BOX

Storage Navigation Tree

Biomaterials can also be stored without using the Store Biomaterials button by using the Storage Nav-

igation Tree from the Facilities Menu. For more information, see Storage Navigation Tree.

Uploading Biomaterial Storage Locations

Biomaterials may be assigned storage locations using the Biomaterial Storage Locations loader. For

more information, see Uploading Biomaterial Storage Locations.

Store from the Search Menu

Biomaterials can be stored directly from the search results page. Click the "More" drop-down

menu, the select either "Store in Selected Location" or "Automatically Assign Storage Location".
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Store in Selected Location - Choose a specific spot from the Storage Navigation Tree and store

all selected Biomaterials to that location.

Automatically Assign Storage Location - Use a Storage Rule to automatically place the Bio-

materials in storage.

For more information, see Search Biomaterials.
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Storage Plan

The Storage Plan is the way to define the rules for way Biomaterials are stored using the "Store Bio-

materials" button in the Storage Menu, or during the Intake Workflow.

The Plan tab displays the existing rules for the Facility, an "Add New Rule" button, and a set of filters.

 FIGURE 3 - 126: PLANTAB

Adding a New Rule

Selecting the "Add New Rule" button opens the Add Storage Rule prompt box. The prompt box con-

tains four fields: Container Type, Biomaterial Type, Study, and Location, and has checkboxes for con-

tiguous storage options.

Note: For all text fields, entering text will open a drop-down list containing matching suggestions.

Double-clicking the text box will open a drop-down list containing the possible values to a

maximum of 50.
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 FIGURE 3 - 127: ADDSTORAGE RULE PROMPTBOX

Container Type defines the Container type used to apply the storage rule.

Biomaterial Type defines the Biomaterial type used to apply the storage rule.

Study defines the Study used to apply the storage rule.

The Location field defines where the Biomaterials affected by the rule will be stored. The Storage

Location is defined using the Storage Navigation Tree.
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Default Values

The default values for the Type and Study fields are "All". This means the Rule will apply to all Bio-

materials in all Studies.

Contiguous Storage

By default, the storage rule will place the first Biomaterial in the first available storage slot, the second

Biomaterial in the second available storage slot, and so on. The available storage slots are not neces-

sarily adjacent.

 FIGURE 3 - 128: STORAGE CONTAINER

If three Biomaterials were added to the storage container using a storage rule, they would be placed in

A6, A9, and B1.

To keep Biomaterials together when they are stored, use the "Contiguous space" checkbox. This will

find the first available slot where the Biomaterials can be stored contiguously.

Using contiguous storage, the three Biomaterials will be placed in B5, B6, and B7.
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 FIGURE 3 - 129: CONTIGUOUS STORAGE

Contiguous storage options are:

Pad storage span

Begin storage at the start of a container

Store all selected Biomaterials in a single container

Pad Storage Span

This option adds an empty space before and after any group of Biomaterials. This easily distinguishes

the different groups of Biomaterials in a box. When this option is enabled, Biomaterials will be stored in

the first contiguous span with enough empty space for the number of Biomaterials plus 2 empty

spaces.

The three Biomaterials from the example above would be stored in B6, B7, and B8, with B5 and B9

reserved as empty spaces.
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 FIGURE 3 - 130: CONTIGUOUS STORAGE PADDED

Begin Storage at the Start of a Container

This option forces the storage start position to be the beginning of a container, rather than continuing a

partially-filled container, even if there is enough space in the partially filled container.

Store all Selected Biomaterials in a Single Container

This option means that a storage container will be used only if it has enough space for the entire group

of Biomaterials. It will not allow the group of Biomaterials to be broken across containers. E.g. instead

of starting storage in the middle of Box 1 and filling the bottom half of Box 1 and the top half of Box 2,

storage will start at the beginning of Box 2 and fill all of Box 2.

Rule Precedence

If multiple Rules affect a Biomaterial, Study, or storage location, the precedence is:

(highest) Container Type > Biomaterial Type > Study > None specified (lowest)

Rules with a Container Type take highest precedence. Rules with no Container Type, Biomaterial

Type, or Study Type take lowest precedence.

A more specific Rule takes precedence over a less specific Rule. A Rule that specifies both Container
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Type and Biomaterial Type takes precedence over a Rule that only specifies Container Type.

Managing Rules

Existing Rules can be managed from the Plan tab. The user can search for specific existing Rules by

using the Study, Type, and Location filters.

To view an existing Rule, select the Rule name from the list. This will open the Edit Storage Rule win-

dow.

 FIGURE 3 - 131: EDITSTORAGE RULEWINDOW

All fields may be edited.

To delete a Rule, select the "Delete" button next to the Rule name.
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 FIGURE 3 - 132: DELETE RULE
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Processes Menu

The Processes Menu allows the user to create new Biomaterials from an existing Biomaterial or Bio-

materials.

The two default Processes are Create Child Biomaterials and Combine Child Biomaterials.

Note: Processes may be customized for your organization. Please contact BioFortis Support for

more information.

Creating Child Biomaterials

The Create Child Biomaterials process uses an existing Biomaterial as the source for a new Bio-

material. The rules for creating this new Biomaterial are defined as Aliquot Templates. Aliquot Tem-

plates list the fields that can be used to define the new Child Biomaterial, e.g. volume, container type.

For more information, see Creating Child Biomaterials.

Combining Biomaterials

Combining Biomaterials allows the user to create a Biomaterial from multiple source Biomaterials.

For more information, see Combining Biomaterials.
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Create Child Biomaterial

A Child Biomaterial is a Biomaterial created from an existing Biomaterial using a pre-defined aliquot

template.

The Create Child Biomaterial process can be reached from the left frame of the Process Menu, as well

as from within a Biomaterial page.

 FIGURE 3 - 133: CREATE CHILDBIOMATERIAL LINK FROMCHILDBIOMATERIAL TAB

 FIGURE 3 - 134: CREATE CHILDBIOMATERIAL FROM THE PROCESSMENU

Selecting "Create Child Biomaterial" opens the Create Child Biomaterial prompt screen.
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 FIGURE 3 - 135: CREATE CHILDBIOMATERIAL

The fields displayed will depend on the Aliquot Template. Aliquot Templates list the fields that can be

used to define the new Child Biomaterial, e.g. volume, container type.

For more information, see Aliquot Templates.

The Create (number) field is available for Templates that do not automatically divide the source Bio-

material. The Create field allows the user to define the number of Child Biomaterials created.

Any fields which can be edited will be displayed below the Create field.

The following fields will be automatically copied down to a Child Biomaterial:

Study

Subject

The Aliquot Template may define additional fields that will be automatically copied from the parent Bio-

material (e.g. Facility, Timepoint).

Create from Processes Menu

If the Create Child Biomaterial process was started from the Processes Menu, a "Start

Scanning" button will be displayed in the lower right corner. Selecting the button will open a new
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screen in the right frame.

 FIGURE 3 - 136: CREATE CHILDBIOMATERIAL - SCANSOURCE BIOMATERIAL

The screen contains a field to scan or type in the source Biomaterial, and a list of the Child Bio-

materials.

The parent Biomaterial must exist in Labmatrix

The Child Biomaterial barcode must be a new barcode

The Child Biomaterials will be created as soon as the source Biomaterial barcode is entered.

Create from Child Biomaterial Tab

If the Create Child Biomaterial process was started from the Child Biomaterial tab of an existing Bio-

material, a "Create Biomaterial" button will be displayed instead of a "Scan Biomaterials" button. Child

Biomaterials are automatically created from the source Biomaterial.

 FIGURE 3 - 137: CREATE CHILDBIOMATERIALS FROM THE TAB
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Once the Child Biomaterials are created, the user may select the created Biomaterials and print the bar-

codes, edit, store, or delete them.

Bulk Edit

The Bulk Edit function allows the user to change field values and apply them to the new Child Bio-

materials directly from the Create Child Biomaterials results.

Select the Child Biomaterials to be edited and click the "Bulk Edit" button. The Bulk Edit window will

open.

 FIGURE 3 - 138: BULK EDIT - SELECTFIELDS
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Users may choose the fields to change with the bulk edit function.

The first screen displays the fields for the core Biomaterial information and for all one-to-one Forms the

user has permission to see. If one but not all of the selected Biomaterials have a Form, the Form will

be listed but the fields for the Form will not be displayed.

 FIGURE 3 - 139: UNAVAILABLE FORM

Note: PHI fields may NOT be edited using the Bulk Edit option.

Select the checkboxes next to the desired fields, then select the "Next" button.

This screen allows the user to enter a new value for the selected fields.
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 FIGURE 3 - 140: EDITVALUES

Select the "Next" button to apply the changes.

Changes may remove a Biomaterial from storage if:

The status is changed from "In Inventory" to any other status

The status is changed from "In Transit" to any other status

The Facility is changed

Store

Store in Selected Location

The Store in a Selected Location option places the selected Biomaterials into storage using the stor-

age navigation tree. The Biomaterials will be stored in a group starting from the selected spot. The

spots that will be used are highlighted.
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 FIGURE 3 - 141: SELECTSTORAGE LOCATION

Automatically Assign Storage Locations

The Automatically Assign Storage Location option places the Biomaterials in storage using pre-

defined storage rules. Storage rules define the storage location based on the Biomaterial's Study, Bio-

material Type, and Container Type. Storage rules can be configured from the plan tab on the Facility

page.

The Automatically Assign Storage Location option places the Biomaterials in storage using pre-

defined storage rules. Storage rules define the storage location based on the Biomaterial's Study, Bio-

material Type, and Container Type. Storage rules can be configured from the plan tab on the Facility

page.

Select the "Automatically Assign Storage Location" button to store the Biomaterials. A confirmation

prompt box will open.
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 FIGURE 3 - 142: BULK STORE CONFIRMATION

Note: The user does not select the specific locations using the Assign Locations Automatically

option. Biomaterials are automatically placed in storage according to storage rules.

Print Barcodes

The user may print barcodes for the Child Biomaterials using the "Print Barcodes for Child Bio-

materials" button.

 FIGURE 3 - 143: PRINTBARCODE PROMPTBOX

Use the Print Barcodes prompt box to select the printer, the layout, and the number of barcodes to be

printed.

The Printer is chosen from a drop-down list. The printers are configured using the Barcoding

Menu in the Administration Console.

The Layout is chosen from a drop-down list. Label options are configured using the Barcoding
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Menu in the Administration Console.

The Number of copies of the barcode to be printed is determined by the user.

Select the "Print" button to print the barcode.

Delete

Selecting the trashcan will delete the Biomaterial and all Child Biomaterials. Selecting the trashcan

will open a window to confirm the deletion.

 FIGURE 3 - 144: CONFIRMDELETION

The user must enter their password into the prompt box before the record will be deleted.

Note: The user must have a Role with delete permission in order to delete the Biomaterials.
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Combine Biomaterials

Combining Biomaterials allows the user to create a new Biomaterial from multiple source Biomaterials.

The Combine Biomaterials process can be reached from the left frame of the Process Menu.

 FIGURE 3 - 145: PROCESSMENU

Note: Processes may be customized for your organization. Please contact BioFortis Support for

more information.

Selecting the "Combine Biomaterial" button will open the Combine Biomaterial prompt screen. The

screen contains two sections: "Source Biomaterials" and "New Biomaterial".
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 FIGURE 3 - 146: COMBINE BIOMATERIALS

Source Biomaterials

To select the source Biomaterials, enter the source Biomaterial barcodes in the Scan Source Bio-

materials field.

The names of the source Biomaterials will be displayed in a list format.

New Biomaterial

The options for the new Biomaterial are listed in the "New Biomaterial" section. The fields are:
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Name allows the user to enter a name for the new combined Biomaterial.

Barcode allows the user to enter a custom barcode for the new combined Biomaterial.

If the barcode field is left blank, an automatic barcode will be generated for the Biomaterial.

Volume allows the user to define the volume of the new combined Biomaterial if applicable.

Concentration allows the user to define the concentration of the new combined Biomaterial if

applicable.

Mass allows the user to define the mass of the new combined Biomaterial if applicable.

Default Values

Name - the default name is "Pooled - {Biomaterial Type} {Biomaterial ID}".

Barcode - if the Barcode Field is left blank, a barcode will be generated for the new combined

Biomaterial.

Volume - If the source Biomaterials contain an entry in the volume field, the new combined Bio-

material will take the sum of these values as the default value.

Concentration - If the source Biomaterials contain an entry in the concentration field, the new

combined Biomaterial will take the sum of these values as the default value.

Mass - If the source Biomaterials contain an entry in the mass field, the new combined Bio-

material will take the sum of these values as the default value.

Biomaterial Type - The type field is not displayed. The new combined Biomaterial will be the

same type as the source Biomaterials.

Study - The Study field is not displayed. The new combined Biomaterial will be in the same

Study as the source Biomaterials.

Note: If the source Biomaterials have a different Biomaterial type or Study, the combined Bio-

material will inherit the Biomaterial type or Study of the first source Biomaterial.
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 FIGURE 3 - 147: FILLED COMBINEDBIOMATERIALS SCREEN

Once the information has been filled out, select the "Create Child Biomaterial" button in the lower right

corner.

The new Combined Biomaterial will be listed under the "Child Biomaterials" tab for each of the source

Biomaterials.
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 FIGURE 3 - 148: CHILDBIOMATERIALS TAB

Selecting the Biomaterial link from the Child Biomaterial tab or from a Biomaterial search will open the

Biomaterial page for the combined Biomaterial.

 FIGURE 3 - 149: COMBINEDBIOMATERIAL PAGE

For more information, see Biomaterials.
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Reports Menu

Reports are used to quickly run user-defined queries to display the required data. The search runs

against the current Labmatrix records, providing up-to-date results.

Reports are created in Qiagram based on Labmatrix data. To open the Reports page, select the

Reports Menu from the Menu Bar.

 FIGURE 3 - 150: REPORTS PAGE

The Reports a user may access are listed in the left hand frame. Two types of Reports are available.

Queries - The information is presented in spreadsheet format. A query is created by saving a Qia-

gram Query in the Reports folder in Qiagram.

Visualizations - The information is presented in chart format. A visualization is created by saving

a Query Visualization in the Reports folder in Qiagram.

Qiagram queries may include variables, so that the search may be refined from the reports page.

The fields that include variables are listed at the top of the report frame.

The variable values may be chosen using a drop-down menu.

Date variables work best with the U.S. date format (mm/dd/yyyy).
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Select a Report name to open the Report in the right frame.

 FIGURE 3 - 151: REPORT FROM AQUERY

 FIGURE 3 - 152: REPORT FROMAVISUALIZATION
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Query Reports in spreadsheet format may be edited on the Reports page by double clicking on a cell

and editing the text.

Note: Timeline visualizations are not supported.

Creating a Report

Reports are created from Qiagram queries saved in the designated Reports folder.

 FIGURE 3 - 153: SAVE AQUERY

Note: The reports folder MUST be labeled with the API Key: "labmatrix.reports".
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 FIGURE 3 - 154: CHOOSE THE REPORTS FOLDER

This folder is public by default. Folder permissions can be changed by right-clicking on the folder

name and then selecting "properties". The properties tab allows the user to change the permission

levels for the folder.

 FIGURE 3 - 155: FOLDERPROPERTIES

For more information about creating and editing reports, refer to the Qiagram User Manual.
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Chapter 4 - Workflows

Labmatrix R6.0 User Guide -



Workflows Overview

Workflows define the method of processing, shipping, and destroying any Biomaterials uploaded into

Labmatrix.

The Workflow options in Labmatrix include:

Analysis Requests

Destruction Requests

Transfer Requests

Fulfillments

External Fulfillments

Intakes

Destructions

External Destructions

Issues

The Workflow dashboard can be reached by choosing the Workflows Menu from the Menu bar.

 FIGURE 4 - 1:WORKFLOWSMENU

All of the Workflows available to the user will be displayed on the dashboard as Nodes connected in a

tramline.

The actions available in the Workflow depend on the user's Role.
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 FIGURE 4 - 2:WORKFLOWS DASHBOARD

The individual Nodes of a workflow display the number of requests created by the user in that stage of

the workflow.

 FIGURE 4 - 3: NUMBEROFREQUESTS FOR A GIVENWORKFLOW STAGE

Navigating Filters

By selecting any Node in the Workflow, the user can navigate directly to that step. For example, select-

ing the Approved Node in the External Fulfillments Workflow will bring the user to the External Ful-

fillments page.
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 FIGURE 4 - 4: EXTERNAL FULFILLMENT PAGE

Since the user selected the Approved Node, the page will automatically display all the requests in

External Workflows that have the status "Approved". The list of these requests will appear in the right

frame.

The user can choose a different Status from the filter.

Other filters are displayed above the UI grid.

 FIGURE 4 - 5: FILTERS - RIGHTFRAME

The listed filters for all Workflows are Status, Name, Created By, Created On, Facility, and More.

Selecting options from the filters displays only the Workflows with the chosen characteristics. All the fil-

ters display a drop-down box when selected, and options selected in the drop-down boxes will be

applied when the user clicks "Done" or "Update" from within the drop-down menu.

Note: For all text fields, entering text will open a drop-down list containing matching suggestions.

Double-clicking the text box will open a drop-down list containing the possible values to a

maximum of 50.
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The Status filter allows the user to choose requests based on their status.

More than one optionmay be selected.

 FIGURE 4 - 6: STATUS

The Name filter allows the user to search for requests by name.

 FIGURE 4 - 7: NAME FILTER

The Created By filter allows the user to search for Requests by the person who cre-

ated the request.

 FIGURE 4 - 8: CREATEDBY FILTER
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The Created On filter allows the user to search for requests by the

date created.

All dates or date ranges are inclusive.

 FIGURE 4 - 9: CREATEDONFILTER

For example, entering " 02/15/2001" as the start date and " 09/05/2012" as the end date for the

"Between" option will display any requests created on 02/15/2001 through any requests created on

09/05/2012.

All dates are selected using the drop-down calendar.

Select the arrow to change the displayedmonth and year

 FIGURE 4 - 10: DROP-DOWNCALENDARS

The Facility filter allows the user to search for Requests created in a particular Facility.
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 FIGURE 4 - 11: FACILITY

TheMore filter lists the other filter options. For External Fulfillment Workflows, the listedWorkflows can

be filtered by the assignee and the External Fulfillment ID.

 FIGURE 4 - 12: MORE

Once the filters have been applied, select the desired Workflow from the Dashboard to open the Work-

flow page. Follow the Workflow to complete the Request or Order.

Workflow Configuration

Automatically Assign Workflows

Requests and Orders change states as they progress along the Workflow path (e.g. Submitted,

Approved, Fulfilled). It is possible to automatically assign a Workflow to a user when the Workflow

changes states. For more information, contact BioFortis support at support@biofortis.com.

Reports Tab

Workflows have at least a Details tab and a Biomaterials tab. It is possible to configure Workflows so

that they also have a Reports tab.

 FIGURE 4 - 13: FULFILLMENTWORKFLOWWITHREPORTS TAB

The Reports tab lists any Reports or Visualizations saved in the Qiagram folder with the API key des-

ignated for the Workflow.
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 FIGURE 4 - 14: REPORTS TAB

The Reports are listed on the left side of the tab. Clicking on a Report will open the realtime results on

the right side of the tab.

 FIGURE 4 - 15: REPORTRESULTS

To enable Reports in one or more Workflows, contact BioFortis support at support@biofortis.com.

For more information on Reports, see Reports.

See also: Analysis Requests

See also: Transfer Requests

See also: Fulfillment Orders

See also: External Fulfillment Orders

See also: Destruction Orders

See also: External Destruction Orders
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See also: Intake Orders

See also: Issues

See also: Roles
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Roles andWorkflows

Specific Roles give permission for the creation, approval and fulfillment of the Workflows.

Note:Only users who have permission to see the Biomaterials in the Workflow may perform

actions on the Workflow, regardless of the user's Role.

Note: The Roles listed in this manual are the default Roles for the Workflows. Roles may be cus-

tomized for your organization. For more information, please contact BioFortis Support.

Biobank Lead - Users with the Biobank Lead Role may approve and fulfill Destruction Orders,

External Destruction Orders, External Fulfillment Orders, and Fulfillment Orders. The user may create

and fulfill Intake Orders.

Biobank Staff - Users with the Biobank Staff Role may fulfill Destruction Orders, External Fulfillment

Orders, Fulfillment Orders, and Intake Orders.

Biomarker Lead - Users with the Biomarker Lead Role may approve the first stage of Analysis

Requests.

Issue Viewer - Users with the Issue Viewer Role may create an Issue Workflow.

Request Creator - Users with the Request Creator Role may create and fulfill Analysis, Transfer, and

Destruction Requests.

Study Director - Users with the Study Director Role may approve the second stage of Analysis

Requests, approve Destruction Requests and Transfer Requests, and approve and fulfill External

Destruction Orders.

See also: Workflows

See also: Roles
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Creating Requests

Note: The Roles listed in this manual are the default Roles for the Workflows. Roles may be cus-

tomized for your organization. For more information, please contact BioFortis Support.

A user with the Request Creator role can create Requests for the Analysis Request Workflow, the

Transfer Request Workflow, and the Destruction Request Workflows.

These Requests are created by selecting the Create Request Node on the Workflow, and then adding

the Biomaterials to be included in the Request.

 FIGURE 4 - 16: CREATE NODES

A user with the Biobank Lead Role can upload a manifest to create an Intake Order and approve an

Intake Order created from a Fulfillment.

A user with the Issue Viewer role can create an Issue.

Fulfillment Orders and External Fulfillment Orders are created from the completion of the Analysis
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Request Workflow, the Transfer Request Workflow, or from an Intake Order.

Destruction Orders and External Destruction Orders are created from the Destruction Request Work-

flow.

Following the Workflows will complete the created Requests and Orders.

See also: Analysis Requests

See also: Transfer Requests

See also: Fulfillment Orders

See also: External Fulfillment Orders

See also: Destruction Orders

See also: External Destruction Orders

See also: Intake Orders

See also: Issues

See also: Roles

See also: Workflows
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Analysis Requests

Analysis Requests are used to initiate any experimental investigation of an existing Biomaterial, e.g.

DNA extraction from a tissue, real-time PCR from reverse-transcriptase RNA.

Analysis Requests can be accessed from the Workflows dashboard.

 FIGURE 4 - 17: ANALYSIS REQUESTTRAMLINE

The tramline contains the Nodes: Create, Draft, Submitted, Approved by Biomarker Lead, Approved by

Study Director, Fulfilled, Rejected, and Canceled.

Note: The Tramline depicted in this manual is the default Tramline. Tramlines may be customized

for your organization. For more information, please contact BioFortis Support.

Different Roles allow the user to perform different actions along the Analysis Request Workflow.

Note:Only users who have permission to see the Biomaterials in the Workflow may perform

actions on the Workflow, regardless of the user's Role.

The Request Creator can create the Requests.

The Biomarker Lead can provide the first Request approval.

The Study Director can provide the final Request approval.

Note: The Roles listed in this manual are the default Roles for the Workflows. Roles may be cus-

tomized for your organization. For more information, please contact BioFortis Support.
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The steps for Creating and Fulfilling an Analysis Request are:

1. Create Analysis Request

2. Review and Approve Analysis Request

3. Fulfill Analysis Request

4. Reject/Cancel Request

Create the Analysis Request

Review and Approve the Analysis Request

Fulfill the Analysis Request

Reject or Cancel the Analysis Request

See also: Workflows

See also: Roles
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Create Analysis Request

Note:Only a user with the Request Creator role can create a Request.

To create a Request, click the "Create" node at the beginning of the tramline.

 FIGURE 4 - 18: THE CREATE NODE

This will open the Create Request page.

The steps to creating a Request are:

Add Biomaterials

Enter Request Details

Confirm Request

Submit Request

Adding Biomaterials

The first step is to add Biomaterials to the Request.

Select the green "Add Biomaterials" button under the "Add Biomaterials" tab.
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 FIGURE 4 - 19: ADDBIOMATERIALS

The Biomaterial search page will open.

 FIGURE 4 - 20: BIOMATERIAL SEARCHPAGE

Use the checkboxes to select Biomaterials to add to the Request then click the green "Add

Biomaterials" button in the lower right.

A user may define the fields for the Biomaterial search criteria using Qiagram, then load that query into
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the Add Biomaterials interface. To change the query, use the "Choose another query" link. The

Choose Query prompt will open.

 FIGURE 4 - 21: CHOOSEQUERY PROMPTWINDOW

Choose a query and click "Select". The new criteria will be displayed in the Add Biomaterials screen,

and can be used to find Biomaterials.

The Create Request page will display the Biomaterials. The page has "Add Biomaterials", "Remove

Selected" and "Download" buttons and a "More" drop-down menu.

 FIGURE 4 - 22: CREATE REQUESTPAGE

The "Add Biomaterials" button allows the user to add additional Biomaterials to the Request.

The "Remove Selected" button removes the selected Biomaterials from the Request.
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The "Download" button opens a drop-down menu of the Download options. The user may download

the list in .XLS, .XLSX, or Tab-delimited Text format.

The More drop-down menu has the "Bulk Edit", "Print Barcodes", and "Open Issue" functions.

Bulk Edit

The Bulk Edit function allows the user to change field values and apply them to many Biomaterials at

once.

 FIGURE 4 - 23: BULK EDITWINDOW 1

Use the Bulk Edit window to select the fields to edit. The fields available are the core Biomaterial fields
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and fields from one-to-one Forms that apply to the selected Biomaterials.

Print Barcodes

The "Print Barcode" function prints a label for the selected Biomaterials. Select the button to open the

Print Barcodes prompt box.

 FIGURE 4 - 24: PRINTBARCODE PROMPTBOX

Use the Print Barcodes prompt box to select the printer, the layout, and the number of barcodes to be

printed.

The Printer is chosen from a drop-down list. The printers are configured using the Barcoding

Menu in the Administration Console.

The Layout is chosen from a drop-down list. Label options are configured using the Barcoding

Menu in the Administration Console.

The Number of copies of the barcode to be printed is determined by the user.

Select the "Print" button to print the barcode.

Open Issue

The "Open Issue" function creates an Issue Workflow containing the selected Biomaterials.

Enter Request Details
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The second step for creating a Request is to enter the Request details, e.g. the Request name and pur-

pose.

 FIGURE 4 - 25: REQUESTDETAILS TAB

The Request details tab has fields for: Name, Request Purpose, Intended Use, Date Needed By, Ana-

lyst Name, Company Attention To, External Analyzing Lab, and External Lab Address.
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The Name field is the name of the Analysis Request. This field is required.

The Request Purpose field is a brief description of the Analysis Request.

The Intended Use field is a brief description of the expected use of the created sample (e.g.

rtPCR, Storage, or a specific protocol name).

The Date Needed field allows the user to choose a date by which the Request must be com-

pleted. Use the drop-down calendar to choose a date.

Select the arrow to change the displayedmonth and year

The Analyst Name field is the name of the person who will perform the Request.

The Company Attention To field is the name of the person who should receive the results of the

Request.

The External Analyzing Lab allows the user to enter the name of the lab that will be performing

the analysis requested. This field is required.

The External Lab Address field allows the user to enter the address of the Facility where the

Request will be performed.

When the fields have been filled out satisfactorily, select the "Next" button on the bottom right of the

screen to move to the next step.

Navigation Details

The Create Request window has three buttons. The "Next" button, which is used to navigate between
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steps, a link to "Save for Later", and a link to "Delete This Draft".

 FIGURE 4 - 26: NAVIGATIONDETAILS

Save

The "Save for Later" link allows the user to save a copy of the request as a draft. The drafts can be

reached either by clicking on the "Drafts" node, or by navigating to "Drafts" on the Analysis Request

dashboard.

Delete

The "Delete this Draft" link allows the user to discard the draft. The user must enter their password into

the prompt box before the draft will be deleted.

Confirm Request Information

The third step for creating a Request is to confirm the information entered in previous steps. Review

the information and click the "Submit for Approval" button in the lower right corner.
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 FIGURE 4 - 27: CONFIRMATIONPAGE

Modify Request/Withdraw Request

The "Modify Request" and "Withdraw Request" buttons are displayed in the Request header to the

right of the Request name. The "Modify this Request" option is available in any draft created by the

user, and the "Withdraw this Request" option is available in any submitted Request created by the

user.

Once the Request is submitted, the Biomarker Lead can review and approve the request. This begins

the next step in the Workflow, Approving the Request.

See also: Analysis Requests
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Review and Approve Analysis Requests

The Biomarker Lead and Study Director must approve the submitted Request details before the

Request may progress through the Workflow.

Note: The Roles listed in this manual are the default Roles for the Workflows. Roles may be cus-

tomized for your organization. For more information, please contact BioFortis Support.

The Analysis Request workflow requires two stages of approval: approval by the Biomarker Lead, then

approval by the Study Director. After approval by the Study Director the Request is sent to a Fulfillment

or External Fulfillment Workflow.

In order to approve a Request, the Biomarker Lead will access the Analysis Request dashboard from

the Submitted Node on the Workflow.

 FIGURE 4 - 28: ANALYSIS REQUESTSUBMITTEDNODE

Note:When a user has the capability of approving Requests, they see the total number of draft, sub-

mitted, approved, etc. Requests in the Nodes. Users without the capability to approve Requests see

only the number of Requests that they have created.

Selecting the Submitted Node will open the Analysis Requests dashboard with the filter set to display

only Requests with the "Submitted" status.
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 FIGURE 4 - 29: ANALYSIS REQUESTDASHBOARD

Use different filters, such as Status, to show different Workflows. For more information, see Navigating

Filters.

Review the Request

The user can select any one of the Requests listed on the right frame to open the individual Request.

 FIGURE 4 - 30: ANALYSIS REQUESTPAGE
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The Request page contains a header with "Edit", "Approve Request", "Reject Selected", "Reject

Request", and "Assign" buttons and five tabs: Request Details, Biomaterials, Attachments, Query Log,

and Comments.

Assign User

To assign a user to the Workflow, select the "Assign" button on the header. A prompt box will open.

 FIGURE 4 - 31: ASSIGNUSER

To assign a user, select a name using the Name field, then click "Assign".

The Comment field may be used to enter any extra information.

This window can also be used to remove an assigned user from the Workflow by typing in the name of

the assigned user, and then clicking "Remove assignee" in the lower left corner.

Workflows may be filtered by the assigned user.

The Request Details Tab

The Request Details tab displays the information entered during Request creation.
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 FIGURE 4 - 32: REQUEST DETAILS

The Biomaterials Tab

 FIGURE 4 - 33: BIOMATERIAL TAB

The Biomaterials tab displays the list of the Biomaterials and has "Add Biomaterials", "Remove

Selected" and "Download" buttons and a "More" drop-down menu.

The "Add Biomaterials" button allows the user to add additional Biomaterials to the Request.

The "Remove Selected" button removes the selected Biomaterials from the Request.

The "Download" button opens a drop-down menu of the Download options. The user may download
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the list in .XLS, .XLSX, or Tab-delimited Text format.

The More drop-down menu has the "Bulk Edit", "Print Barcodes", and "Open Issue" functions.

Bulk Edit

The Bulk Edit function allows the user to change field values and apply them to many Biomaterials at

once.

 FIGURE 4 - 34: BULK EDITWINDOW 1

Use the Bulk Edit window to select the fields to edit. The fields available are the core Biomaterial fields

and fields from one-to-one Forms that apply to the selected Biomaterials.
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Print Barcodes

The "Print Barcode" function prints a label for the selected Biomaterials. Select the button to open the

Print Barcodes prompt box.

 FIGURE 4 - 35: PRINTBARCODE PROMPTBOX

Use the Print Barcodes prompt box to select the printer, the layout, and the number of barcodes to be

printed.

The Printer is chosen from a drop-down list. The printers are configured using the Barcoding

Menu in the Administration Console.

The Layout is chosen from a drop-down list. Label options are configured using the Barcoding

Menu in the Administration Console.

The Number of copies of the barcode to be printed is determined by the user.

Select the "Print" button to print the barcode.

Open Issue

The "Open Issue" function creates an Issue Workflow containing the selected Biomaterials.

The Attachments Tab

The Attachments tab allows the user to upload any files associated with the Workflow. Files are

uploaded using the "Add a File" button, and can be removed using the red button to the left of the file

name. Any user with access to the Workflow may download the attachment.
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 FIGURE 4 - 36: ATTACHMENTS TAB

The Query Log Tab

The Query Log tab will show the search parameters used to choose the Biomaterials.

 FIGURE 4 - 37: QUERY LOG

The Comments Tab

The Comments tab allows the user to type additional information into a text field.

Approval by the Biomarker Lead

To approve the entire Request, the Biomarker Lead will click the "Approve Request" button. This but-

ton is located to the right of the Request name on the header.

 FIGURE 4 - 38: APPROVE THE REQUEST

After the Request is approved by the Biomarker Lead, it is moved to the Approved by Biomarker Lead

Node. It may now be approved by the Study Director.
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After Biomarker Lead Approval

After the Request is approved by the Biomarker Lead, it is sent to the Study Director for approval. The

Request page will now have two major changes.

The button next to the Request name will change from "Approve Request" to "Revoke Approval".

The Progress Bar will advance, and the status will change from "Submitted" to "Approved by Bio-

marker Lead".

 FIGURE 4 - 39: CHANGES TO THE REQUESTPAGE

Approval by the Study Director

In order to approve a Request, the Study Director will access the Analysis Request dashboard from the

Approved by Biomarker Lead Node on the Workflow.

 FIGURE 4 - 40: APPROVED BY BIOMARKER LEAD

Selecting the Approved by Biomarker Lead Node will open the Analysis Requests dashboard with the

filter set to display only Requests with the "Approved by Biomarker Lead" status.

The user can select any one of the Requests listed on the right frame to open the individual Request.
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 FIGURE 4 - 41: ANALYSIS REQUESTDASHBOARD

Once the Study Director has reviewed the information, they may approve the Request, approve only

some of the Biomaterials in the Request, or to reject the Request.

Approval by the Study Director

To approve the entire Request, the Study Director will click the "Approve Request" button. This button

is located to the right of the Request name on the header.

 FIGURE 4 - 42: APPROVE THE REQUEST

After Study Director Approval

After the Study Director selects the "Approve Request" button a prompt box will open, confirming that

Fulfillments should be generated for the Request.

An Analysis Request may generate both Fulfillment Orders and External Fulfillment Orders.

Requests with Biomaterials currently in Facilities with storage enabled will generate Fulfillment
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Orders.

Requests with Biomaterials currently in Facilities without storage enabled will generate External Ful-

fillment Orders.

 FIGURE 4 - 43: FULFILLMENTPROMPTBOX

The Request page will now have three major changes.

The buttons next to the request name will no longer be available, and a "Cancel Request" link

will appear.

The Progress Bar will advance, and the status will change from "Approved by Biomarker Lead"

to "Approved by Study Director".

A "Fulfillments" tab will appear next to the "Comments" tab in the Request page ribbon.

 FIGURE 4 - 44: CHANGES TO REQUESTPAGE

After the Request has been approved it can be canceled using the Cancel Request link on the header.

The Request will be moved to the Canceled Node in the Analysis Request workflow. For more
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information, see Reject or Cancel Analysis Requests.

Fulfillments and External Fulfillments

To begin the Fulfillment or External Fulfillment Workflow, the Study Director will open the "Fulfillments"

tab and select the Fulfillment or External Fulfillment link. This begins the next step in the Workflow, Ful-

fill Analysis Request.

Other Approval Options

Approve Part of the Request

Instead of approving the entire Request by using the "Approve Request" button to the right of the

Request name, the Biomarker Lead or Study Director may reject individual Biomaterials.

To reject individual Biomaterials, the user will navigate to the Biomaterials tab on the ribbon, then

select the Biomaterials to reject from the list. Once one or more Biomaterials are chosen, the user will

select the "Reject Selected" button to the right of the Workflow name.

A prompt box will open. A comment explaining the reason for rejection is required. The user will enter

the comment, then select the "Reject" button in the lower right.
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 FIGURE 4 - 45: REJECTBIOMATERIALS

After the selected Biomaterials are rejected, the user may approve the Request by selecting the

"Approve Request" button to the right of the Request name on the header. This will approve the

Request using only the Biomaterials that were not rejected.

Reject the Request

To reject the entire Request, the Biomarker Lead or Study Director will select the "Reject Request" but-

ton.

A prompt box will open. A comment explaining the reason for rejection is required. The user will enter

the comment, then select the "Reject" button in the lower right.
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 FIGURE 4 - 46: REJECTREQUEST

After rejection, the Request will be moved to the Rejected Node in the Analysis Workflow. For more

information, see Reject or Cancel Analysis Requests.

See also: Analysis Requests
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Fulfill the Analysis Request

Once the Analysis Request has been approved by the Study Director, a new tab will appear on the rib-

bon of the Request page.

 FIGURE 4 - 47: APPROVEDREQUESTHEADER

This tab is labeled "Fulfillments" and displays the number of Fulfillments generated for this request. A

Request may generate both Fulfillment Orders and External Fulfillment Orders. Requests with Bio-

materials in Facilities without storage enabled will generate External Fulfillment Orders. Any Requests

with Biomaterials in Facilities with storage enabled will generate Fulfillment Orders.

 FIGURE 4 - 48: FULFILLMENTTAB

Following this link will open the fulfillment in the Fulfillments or External Fulfillments Workflow. The

External Fulfillment, Fulfillments and Intake Workflows will be completed for this Request before the

Request is moved to the Fulfilled Node.

See also: Fulfillment Order

See also: External Fulfillment Order

See also: Analysis Request
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Reject or Cancel Analysis Request

An Analysis Request will be moved to the Rejected or Canceled Node once the Request has been

rejected from either the Submitted Node or the Approved by Biomarker Lead Node, or canceled from

the Approved by Study Director Node.

Reject the Analysis Request

Analysis Requests may be rejected at either approval stage of the Workflow.

The Biomarker Lead or the Study Director can reject the Analysis Request by selecting the "Reject

Request" button.

 FIGURE 4 - 49: REJECTANALYSIS REQUEST

Once the "Reject Request" button has been selected, a prompt box will open, asking the reason for the

rejection. A comment is required in this box.

 FIGURE 4 - 50: REJECTREQUEST
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The reason for the rejection will be listed under the "Comments" tab.

After the rejection, the Analysis Request will be moved to the Rejected Node.

Two major changes will be made to the Analysis Request.

The status bar on the right will change from "Submitted" to "Rejected".

A "Re-open for Review" button will appear next to the Analysis Request name.

 FIGURE 4 - 51: REJECTEDREQUESTHEADER

Re-Open Request

To re-open the Analysis Request, the Biomarker Lead or the Study Director will select the "Re-open

Request" button. The request will move from the Rejected Node to the Draft Node.

The Request Creator can revise the Request and re-submit it for approval.

Cancel Analysis Request

The Analysis Request can be canceled from the Approved by Study Director Node once Fulfillments

have been generated.

The "Cancel Request" link is to the right of the Analysis Request name.

 FIGURE 4 - 52: CANCELREQUEST

When the Biomarker Lead or Study Director selects the "Cancel Request" link, a prompt box opens to

confirm the selection.
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 FIGURE 4 - 53: PROMPTBOX

After "Yes" is selected, the request will be moved to the Canceled Node in the Analysis Request work-

flow. Any linked Fulfillments or External Fulfillments will also be moved to the Canceled Node in their

respective Workflows.

Two major changes will be made to the Analysis Request.

The status bar on the right will change from "Submitted" to "Canceled".

A "Re-open" button will appear next to the Analysis Request name.

 FIGURE 4 - 54: CANCELEDREQUESTHEADER

Re-Open Analysis Request

To re-open the request, the Study Director will select the "Re-open" button. The request will move from

the Canceled Node to the Draft Node.

The Request Creator can revise the Request and re-submit it for approval.

See also: Analysis Request
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Destruction Requests

Destruction Requests are used to initiate the destruction of any Biomaterials tracked by Labmatrix.

Destruction Requests can be accessed from the Workflows dashboard.

 FIGURE 4 - 55: DESTRUCTIONREQUESTWORKFLOW

The Tramline contains the Nodes: Create, Draft, Submitted, Approved, Fulfilled, Rejected, and

Canceled.

Note: The Tramline depicted in this manual is the default Tramline. Tramlines may be customized

for your organization. For more information, please contact BioFortis Support.

Different Roles allow the user to perform different actions along the Destruction Request Workflow.

The Request Creator can create the Requests.

The Study Director can approve the Request.

Note: The Roles listed in this manual are the default Roles for the Workflows. Roles may be cus-

tomized for your organization. For more information, please contact BioFortis Support.

The Steps for Creating and Fulfilling a Destruction Request are:

Create the Destruction Request

Review and Approve the Destruction Request

Fulfill the Destruction Request

Reject or Cancel the Destruction Request
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See also: Workflows

See also: Roles
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Create Destruction Requests

Note:Only a user with the Request Creator role can create a Request.

To create a Request, click the "Create" node at the beginning of the tramline.

 FIGURE 4 - 56: THE CREATE NODE

This will open the Create Request page.

The steps to creating a Request are:

Add Biomaterials

Enter Request Details

Confirm Request

Submit Request

Add Biomaterials

The first step is to add Biomaterials to the Request.

Select the green "Add Biomaterials" button under the "Add Biomaterials" tab.
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 FIGURE 4 - 57: ADDBIOMATERIALS

The Biomaterial search page will open.

 FIGURE 4 - 58: BIOMATERIAL SEARCHPAGE

Use the checkboxes to select Biomaterials to add to the Request then click the green "Add

Biomaterials" button in the lower right.

A user may define the fields for the Biomaterial search criteria using Qiagram, then load that query into
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the Add Biomaterials interface. To change the query, use the "Choose another query" link. The

Choose Query prompt will open.

 FIGURE 4 - 59: CHOOSEQUERY PROMPTWINDOW

Choose a query and click "Select". The new criteria will be displayed in the Add Biomaterials screen,

and can be used to find Biomaterials.

The Create Request page will display the Biomaterials. The page has "Add Biomaterials", "Remove

Selected" and "Download" buttons and a "More" drop-down menu.

 FIGURE 4 - 60: CREATE REQUESTPAGE

The "Add Biomaterials" button allows the user to add additional Biomaterials to the Request.

The "Remove Selected" button removes the selected Biomaterials from the Request.
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The "Download" button opens a drop-down menu of the Download options. The user may download

the list in .XLS, .XLSX, or Tab-delimited Text format.

The More drop-down menu has the "Bulk Edit", "Print Barcodes", and "Open Issue" functions.

Bulk Edit

The Bulk Edit function allows the user to change field values and apply them to many Biomaterials at

once.

 FIGURE 4 - 61: BULK EDITWINDOW 1

Use the Bulk Edit window to select the fields to edit. The fields available are the core Biomaterial fields
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and fields from one-to-one Forms that apply to the selected Biomaterials.

Print Barcodes

The "Print Barcode" function prints a label for the selected Biomaterials. Select the button to open the

Print Barcodes prompt box.

 FIGURE 4 - 62: PRINTBARCODE PROMPTBOX

Use the Print Barcodes prompt box to select the printer, the layout, and the number of barcodes to be

printed.

The Printer is chosen from a drop-down list. The printers are configured using the Barcoding

Menu in the Administration Console.

The Layout is chosen from a drop-down list. Label options are configured using the Barcoding

Menu in the Administration Console.

The Number of copies of the barcode to be printed is determined by the user.

Select the "Print" button to print the barcode.

Open Issue

The "Open Issue" function creates an Issue Workflow containing the selected Biomaterials.

Enter Request Details
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The second step in creating the Destruction Request is to fill out the request details.

 FIGURE 4 - 63: REQUESTDETAILS

The Request details tab contains the fields Name, Reason for Destruction, and Date Needed By.

The Name field displays the name of the Destruction Request. This field is required.

The Reason for Destruction field allows the user to enter a brief description of the Destruction

Request

The Date Needed field allows the user to choose a date by which the Request must be com-

pleted. Use the drop-down calendar to choose a date.

When the fields have been filled out satisfactorily, click on the "Next" button on the bottom right of the

screen to move to the next step.

Navigation Details

The Create Request window has three buttons. The "Next" button, which is used to navigate between

steps, a link to "Save for Later", and a link to "Delete This Draft".
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 FIGURE 4 - 64: NAVIGATIONDETAILS

Save

The "Save for Later" link allows the user to save a copy of the request as a draft. The drafts can be

reached either by clicking on the "Drafts" node, or by navigating to "Drafts" on the Analysis Request

dashboard.

Delete

The "Delete this Draft" link allows the user to discard the draft. The user must enter their password into

the prompt box before the draft will be deleted.

Confirm Request Information

The third step for creating a Request is to confirm the information entered in previous steps. Review

the information and click the "Submit for Approval" button in the lower right corner.
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 FIGURE 4 - 65: CONFIRMREQUEST

Modify Request/Withdraw Request

The "Modify Request" and "Withdraw Request" buttons are displayed in the Request header to the

right of the Request name. The "Modify this Request" option is available in any draft created by the

user, and the "Withdraw this Request" option is available in any submitted Request created by the

user.

Modify Request/Withdraw Request

The "Modify Request" and "Withdraw Request" buttons are displayed in the Request header to the

right of the Request name. The "Modify this Request" option is available in any draft created by the

user, and the "Withdraw this Request" option is available in any submitted Request created by the

user.

 FIGURE 4 - 66: MODIFY/WITHDRAWREQUEST
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After confirmation, the Request page will display the general details of the request, along with a ribbon

with tabs for Biomaterials, Attachments, Query Log, and Comments.

 FIGURE 4 - 67: SUBMITTEDREQUEST

Once the Request is submitted, the Study Director can review and approve the request. This begins

the next step in the Workflow,Review and Approve the Request.

See also: Destruction Requests
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Review and Approve Destruction Requests

The Study Director must approve the submitted Request before the Request may progress through the

Workflow.

Note: The Roles listed in this manual are the default Roles for the Workflows. Roles may be cus-

tomized for your organization. For more information, please contact BioFortis Support.

In order to approve a Request, the Study Director will access the Destruction Request dashboard from

the Submitted Node on the Workflow.

 FIGURE 4 - 68: DESTRUCTIONREQUESTSUBMITTEDNODE

Selecting the Submitted Node will direct the user to the Destruction Requests dashboard, with the filter

set to display only Requests with the "Submitted" status.
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 FIGURE 4 - 69: DESTRUCTIONREQUESTDASHBOARD

Use different filters, such as Status, to show different Workflows. For more information, see Navigating

Filters.

Review the Request

The user can select any one of the Requests listed on the right frame to open the individual Request.

The Request page contains a header with "Edit", "Approve Request", "Reject Selected", "Reject

Request", and "Assign" buttons and five tabs: Request Details, Biomaterials, Attachments, Query Log,

and Comments.

Assign User

To assign a user to the Workflow, select the "Assign" button on the header. A prompt box will open.
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 FIGURE 4 - 70: ASSIGNUSER

To assign a user, select a name using the Name field, then click "Assign".

The Comment field may be used to enter any extra information.

This window can also be used to remove an assigned user from the Workflow by typing in the name of

the assigned user, and then clicking "Remove assignee" in the lower left corner.

Workflows may be filtered by the assigned user.

The Request Details Tab

The Request Details tab displays the information entered during Request creation.

 FIGURE 4 - 71: DESTRUCTIONREQUEST

The Biomaterials Tab
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 FIGURE 4 - 72: BIOMATERIALS TAB

The Biomaterials tab displays the list of the Biomaterials and has "Add Biomaterials", "Remove

Selected" and "Download" buttons and a "More" drop-down menu.

The "Add Biomaterials" button allows the user to add additional Biomaterials to the Request.

The "Remove Selected" button removes the selected Biomaterials from the Request.

The "Download" button opens a drop-down menu of the Download options. The user may download

the list in .XLS, .XLSX, or Tab-delimited Text format.

The More drop-down menu has the "Bulk Edit", "Print Barcodes", and "Open Issue" functions.

Bulk Edit

The Bulk Edit function allows the user to change field values and apply them to many Biomaterials at

once.
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 FIGURE 4 - 73: BULK EDITWINDOW 1

Use the Bulk Edit window to select the fields to edit. The fields available are the core Biomaterial fields

and fields from one-to-one Forms that apply to the selected Biomaterials.

Print Barcodes

The "Print Barcode" function prints a label for the selected Biomaterials. Select the button to open the

Print Barcodes prompt box.
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 FIGURE 4 - 74: PRINTBARCODE PROMPTBOX

Use the Print Barcodes prompt box to select the printer, the layout, and the number of barcodes to be

printed.

The Printer is chosen from a drop-down list. The printers are configured using the Barcoding

Menu in the Administration Console.

The Layout is chosen from a drop-down list. Label options are configured using the Barcoding

Menu in the Administration Console.

The Number of copies of the barcode to be printed is determined by the user.

Select the "Print" button to print the barcode.

Open Issue

The "Open Issue" function creates an Issue Workflow containing the selected Biomaterials.

The Attachments Tab

The Attachments tab allows the user to upload any files associated with the Workflow. Files are

uploaded using the "Add a File" button, and can be removed using the red button to the left of the file

name. Any user with access to the Workflow may download the attachment.
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 FIGURE 4 - 75: ATTACHMENTS TAB

The Query Log Tab

The Query Log tab will show the search parameters used to choose the Biomaterials.

 FIGURE 4 - 76: QUERY LOG TAB

The Comments Tab

The Comments tab allows the user to type additional information into a text field.

Approve the Request

To approve the entire Request, the Study Director will click the "Approve Request" button. This button

is located to the right of the Request name on the header.

 FIGURE 4 - 77: APPROVE DESTRUCTIONREQUEST

After the Request is approved by the Study Director, it is moved to the Approved Node.
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After Study Director Approval

After the Study Director selects the "Approve Request" button, a prompt box will open, confirming that

Destructions should be generated for the Request.

A Request may generate both Destruction Orders and External Destruction Orders.

Requests with Biomaterials currently in Facilities with storage enabled will generate Destruction

Orders.

Requests with Biomaterials currently in Facilities without storage enabled will generate External

Destruction Orders.

 FIGURE 4 - 78: GENERATE DESTURCTIONS

The Request page will now have three major changes.

The buttons next to the Request name will no longer be available, and a "Cancel Request" link

will appear.

The Progress Bar will advance, and the status will change from "Submitted" to "Approved".

A "Destructions" tab will appear next to the "Comments" tab in the Request page ribbon.

 FIGURE 4 - 79: APPROVEDREQUEST
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After the Request has been approved it can be canceled using the Cancel Request link on the header.

The Request will be moved to the Canceled Node in the Destruction Request workflow. For more

information, see Reject or Cancel Destruction Requests.

Destruction and External Destruction Workflows

To begin the Destruction or External Destruction, the Study Director will open the "Fulfillments" tab

and select the link to the Fulfillment or External Fulfillment. This begins the next step in the Workflow,

Completing the Destruction Request.

Other Approval Options

Approve Part of the Request

Instead of approving the entire Request by using the "Approve Request" button to the right of the

Request name, the Study Director may reject individual Biomaterials.

To reject individual Biomaterials, the user will navigate to the Biomaterials tab on the ribbon, then

select the Biomaterials to reject from the list. Once one or more Biomaterials are chosen, the user will

select the "Reject Selected" button to the right of the Workflow name.

A prompt box will open. A comment explaining the reason for rejection is required. The user will enter

the comment, then select the "Reject" button in the lower right.
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 FIGURE 4 - 80: REJECTSELECTEDBIOMATERIALS

After the selected Biomaterials are rejected, the Study Director may approve the Request by selecting

the "Approve Request" button to the right of the Request name on the header. This will approve only

the Biomaterials that were not rejected.

Reject the Request

To reject the entire Request, the Study Director will select the "Reject Request" button.

A prompt box will open. A comment explaining the reason for rejection is required. The user will enter

the comment, then select the "Reject" button in the lower right.
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 FIGURE 4 - 81: REJECTREQUEST

After the rejection, the Request will be moved to the "Rejected" node in the Destruction Request Work-

flow. For more information, see Reject or Cancel the Destruction Request.

See also: Destruction Requests
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Fulfill the Destruction Request

Once the Destruction Request has been approved, a new tab will appear on the ribbon of the request

page. To complete the Destruction Request, complete the Destruction Order generated by the

Request.

To begin the Destruction Workflow, the Study Director will open the "Destructions" tab and select the

Destruction Request. The Destructions generated are either Destructions or External Destructions.

Requests with Biomaterials currently in Facilities with storage enabled will generate Destruction

Orders.

Requests with Biomaterials currently in Facilities without storage enabled will generate External

Destruction Orders.

 FIGURE 4 - 82: DESTRUCTIONS TAB

Selecting the link will open the Destruction Workflow.

Once that Workflow has been completed, the Destruction Request will appear in the Fulfilled Node of

the Destruction Request Workflow.

 FIGURE 4 - 83: FULFILLEDNODE
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Destruction Orders

External Destruction Orders

See also: Destruction Requests
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Reject or Cancel Destruction Requests

A Destruction Request will be moved to the Rejected or Canceled Node once the Request has been

rejected from the Submitted Node or canceled from the Approved Node.

Reject the Destruction Request

Destruction Requests may be rejected from the Submitted Node.

The Study Director can reject the Destruction Request by selecting the "Reject Request" button.

 FIGURE 4 - 84: REJECTDESTRUCTIONREQUEST

Once the "Reject Request" button has been selected, a prompt box will open, asking the reason for the

rejection. A comment is required in this box.

 FIGURE 4 - 85: REJECTREQUEST

The reason for the rejection will be listed under the "Comments" tab.

After the rejection, the Destruction Request will be moved to the Rejected Node.
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Two major changes will be made to the Destruction Request.

The status bar on the right will change from "Submitted" to "Rejected".

A "Re-open for review" button will appear next to the Destruction Request name.

 FIGURE 4 - 86: REJECTEDREQUESTHEADER

Re-Open Request

To re-open the Destruction Request, the Study Director will select the "Reopen for review" button. This

will move the Request from the Rejected Node to the Draft Node.

The Request Creator can revise the Request and re-submit it for approval.

Cancel Destruction Request

The Destruction Request can be canceled from the Approved Node once Destructions have been gen-

erated.

The "Cancel Request" link is to the right of the Destruction Request name.

 FIGURE 4 - 87: APPROVEDREQUEST

When the Study Director selects the "Cancel Request" link, a prompt box opens to confirm the selec-

tion.
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 FIGURE 4 - 88: PROMPTBOX

After "Yes" is selected, the Request will be moved to the Canceled Node in the Destruction Request

workflow. Any linked Destructions or External Destructions will also be moved to the Canceled Node

in their respective Workflows.

Two major changes will appear on the Destruction Request page.

The status bar on the right will change from "Submitted" to "Canceled".

A "Re-open for Review" button will appear next to the Destruction Request name.

 FIGURE 4 - 89: CANCELEDREQUESTHEADER

Re-Open Request

To re-open the Destruction Request, the Request Creator will select the "Re-open Request" button.

This will move the Request from the Canceled Node to the Draft Node.

The Request Creator can revise the Request and re-submit it for approval.

See also: Destruction Requests
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Transfer Requests

Transfer Requests are used for moving Biomaterials from one facility to another. Different Roles allow

the user to perform different actions along the Transfer Request Workflow.

Transfer Requests can be accessed from the Workflows dashboard.

 FIGURE 4 - 90: TRANSFERREQUESTWORKFLOW

The Tramline contains the Nodes: Create, Draft, Submitted, Approved, Fulfilled, Rejected, and

Canceled.

Note: The Tramline depicted in this manual is the default Tramline. Tramlines may be customized

for your organization. For more information, please contact BioFortis Support.

Different Roles allow the user to perform different actions along the Transfer Request Workflow.

Note:Only users who have permission to see the Biomaterials in the Workflow may perform

actions on the Workflow, regardless of the user's Role.

The Request Creator can create the Transfer Request

The Study Director can approve the Transfer Request

Note: The Roles listed in this manual are the default Roles for the Workflows. Roles may be cus-

tomized for your organization. For more information, please contact BioFortis Support.

The Steps for Creating and Fulfilling a Transfer Request are:

Create the Transfer Request
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Review and Approve the Transfer Request

Fulfill the Transfer Request

Reject or Cancel the Transfer Request

See also: Roles

See also: Workflows
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Create Transfer Request

Note:Only a user with the Request Creator role can create a Request.

To create a Request, click the "Create" node at the beginning of the tramline.

 FIGURE 4 - 91: THE CREATE NODE

This will open the Create Request page.

The steps to creating a Request are:

Add Biomaterials

Enter Request Details

Confirm Request

Submit Request

Add Biomaterials

The first step is to add Biomaterials to the Request.

Select the green "Add Biomaterials" button under the "Add Biomaterials" tab.
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 FIGURE 4 - 92: ADDBIOMATERIALS

The Biomaterial search page will open.

 FIGURE 4 - 93: BIOMATERIAL SEARCHPAGE

Use the checkboxes to select Biomaterials to add to the Request then click the green "Add

Biomaterials" button in the lower right.

A user may define the fields for the Biomaterial search criteria using Qiagram, then load that query into
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the Add Biomaterials interface. To change the query, use the "Choose another query" link. The

Choose Query prompt will open.

 FIGURE 4 - 94: CHOOSEQUERY PROMPTWINDOW

Choose a query and click "Select". The new criteria will be displayed in the Add Biomaterials screen,

and can be used to find Biomaterials.

The Create Request page will display the Biomaterials. The page has "Add Biomaterials", "Remove

Selected" and "Download" buttons and a "More" drop-down menu.

 FIGURE 4 - 95: CREATE REQUESTPAGE

The "Add Biomaterials" button allows the user to add additional Biomaterials to the Request.

The "Remove Selected" button removes the selected Biomaterials from the Request.
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The "Download" button opens a drop-down menu of the Download options. The user may download

the list in .XLS, .XLSX, or Tab-delimited Text format.

The More drop-down menu has the "Bulk Edit", "Print Barcodes", and "Open Issue" functions.

Bulk Edit

The Bulk Edit function allows the user to change field values and apply them to many Biomaterials at

once.

 FIGURE 4 - 96: BULK EDITWINDOW 1

Use the Bulk Edit window to select the fields to edit. The fields available are the core Biomaterial fields
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and fields from one-to-one Forms that apply to the selected Biomaterials.

Print Barcodes

The "Print Barcode" function prints a label for the selected Biomaterials. Select the button to open the

Print Barcodes prompt box.

 FIGURE 4 - 97: PRINTBARCODE PROMPTBOX

Use the Print Barcodes prompt box to select the printer, the layout, and the number of barcodes to be

printed.

The Printer is chosen from a drop-down list. The printers are configured using the Barcoding

Menu in the Administration Console.

The Layout is chosen from a drop-down list. Label options are configured using the Barcoding

Menu in the Administration Console.

The Number of copies of the barcode to be printed is determined by the user.

Select the "Print" button to print the barcode.

Open Issue

The "Open Issue" function creates an Issue Workflow containing the selected Biomaterials.

Enter Request Details
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The second step for creating a Request is to enter the Request details.

 FIGURE 4 - 98: REQUESTDETAILS

The Request details tab contains the fields Name, Destination, Destination Address, and Description.

The Name field displays the name of the Transfer Request. This field is required.

The Destination is the Facility that will receive the transferred Biomaterials. The Facility can be

chosen from a drop-down list. This field is required.

The Destination Address is the address of the destination Facility.

The Description field allows the user to enter a brief description of the purpose of the Request.

When the fields have been filled out satisfactorily, select the "Next" button on the bottom right of the

screen to move to the next step.

Navigation Details

The Create Request window has three buttons. The "Next" button, which is used to navigate between

steps, a link to "Save for Later", and a link to "Delete This Draft".
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 FIGURE 4 - 99: NAVIGATIONDETAILS

Save

The "Save for Later" link allows the user to save a copy of the request as a draft. The drafts can be

reached either by clicking on the "Drafts" node, or by navigating to "Drafts" on the Analysis Request

dashboard.

Delete

The "Delete this Draft" link allows the user to discard the draft. The user must enter their password into

the prompt box before the draft will be deleted.

Confirm Request Information

The third step for creating a Request is to confirm the information entered in previous steps. Review

the information and click the "Submit for Approval" button in the lower right corner.

 FIGURE 4 - 100: CONFIRMATIONPAGE

 FIGURE 4 - 101: CONFIRMATIONPAGE
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Modify Request/Withdraw Request

The "Modify Request" and "Withdraw Request" buttons are displayed in the Request header to the

right of the Request name. The "Modify this Request" option is available in any draft created by the

user, and the "Withdraw this Request" option is available in any submitted Request created by the

user.

Once the Request is submitted, the Study Director can review and approve the request. This begins

the next step in the Workflow,Approving the Request.

See also: Transfer Requests
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Review and Approve Transfer Requests

The Study Director must approve the submitted Request details before the Request may progress

through the Workflow.

Note: The Roles listed in this manual are the default Roles for the Workflows. Roles may be cus-

tomized for your organization. For more information, please contact BioFortis Support.

In order to approve a Request, the Study Director will access the Transfer Request dashboard from the

Submitted Node on the workflow.

 FIGURE 4 - 102: TRANSFERREQUESTSUBMITTEDNODE

Selecting the Submitted Node will open the Transfer Requests dashboard with the filter set to display

only Requests with the "Submitted" status.
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 FIGURE 4 - 103: TRANSFERREQUESTDASHBOARD

Use different filters, such as Status, to show different Workflows. For more information, see Navigating

Filters.

Review the Request

The user can select any one of the Requests listed on the right frame to open the individual Request.
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 FIGURE 4 - 104: SUBMITTEDREQUEST

The Request page contains a header with "Edit", "Approve Request", "Reject Selected", "Reject

Request", and "Assign" buttons and five tabs: Request Details, Biomaterials, Attachments, Query Log,

and Comments.

Assign User

To assign a user to the Workflow, select the "Assign" button on the header. A prompt box will open.

 FIGURE 4 - 105: ASSIGNUSER

To assign a user, select a name using the Name field, then click "Assign".

The Comment field may be used to enter any extra information.

This window can also be used to remove an assigned user from the Workflow by typing in the name of

the assigned user, and then clicking "Remove assignee" in the lower left corner.
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Workflows may be filtered by the assigned user.

The Request Details Tab

The Request Details tab displays the information entered during Request creation.

 FIGURE 4 - 106: DETAILS TAB

The Biomaterials Tab

 FIGURE 4 - 107: BIOMATERIALS TAB

The Biomaterials tab displays the list of the Biomaterials and has "Add Biomaterials", "Remove

Selected" and "Download" buttons and a "More" drop-down menu.

The "Add Biomaterials" button allows the user to add additional Biomaterials to the Request.
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The "Remove Selected" button removes the selected Biomaterials from the Request.

The "Download" button opens a drop-down menu of the Download options. The user may download

the list in .XLS, .XLSX, or Tab-delimited Text format.

The More drop-down menu has the "Bulk Edit", "Print Barcodes", and "Open Issue" functions.

Bulk Edit

The Bulk Edit function allows the user to change field values and apply them to many Biomaterials at

once.

 FIGURE 4 - 108: BULK EDITWINDOW 1
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Use the Bulk Edit window to select the fields to edit. The fields available are the core Biomaterial fields

and fields from one-to-one Forms that apply to the selected Biomaterials.

Print Barcodes

The "Print Barcode" function prints a label for the selected Biomaterials. Select the button to open the

Print Barcodes prompt box.

 FIGURE 4 - 109: PRINTBARCODE PROMPTBOX

Use the Print Barcodes prompt box to select the printer, the layout, and the number of barcodes to be

printed.

The Printer is chosen from a drop-down list. The printers are configured using the Barcoding

Menu in the Administration Console.

The Layout is chosen from a drop-down list. Label options are configured using the Barcoding

Menu in the Administration Console.

The Number of copies of the barcode to be printed is determined by the user.

Select the "Print" button to print the barcode.

Open Issue

The "Open Issue" function creates an Issue Workflow containing the selected Biomaterials.

The Attachments Tab

The Attachments tab allows the user to upload any files associated with the Workflow. Files are
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uploaded using the "Add a File" button, and can be removed using the red button to the left of the file

name. Any user with access to the Workflow may download the attachment.

 FIGURE 4 - 110: ATTACHMENTS TAB

The Query Log Tab

The Query Log tab will show the search parameters used to choose the Biomaterials.

 FIGURE 4 - 111: QUERY LOG

The Comments Tab

The Comments tab allows the user to type additional information into a text field.

Approve the Request

To approve the entire Request, the Study Director will click the "Approve Request" button. This button

is located to the right of the Request name on the header.
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 FIGURE 4 - 112: APPROVE THE REQUEST

After the Request is approved by the Study Director, Fulfillments are generated and the Request is

moved to the Approved Node.

After Approval

After the Study Director selects the "Approve Request" button, a prompt box will open, confirming that

fulfillments should be generated for the Request.

A Request may generate both Fulfillment Orders and External Fulfillment Orders.

Requests with Biomaterials currently in Facilities with storage enabled will generate Fulfillment

Orders.

Requests with Biomaterials currently in Facilities without storage enabled will generate External Ful-

fillment Orders.

 FIGURE 4 - 113: FULFILLMENTPROMPTBOX

The Request page will now have three major changes.
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The buttons next to the Request name will no longer be available, and a "Cancel Request" link

will appear to the right of the Transfer Request name.

The Progress Bar will advance, and the status will change from "Submitted" to "Approved by

Study Director".

A "Fulfillments" tab will appear next to the "Comments" tab in the Request page ribbon.

 FIGURE 4 - 114: CHANGES TO REQUESTPAGE

After the Request has been approved it can be canceled using the Cancel Request link on the header.

The Request will be moved to the Canceled Node in the Transfer Request workflow. For more inform-

ation, see Reject or Cancel Transfer Requests.

Fulfillments and External Fulfillments

To begin the Fulfillment or External Fulfillment Workflow, the Study Director will open the "Fulfillments"

tab and select the Fulfillment or External Fulfillment link. This begins the next step in the Workflow, Ful-

fill the Transfer Request.

Other Approval Options

Approve Part of the Request

Instead of approving the entire Request by using the "Approve Request" button to the right of the

Request name on the header, the Study Director may reject individual Biomaterials.

To reject individual Biomaterials, the user will navigate to the Biomaterials tab on the ribbon, then

select the Biomaterials to reject from the list. Once one or more Biomaterials are chosen, the user will

select the "Reject Selected" button to the right of the Workflow name.

A prompt box will open. A comment explaining the reason for rejection is required. The user will enter
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the comment, then select the "Reject" button in the lower right.

 FIGURE 4 - 115: REJECTSELECTED

After the selected Biomaterials are rejected, the Study Director may approve the Request by selecting

the "Approve Request" button to the right of the Request name. This will approve the Request using

only the Biomaterials that were not rejected.

Reject the Request

To reject the entire Request, the Study Director will click on the "Reject Request" button.

A prompt box will open. A comment explaining the reason for rejection is required. The user will enter

the comment, then select the "Reject" button in the lower right.
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 FIGURE 4 - 116: REJECTREQUEST

After the rejection, the Request will be moved to the Rejected Node in the Transfer Workflow. For more

information see Reject or Cancel the Transfer Request.

See also: Transfer Request
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Fulfill Transfer Request

Once the Transfer Request has been approved by the Study Director, a new tab will appear on the rib-

bon of the Request page.

 FIGURE 4 - 117: APPROVEDREQUEST HEADER

This tab is labeled "Fulfillments" and displays the number of Fulfillments generated for this request.

 FIGURE 4 - 118: FULFILLMENTTAB

Following this link will open the fulfillment in the Fulfillments or External Fulfillments Workflow. The

External Fulfillment, Fulfillments and Intake Workflows will be completed for this Request before the

Request is moved to the Fulfilled Node.

See also: Fulfillment Order

See also: External Fulfillment Order

See also: Analysis Request
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Reject or Cancel Transfer Requests

A Transfer Request will be moved to the Rejected or Canceled Node once the Request has been rejec-

ted from the Submitted Node or canceled from the Approved Node.

Reject the Transfer Request

Transfer Requests may be rejected from the Submitted Node.

The Study Director can reject the Transfer Request by selecting the "Reject Request" button.

 FIGURE 4 - 119: REJECTTRANSFERREQUEST

Once the "Reject Request" button has been selected, a prompt box will open, asking the reason for the

rejection. A comment is required in this box.

 FIGURE 4 - 120: REJECTREQUEST

The reason for the rejection will be listed under the "Comments" tab.

After the rejection, the Transfer Request will be moved to the Rejected Node.
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Two major changes will be made to the Transfer Request.

The status bar on the right will change from "Submitted" to "Rejected".

A "Re-open for Review" button will appear next to the Transfer Request name.

 FIGURE 4 - 121: REJECTEDREQUESTHEADER

Re-Open Request

To re-open the Request, the Study Director will select the "Re-open Request" button. This will move

the Request from the Rejected Node to the Submitted Node.

The Request Creator can revise the Request and re-submit it for approval.

Cancel Transfer Request

The Transfer Request can be canceled from the Approved Node once Fulfillments have been gen-

erated.

The "Cancel Request" link is to the right of the Transfer Request name.

 FIGURE 4 - 122: CANCELREQUEST

When the Study Director selects the "Cancel Request" link, a prompt box opens to confirm the selec-

tion.
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 FIGURE 4 - 123: PROMPTBOX

After "Yes" is selected, the Request will be moved to the Canceled Node in the Transfer Request work-

flow. Any linked Fulfillments or External Fulfillments will also be moved to the Canceled Node in their

respective Workflows.

Two major changes will appear on the Request page.

The status bar on the right will change from "Submitted" to "Canceled".

A "Re-open for Review" button will appear next to the Transfer Request name.

 FIGURE 4 - 124: CANCELEDREQUESTHEADER

Re-Open Request

To re-open the Request, the Request Creator will select the "Re-open Request" button. This will move

the Request from the Canceled Node to the Submitted Node.

The Request Creator can revise the Request and re-submit it for approval.

See also: Transfer Request
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Destructions

Destructions are created when Destruction Requests are created with Biomaterials that are in a Facil-

ity with Storage enabled.

Destructions can be accessed from the Workflows Dashboard

 FIGURE 4 - 125: DESTRUCTIONSWORKFLOWS

The Tramline contains the Nodes: Awaiting Approval, Approved, Completed, Rejected, and Canceled.

Note: The Tramline depicted in this manual is the default Tramline. Tramlines may be customized

for your organization. For more information, please contact BioFortis Support.

Different Roles allow the user to perform different actions along the Destructions Workflow.

Note:Only users who have permission to see the Biomaterials in the Workflow may perform

actions on the Workflow, regardless of the user's Role.

The Biobank Lead can approve the Destruction

The Biobank Lead and Biobank Staff can fulfill the Destruction

Note: The Roles listed in this manual are the default Roles for the Workflows. Roles may be cus-

tomized for your organization. For more information, please contact BioFortis Support.

The Steps for approving and completing a Destruction are:

Review and Approve the Destruction
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Complete the Destruction

Reject or Cancel the Destruction

See also: Destruction Request

See also: External Destruction

See also: Workflows

See also: Roles
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Review and Approve Destructions

Destructions are created when Destruction Requests are created with Biomaterials that are in a Facil-

ity with Storage enabled.

The Biobank Lead must approve the Destruction before it can be fulfilled.

The Destruction can be reviewed before approval. Select the Awaiting Approval Node on the Destruc-

tions Workflow to open the Destruction dashboard.

 FIGURE 4 - 126: AWAITING APPROVALNODE

Selecting the Awaiting Approval Node will open the Destructions dashboard with the filter set to dis-

play only Destructions with the "Awaiting Approval" status.

 FIGURE 4 - 127: DESTRUCTIONDASHBOARD
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Use different filters, such as Status, to show different Workflows. For more information, see Navigating

Filters.

Review the Workflow

The user can select any of the Destruction Workflows listed in the right frame to open the individual

Workflow.

The Destruction contains a header with "Approve Request", "Reject Selected", "Reject Request",

"Edit", and "Assign" buttons and four tabs: Details, Biomaterials, Attachments, and Comments.

 FIGURE 4 - 128: DESTRUCTIONHEADER

Edit the Destruction

To edit the Destruction, select the "Edit" button. The Biobank Lead may edit the Destruction name and

Facility from the Details tab.

Assign User

To assign a user to the Workflow, select the "Assign" button on the header. A prompt box will open.

 FIGURE 4 - 129: ASSIGNPROMPTBOX
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To assign a user, select a name using the Name field, then click "Assign".

The Comment field may be used to enter any extra information.

This window can also be used to remove an assigned user from the Workflow by typing in the name of

the assigned user, and then clicking "Remove assignee" in the lower left corner.

Workflows may be filtered by the assigned user.

The Details Tab

The Details tab displays the general details of the Workflow along with the source Request Workflow.

The fields on the Details tab are Name, Facility, Assignee, and Source Details.

The Name field displays the Workflow name.

The Facility displays the Facility where the Biomaterials are currently held.

The Assignee displays the user assigned to the Workflow.

The Source Details display the original Request ID and Request name, and provide a link to the

Request.

 FIGURE 4 - 130: DETAILS TAB

Biomaterials Tab

The Biomaterials tab displays a grid with the Biomaterials included in the Workflow, a "Download" but-

ton, and a "More" drop-down menu.
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 FIGURE 4 - 131: BIOMATERIALS TAB

The "Download" button opens a drop-down menu of the Download options. The user may download

the list in .XLS, .XLSX, or Tab-delimited Text format.

The More drop-down menu has the "Bulk Edit", "Print Barcodes", and "Open Issue" functions.

Bulk Edit

The Bulk Edit function allows the user to change field values and apply them to many Biomaterials at

once.
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 FIGURE 4 - 132: BULK EDITWINDOW 1

Use the Bulk Edit window to select the fields to edit. The fields available are the core Biomaterial fields

and fields from one-to-one Forms that apply to the selected Biomaterials.

Print Barcodes

The "Print Barcode" function prints a label for the selected Biomaterials. Select the button to open the

Print Barcodes prompt box.
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 FIGURE 4 - 133: PRINTBARCODE PROMPTBOX

Use the Print Barcodes prompt box to select the printer, the layout, and the number of barcodes to be

printed.

The Printer is chosen from a drop-down list. The printers are configured using the Barcoding

Menu in the Administration Console.

The Layout is chosen from a drop-down list. Label options are configured using the Barcoding

Menu in the Administration Console.

The Number of copies of the barcode to be printed is determined by the user.

Select the "Print" button to print the barcode.

Open Issue

The "Open Issue" function creates an Issue Workflow containing the selected Biomaterials.

The Attachments Tab

The Attachments tab displays any files that have been uploaded to the Order. To upload a file, select

the "Add A File" button. The Upload File prompt box will open. Select the file location, then click the

Open button. The file will be uploaded. Any user who can access the Workflow may download the

attachment.
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 FIGURE 4 - 134: ATTACHMENTS TAB

The Comments Tab

The Comments tab displays any comments that have been created for this Workflow. Enter a comment

in the comment box and select the "Add" button to add a comment to the Workflow.

 FIGURE 4 - 135: COMMENTTAB

Approve the Destruction

To approve the entire Destruction, the Biobank Lead will select the "Approve Request" button.

 FIGURE 4 - 136: APPROVE DESTRUCTION

The Destruction status will change to Approved, and the Destruction will move to the Approved Node

in the Destruction Workflow.

After Destruction Approval

Once the Destruction is Approved, the page will have three major changes.
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The header will now display a "Revoke Approval" and a "Start Destruction of Biomaterials" but-

ton.

The progress bar will advance, and the status will be displayed as Approved.

The Biomaterials tab will display a "Print Sample List" button.

The Biobank Lead or Biobank Staffcan fulfill the Destruction. This begins the next step in the Work-

flow, Completing the Destruction.

Other Approval Options

Approve Part of the Destruction

Instead of approving the entire request by using the "Approve Request" button to the right of the

request name, the Biobank Lead may reject individual Biomaterials.

To reject individual Biomaterials, the user will navigate to the Biomaterials tab on the ribbon, then

select the Biomaterials to reject from the list. Once one or more Biomaterials are chosen, the user will

select the "Reject Selected" button to the right of the Workflow name.

A prompt box will open. A comment explaining the reason for rejection is required. The user will enter

the comment, then select the "Reject" button in the lower right.
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 FIGURE 4 - 137: REJECTSELECTEDBIOMATERIALS

After the samples are rejected, the Biobank Lead may approve the Destruction by selecting the

"Approve Request" button. This will approve the Destruction using only the Biomaterials that were not

rejected. The Destruction status will be displayed as Approved, and the Destruction will move to the

Approved Node in the Workflow.

Reject the Destruction

To reject the entire Destruction, the Biobank Lead will select the "Reject Request" button.

A prompt box will open. A comment explaining the reason for rejection is required. The user will enter

the comment, then select the "Reject" button in the lower right.
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 FIGURE 4 - 138: REJECTDESTRUCTION

After rejection, the Destruction will be moved to the "Rejected" Node. For more information, see Reject

or Cancel Destructions.

See also: Destruction
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Complete Destructions

The Destruction may be completed after approval. A Destruction is completed when it is moved from

the Approved Node to the Completed Node.

 FIGURE 4 - 139: APPROVEDNODE

Select the Approved Node in Destruction Workflow to open the Destruction Dashboard with the filters

set to display Destructions with the Approved status.

 FIGURE 4 - 140: DESTRUCTIONDASHBOARD

Use different filters, such as Status, to show different Workflows. For more information, see Navigating

Filters.

The user can select any of the Workflows listed in the right frame to open the individual Workflow.
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The Destruction page has a "Revoke Approval", "Start Destruction of Biomaterials", and "Assign" but-

tons and a ribbon with four tabs: Details, Biomaterials, Attachments, and Comments.

 FIGURE 4 - 141: DESTRUCTIONHEADER

The Details, Attachments, and Comments tabs remain the same as in the Review steps. For more

information, see Review and Approve the Destruction.

Revoke Approval

Selecting the Revoke Approval button will move the Destruction from the Approved Node to the Await-

ing Approval Node.

Assign User

To assign a user to the Workflow, select the "Assign" button on the header. A prompt box will open.

 FIGURE 4 - 142: ASSIGNUSER

To assign a user, select a name using the Name field, then click "Assign".

The Comment field may be used to enter any extra information.

This window can also be used to remove an assigned user from the Workflow by typing in the name of

the assigned user, and then clicking "Remove assignee" in the lower left corner.
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Workflows may be filtered by the assigned user.

Edit

The "Edit" button allows the user to edit the Name and Shipping Address fields from the Details tab.

Biomaterials Tab

The Biomaterials Tab has a "Download" button, a "Print Sample Pull List" button, and a "More" drop-

down menu.

 FIGURE 4 - 143: APPROVEDDESTRUCTIONBIOMATERIAL TAB

Download

The "Download" button opens a drop-down menu of the Download options. The user may download

the list in .XLS, .XLSX, or Tab-delimited Text format.

Print Sample List

This button allows the user to print a list of the Biomaterial and Biomaterial information displayed in the

Biomaterials tab. The button will open the print prompt box. Select the appropriate printer, and click

"OK". The list of Biomaterials will print.

More Drop-down Menu

The More drop-down menu has the "Bulk Edit", "Print Barcodes", and "Open Issue" functions.
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Bulk Edit

The Bulk Edit function allows the user to change field values and apply them to many Biomaterials at

once.

 FIGURE 4 - 144: BULK EDITWINDOW 1

Use the Bulk Edit window to select the fields to edit. The fields available are the core Biomaterial fields

and fields from one-to-one Forms that apply to the selected Biomaterials.

Print Barcodes

The "Print Barcode" function prints a label for the selected Biomaterials. Select the button to open the
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Print Barcodes prompt box.

 FIGURE 4 - 145: PRINTBARCODE PROMPTBOX

Use the Print Barcodes prompt box to select the printer, the layout, and the number of barcodes to be

printed.

The Printer is chosen from a drop-down list. The printers are configured using the Barcoding

Menu in the Administration Console.

The Layout is chosen from a drop-down list. Label options are configured using the Barcoding

Menu in the Administration Console.

The Number of copies of the barcode to be printed is determined by the user.

Select the "Print" button to print the barcode.

Open Issue

The "Open Issue" function creates an Issue Workflow containing the selected Biomaterials.

Start Destruction of Biomaterials

The Biobank Lead or Biobank Staff may complete the Destruction by selecting the "Start Destruction of

Biomaterials" button.

The Destroy Biomaterials Wizard will open. There are three steps in destroying the Biomaterials: Print

Pull List, Destroy Biomaterials, and Review.

Print Pull List
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The Print Pull List step displays the information from the Biomaterials tab.

It is not mandatory to print the Pull Lists to proceed to the next step.

 FIGURE 4 - 146: PRINTPULL LIST

To proceed to the Destroy Biomaterials step, select the "Next" button in the lower right.

Destroy Biomaterials

The Destroy Biomaterials screen allows the user to enter the barcodes of the Biomaterials included in

the Destruction.

 FIGURE 4 - 147: DESTROY BIOMATERIAL TAB
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Entering the barcode will change the Biomaterial status to "Destroyed". The Progress bar on the right

of the Destroy Biomaterials screen shows the number of samples destroyed.

After a sample has been scanned, the Destroy Biomaterials screen will display a notice that the Bio-

material has been marked as destroyed. The Biomaterials Details will be displayed below the notice.

 FIGURE 4 - 148: DESTROY BIOMATERIALS

The progress bar will advance.

 FIGURE 4 - 149: SAMPLE PROGRESS BAR

Note: The "Destroyed" status cannot be changed from the Workflow. To restore the previous status,

select the Biomaterial name from the list to open the Biomaterial page, and edit the Biomaterial

status.

After all Biomaterials have been marked as destroyed, proceed to the Review step by selecting the
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"Next" button on the bottom right of the screen.

The Review Tab

The Review tab contains a list of Biomaterials that were NOT marked as destroyed and a ribbon with a

"Mark All As Lost" button, a "Mark All As Destroyed" button, a "Add Note to Biomaterial" button, a More

drop-down menu, and a "Download" button.

 FIGURE 4 - 150: REVIEW TAB

Mark All as Lost

The "Mark All as Lost" button will change the status of the Biomaterials to Lost.

Selecting an individual Biomaterial will change the "Mark All As Lost" button to "Mark Selected as

Lost" button. Clicking this button will change the status of the selected Biomaterial to "Lost". Once the

status has been changed to Lost, the Biomaterial will not progress through the Workflow.
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Mark All as Destroyed

The "Mark All as Destroyed" button will change the status of the Biomaterials to Destroyed.

Selecting an individual Biomaterial will change the "Mark All As Destroyed" button to "Mark Selected

as Destroyed" button. Clicking this button will change the status of the selected Biomaterials to "Des-

troyed".

More Drop-down Menu

The More drop-down menu has the "Bulk Edit", "Print Barcodes", and "Open Issue" functions.

Bulk Edit

The Bulk Edit function allows the user to change field values and apply them to many Biomaterials at

once.
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 FIGURE 4 - 151: BULK EDITWINDOW 1

Use the Bulk Edit window to select the fields to edit. The fields available are the core Biomaterial fields

and fields from one-to-one Forms that apply to the selected Biomaterials.

Print Barcodes

The "Print Barcode" function prints a label for the selected Biomaterials. Select the button to open the

Print Barcodes prompt box.
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 FIGURE 4 - 152: PRINTBARCODE PROMPTBOX

Use the Print Barcodes prompt box to select the printer, the layout, and the number of barcodes to be

printed.

The Printer is chosen from a drop-down list. The printers are configured using the Barcoding

Menu in the Administration Console.

The Layout is chosen from a drop-down list. Label options are configured using the Barcoding

Menu in the Administration Console.

The Number of copies of the barcode to be printed is determined by the user.

Select the "Print" button to print the barcode.

Open Issue

The "Open Issue" function creates an Issue Workflow containing the selected Biomaterials.

Add Note to All Biomaterials

The "Add Note to All Biomaterials" button allows the user to add a note to the Biomaterials. This note

may be viewed on the Biomaterial page.

Selecting an individual Biomaterial will change the "Add Note to All Biomaterials" button to "Add Note

to Selected Biomaterial" button.
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Download

The "Download" button opens a drop-down menu of the Download options. The user may download

the list in .XLS, .XLSX, or Tab-delimited Text format.

Once all Biomaterials have been destroyed, the Review tab will display a notice that all Biomaterials

have been destroyed, and a "Mark Complete" button will be displayed in the bottom right corner of the

screen.

To complete the Destruction, select the "Mark Completed" button in the bottom right corner of the

screen.

Two major changes will be made to the Destruction page:

The progress bar will advance, and the status will be set to "Complete".

The header will display a "Reopen" button.

 FIGURE 4 - 153: COMPLETE HEADER

Selecting the Reopen button will move the Destruction from the Complete Node to the Approved

Node. This will not change the status of any Biomaterial marked Destroyed or Lost.

Once the Destruction status is Complete, the original Destruction Request will be Completed, and the

Destruction Request will be moved to the Complete Node.

See also: Destructions

See also: Destruction Request
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Reject or Cancel Destructions

A Destruction will be moved to the Rejected or Canceled Node once the Destruction has been rejec-

ted from the Awaiting Approval Node or canceled from the Destruction Request.

Reject Destruction

The Destruction may be Rejected from the Awaiting Approval Node.

The Biobank Lead can reject the Destruction by selecting the "Reject Request" button from the header.

 FIGURE 4 - 154: AWAITING APPROVALHEADER

Once the "Reject Request" button has been selected, a prompt box will open, asking the reason for the

rejection. A comment is required in this box.

 FIGURE 4 - 155: REJECTPROMPTBOX

The reason for the rejection will be listed under the Comments tab on the Destruction page.
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After rejection the Destruction will move to the Rejected Node.

Two major changes will be made to the Destruction page.

The status bar on the right will change from Awaiting Approval to Rejected.

A "Re-open for Review" button will appear next to the Destruction name on the header.

 FIGURE 4 - 156: REJECTEDHEADER

The Destruction cannot be rejected after it has been approved. To reject a Destruction from the

Approved status, first revoke approval, then reject the Destruction. If the Destruction has moved to the

Completed Node, it cannot be rejected. It can be canceled from the original Destruction Request.

Re-Open Request

To re-open the request, the Biobank Lead will select the "Re-open Request" button. This will move the

request from the Rejected Node to the Awaiting Approval Node.

Cancel Destruction

The Destruction may only be canceled from the original Destruction Request.

Source Request Linked to Workflow Cancel Button

 FIGURE 4 - 157: CANCELREQUEST

After a Request has been moved to the Destruction Workflow, canceling the Request will also cancel

the Destruction.
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 FIGURE 4 - 158: CANCELEDHEADER

The Destruction will move to the Canceled Node in the Destructions Workflow.

If all Destructions or External Destruction for the Request have been canceled, the Request will move

to the Canceled Node in the Destruction Request Workflow.

See also: Destruction

See also: Destruction Request
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External Destructions

External Destructions are created when Destruction Requests are created with Biomaterials that are in

a Facility without Storage enabled.

External Destructions can be accessed from the Workflows dashboard.

 FIGURE 4 - 159: EXTERNALDESTRUCTIONWORKFLOW

The Tramline contains the Nodes: Awaiting, Approved, Vendor Notified, Completed, Rejected, and

Canceled.

Note: The Tramline depicted in this manual is the default Tramline. Tramlines may be customized

for your organization. For more information, please contact BioFortis Support.

Different Roles allow the user to perform different actions along the External Destruction Workflow.

Note:Only users who have permission to see the Biomaterials in the Workflow may perform

actions on the Workflow, regardless of the user's Role.

The Study Director can approve and fulfill the External Destruction.

Note: The Roles listed in this manual are the default Roles for the Workflows. Roles may be cus-

tomized for your organization. For more information, please contact BioFortis Support.

The Steps for Approving and Completing an External Destruction are:

Review and Approve the External Destruction
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Fulfill the External Destruction

Reject or Cancel the External Destruction

See also: Destruction Request

See also: Destruction

See also: Workflows

See also: Roles
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Review and Approve External Destructions

External Destructions are created when Destruction Requests are created with Biomaterials that are in

a Facility without Storage enabled.

The Study Director must approve the External Destruction before it can be fulfilled.

The External Destruction can be reviewed at any time before approval. Select the Awaiting Approval

Node on the External Destructions Workflow to open the External Destruction dashboard.

 FIGURE 4 - 160: EXTERNALDESTRUCTIONWORKFLOW

Selecting the Awaiting Approval Node will open the External Destructions dashboard with the filter set

to display only External Destructions with the "Awaiting Approval" status.
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 FIGURE 4 - 161: EXTERNAL DESTRUCTIONDASHBOARD

Use different filters, such as Status, to show different Workflows. For more information, see Navigating

Filters.

Review Workflow

The user can select any of the Workflows listed in the right frame to open the individual Workflow.

The External Destruction contains a header with "Approve Request", "Reject Selected", "Reject

Request", "Edit", and "Assign" buttons and four tabs: Details, Biomaterials, Attachments, and Com-

ments.

 FIGURE 4 - 162: EXTERNALDESTRUCTIONAWAITING APPROVALHEADER

Edit the External Destruction

To Edit the External Destruction, select the "Edit" button. The Study Director may edit the External

Destruction name and Facility from the Details page.
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Assign User

To assign a user to the Workflow, select the "Assign" button on the header. A prompt box will open.

 FIGURE 4 - 163: ASSIGNPROMPTBOX

To assign a user, select a name using the Name field, then click "Assign".

The Comment field may be used to enter any extra information.

This window can also be used to remove an assigned user from the Workflow by typing in the name of

the assigned user, and then clicking "Remove assignee" in the lower left corner.

Workflows may be filtered by the assigned user.

The Details Tab

The Details tab displays the general details of the Workflow along with the source Request Workflow.

The fields on the Details tab are Name, Facility, Assignee, and Source Details.

The Name field displays the Workflow name.

The Facility displays the Facility where the Biomaterials are currently held.

The Assignee displays the user assigned to the Workflow.

The Source Details display the original Request ID and Request name, and provide a link to the

Request.
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 FIGURE 4 - 164: DETAILS TAB

The Biomaterials Tab

The Biomaterials tab displays a grid with the Biomaterials included in the External Destruction, a

"Download" button, and a "More" drop-down menu.

 FIGURE 4 - 165: BIOMATERIALS TAB

The "Download" button opens a drop-down menu of the Download options. The user may download

the list in .XLS, .XLSX, or Tab-delimited Text format.

The More drop-down menu has the "Bulk Edit", "Print Barcodes", and "Open Issue" functions.

Bulk Edit

The Bulk Edit function allows the user to change field values and apply them to many Biomaterials at

once.
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 FIGURE 4 - 166: BULK EDITWINDOW 1

Use the Bulk Edit window to select the fields to edit. The fields available are the core Biomaterial fields

and fields from one-to-one Forms that apply to the selected Biomaterials.

Print Barcodes

The "Print Barcode" function prints a label for the selected Biomaterials. Select the button to open the

Print Barcodes prompt box.
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 FIGURE 4 - 167: PRINTBARCODE PROMPTBOX

Use the Print Barcodes prompt box to select the printer, the layout, and the number of barcodes to be

printed.

The Printer is chosen from a drop-down list. The printers are configured using the Barcoding

Menu in the Administration Console.

The Layout is chosen from a drop-down list. Label options are configured using the Barcoding

Menu in the Administration Console.

The Number of copies of the barcode to be printed is determined by the user.

Select the "Print" button to print the barcode.

Open Issue

The "Open Issue" function creates an Issue Workflow containing the selected Biomaterials.

The Attachments Tab

The Attachments tab displays any files that have been uploaded to the Order. To upload a file, select

the "Add A File" button. The Upload File prompt box will open. Select the file location, then click the

Open button. The file will be uploaded. Any user who can access the Workflow may download the

attachment.
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 FIGURE 4 - 168: ATTACHMENTS TAB

The Comments Tab

The Comments tab displays any comments that have been created for this Workflow. Enter a comment

in the comment box and select the "Add" button to add a comment to the Workflow.

 FIGURE 4 - 169: COMMENTS TAB

Approve the External Destruction

To approve the entire External Destruction, the Study Director will select the "Approve Request" but-

ton.

 FIGURE 4 - 170: APPROVE THE EXTERNALDESTRUCTION

The External Destruction status will change to Approved, and the External Destruction will move to the

Approved Node.
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After Approval

Once the External Destruction has been marked as Approved, the Workflow page will have three

major changes.

The header will now display a "Revoke Approval" and a "Mark as Vendor Notified" button.

The progress bar will advance and the status will be displayed as Approved.

The Biomaterials tab will contain a ribbon to Mark All As Lost, Mark All As Destroyed, and Add

Note to Biomaterial.

 FIGURE 4 - 171: APPROVEDHEADER

To complete the External Destruction Workflow, the Study Director will select the "Mark as Vendor Noti-

fied" button from the header. This begins the next step in the Workflow, Completing the External

Destruction.

Other Approval Options

Approve Part of the External Destruction

Instead of approving the entire External Destruction, the Study Director may reject individual Bio-

materials from the Workflow.

To reject individual Biomaterials, the user will navigate to the Biomaterials tab on the ribbon, then

select the Biomaterials to reject from the list. Once one or more Biomaterials are chosen, the user will

select the "Reject Selected" button to the right of the Workflow name.

A prompt box will open. A comment explaining the reason for rejection is required. The user will enter

the comment, then select the "Reject" button in the lower right.
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 FIGURE 4 - 172: REJECTSELECTEDBIOMATERIALS

After the Biomaterials are rejected, the Study Director may approve the External Destruction by select-

ing the "Approve Request" button to the right of the External Destruction name. This will approve the

External Destruction using only the Biomaterials that were not rejected. The Workflow state will be dis-

played as Approved, and the External Destruction will move to the Approved Node.

Reject the External Destruction

To reject the entire External Destruction, the Study Director will select the "Reject Request" button.

A prompt box will open. A comment explaining the reason for rejection is required. The user will enter

the comment, then select the "Reject" button in the lower right.
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 FIGURE 4 - 173: REJECTEXTERNALDESTRUCTION

After rejection, the External Destruction will be moved to the Rejected Node in the External Destruction

Workflow. For more information, see Reject or Cancel the External Destruction.

See also: External Destruction
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Complete External Destructions

To complete the External Destruction, move the Workflow through the Vendor Notified and Completed

Nodes. mark the Biomaterials as destroyed or lost.

In order to complete an External Destruction, the Study Director will access the External Destructions

dashboard from the Approved Node on the workflow.

 FIGURE 4 - 174: APPROVEDNODE

This will open the External Destructions dashboard with the filter set to display "Approved" Workflows.

Select the desired External Destruction to open the Workflow page.

 FIGURE 4 - 175: EXTERNALDESTRUCTIONS DASHBOARD

This page contains a header displaying the Workflow name, a "Revoke Approval", "Mark as Vendor
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Notified" button, and "Assign" button. In addition, the page contains a ribbon with four tabs: Details, Bio-

materials, Attachments, and Comments.

 FIGURE 4 - 176: APPROVEDHEADER

The Details, Attachments, and Notes tab remain the same as they did in the Review and Approve

stages of the Workflow.

Biomaterials Tab

The Biomaterials tab lists the Biomaterials contained in the External Destruction and a ribbon with a

"Mark All As Lost" button, a "Mark All As Destroyed" button, an "Add Note to Biomaterial" button, a

"More" drop-down menu, and a "Download" button.

 FIGURE 4 - 177: BIOMATERIALS TAB

Mark All as Lost

The "Mark All as Lost" button will change the status of the Biomaterials to Lost. Selecting an individual

Biomaterial will change the "Mark All As Lost" button to "Mark Selected as Lost" button. Clicking this

button will change the status of the selected Biomaterial to "Lost".

Mark All as Destroyed

The "Mark All as Destroyed" button will change the status of the Biomaterials to Destroyed. Selecting
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an individual Biomaterial will change the "Mark All As Destroyed" button to "Mark Selected as Des-

troyed" button. Clicking this button will change the status of the selected Biomaterial to "Destroyed".

Add Note to All Biomaterials

The "Add Note to All Biomaterials" button allows the user to add a note to the Biomaterials. This note

may be viewed on the Biomaterial page. Selecting an individual Biomaterial will change the "Add Note

to All Biomaterials" button to "Add Note to Selected Biomaterial" button.

More Drop-down Menu

The More drop-down menu has the "Bulk Edit", "Print Barcodes", and "Open Issue" functions.

Bulk Edit

The Bulk Edit function allows the user to change field values and apply them to many Biomaterials at

once.
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 FIGURE 4 - 178: BULK EDITWINDOW 1

Use the Bulk Edit window to select the fields to edit. The fields available are the core Biomaterial fields

and fields from one-to-one Forms that apply to the selected Biomaterials.

Print Barcodes

The "Print Barcode" function prints a label for the selected Biomaterials. Select the button to open the

Print Barcodes prompt box.
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 FIGURE 4 - 179: PRINTBARCODE PROMPTBOX

Use the Print Barcodes prompt box to select the printer, the layout, and the number of barcodes to be

printed.

The Printer is chosen from a drop-down list. The printers are configured using the Barcoding

Menu in the Administration Console.

The Layout is chosen from a drop-down list. Label options are configured using the Barcoding

Menu in the Administration Console.

The Number of copies of the barcode to be printed is determined by the user.

Select the "Print" button to print the barcode.

Open Issue

The "Open Issue" function creates an Issue Workflow containing the selected Biomaterials.

Download

The Download button allows the user to download the list of Biomaterials included in the Workflow.

The "Download" button opens a drop-down menu of the Download options. The user may download

the list in .XLS, .XLSX, or Tab-delimited Text format.

Revoke Approval

The Revoke Approval button allows the Study Director to move the External Destruction from the
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Approved Node to the Awaiting Approval Node.

Mark As Vendor Notified

When the facility responsible for carrying out the External Destruction is given the Biomaterials to des-

troy, the Study Director will select the "Mark as Vendor Notified" button to move the External Destruc-

tion to the Vendor Notified Node.

Two major changes will be made to the External Destruction page.

The header will display an "Edit" button and a "Mark as Completed" button.

The progress bar will advance, displaying the status as "Vendor Notified".

 FIGURE 4 - 180: VENDORNOTIFIEDHEADER

Edit

The "Edit" button allows the user to edit the Name and Facility fields on the Details tab.

Mark as Completed

When the Study Director has confirmation that the samples have been destroyed, the Study Director

will use the "Mark All as Destroyed" button from the Biomaterials tab to change the status of the Bio-

materials to "Destroyed". After this step has been completed, the Study Director will select the "Mark

as Completed" button to move the External Destruction to the Completed Node.

If the Biomaterials are not marked as destroyed before the "Mark as Completed" button is selected, a

prompt box will open to warn the user that the status has not changed.
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 FIGURE 4 - 181: PROMPTBOX

The prompt box allows the user to mark the External Destruction as complete even though the

samples have not been destroyed, to close the prompt box and not mark the External Destruction as

complete, or to mark the External Destruction as complete and change the status of the Biomaterials to

Destroyed.

Once the External Destruction is completed, three major changes will be made to the External Destruc-

tion page.

The header will display a "Reopen" button.

The Biomaterials included in the Workflow will have a status of Destroyed.

The progress bar will advance, displaying the status as "Completed".

 FIGURE 4 - 182: COMPLETEDHEADER

The "Reopen" button will move the External Destruction from the Completed Node to the Vendor Noti-

fied Node. This will not change the status of any Biomaterial marked Destroyed or Lost.

Once the External Destruction is marked as Completed, it is listed as Completed in the list of Destruc-

tions in the original Destruction Request. This Request can be reached from the link on the Details tab

of the External Destruction page.

If all Destructions and External Destructions for the Request are completed, the status of the Destruc-

tion Request will be displayed as "Fulfilled", and the Request will move to the Fulfilled Node.
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Destruction Requests

See also: External Destruction
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Reject or Cancel External Destructions

An External Destruction will be moved to the Rejected or Canceled Node once the External Destruc-

tion has been rejected from the Awaiting Approval Node or canceled from the Destruction Request.

Reject External Destruction

The External Destruction may be Rejected at the Awaiting Approval Node.

The Study Director can reject the External Destruction by selecting the "Reject Request" button from

the header.

 FIGURE 4 - 183: AWAITING APPROVALHEADER

Once the "Reject Request" button has been selected, a prompt box will open, asking the reason for the

rejection. A comment is required in this box.

 FIGURE 4 - 184: REJECTPROMPTBOX

The reason for the rejection will be listed under the Comments tab on the External Destruction page.
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Selecting the "Reject Request" button will change the status of the External Destruction to

"Rejected" and move the External Destruction to the Rejected Node.

Two major changes will be made to the External Destruction page.

The status bar on the right will change from Submitted to Rejected.

A "Re-open for Review" button will appear next to the Workflow name.

 FIGURE 4 - 185: REJECTEDHEADER

The External Destruction cannot be rejected once it is approved. To Reject an External Destruction

from the Approved status, first revoke approval, then reject the Workflow. If the External Destruction

has moved to the Vendor Notified Node, it cannot be rejected. It can be canceled from the original

Destruction Request.

Re-Open Request

To re-open the request, the Study Director will select the "Re-open Request" button. This will move the

request from the Rejected Node to the Awaiting Approval Node.

Cancel External Destruction

The External Destruction may only be canceled from the original Destruction Request.

Source Request Linked to Workflow Cancel Button

 FIGURE 4 - 186: CANCELREQUEST
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After a request has been moved to the External Destruction Workflow, canceling the Request will also

cancel the External Destruction.

 FIGURE 4 - 187: CANCELEDHEADER

The External Destruction will move to the Canceled Node in the External Destructions Workflow.

If all Destructions or External Destruction for the Request have been canceled, the Request will move

to the Canceled Node in the Destruction Request Workflow.

See also: External Destruction

See also: Destruction Requests
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Fulfillments

Fulfillments are created when Analysis Requests or Transfer Requests Requests are created with Bio-

materials that are in a Facility with Storage enabled.

Fulfillments can be accessed from the Workflows dashboard.

 FIGURE 4 - 188: FULFILLMENTSWORKFLOW

The Tramline contains the Nodes: Awaiting Approval, Approved, Samples Pulled, Shipped, Received,

Rejected, and Canceled.

Note: The Tramline depicted in this manual is the default Tramline. Tramlines may be customized

for your organization. For more information, please contact BioFortis Support.

Different Roles allow the user to perform different actions along the Fulfillments Workflow.

Note:Only users who have permission to see the Biomaterials in the Workflow may perform

actions on the Workflow, regardless of the user's Role.

The Biobank Lead can approve the Fulfillment.

The Biobank Lead and Biobank Staff can complete the Fulfillment.

Note: The Roles listed in this manual are the default Roles for the Workflows. Roles may be cus-

tomized for your organization. For more information, please contact BioFortis Support.

The Steps for Approving and Completing a Fulfillment are:
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Review and Approve the Fulfillment

Prepare the Samples for the Fulfillment

Complete the Fulfillment

Reject or Cancel the Fulfillment

See also: External Fulfillments

See also: Analysis Request

See also: Transfer Request

See also: Workflows

See also: Roles
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Review and Approve Fulfillments

Fulfillments are created when Analysis Requests or Transfer Requests Requests are created with Bio-

materials that are in a Facility with Storage enabled.

The Biobank Lead must approve the Fulfillment before it can be completed.

The Fulfillment can be reviewed before approval.

Select the Awaiting Approval Node on the Fulfillments Workflow to open the Fulfillments dashboard.

 FIGURE 4 - 189: AWAITING APPROVALNODE

Selecting the Awaiting Approval Node will open the Fulfillments dashboard with the filter set to display

only Fulfillments with the "Awaiting Approval" status.
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 FIGURE 4 - 190: FULFILLMENTS DASHBOARD

Use different filters, such as Status, to show different Workflows. For more information, see Navigating

Filters.

Review the Fulfillment

The user can select a Fulfillment listed in the right frame to open that individual Fulfillment.

The Fulfillment contains a header with "Approve Request", "Reject Selected", Reject Request", "Edit",

and "Assign" buttons and three tabs: Details, Biomaterials, and Comments.

 FIGURE 4 - 191: FULFILLMENTHEADER

Edit the Fulfillment

To edit the Fulfillment, select the "Edit" button. The Biobank Lead may edit the Fulfillment details.
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Assign User

To assign a user to the Workflow, select the "Assign" button on the header. A prompt box will open.

 FIGURE 4 - 192: ASSIGNPROMPTBOX

To assign a user, select a name using the Name field, then click "Assign".

The Comment field may be used to enter any extra information.

This window can also be used to remove an assigned user from the Workflow by typing in the name of

the assigned user, and then clicking "Remove assignee" in the lower left corner.

Workflows may be filtered by the assigned user.

Details Tab

The Details tab displays the general details of the Fulfillment along with the original request.
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 FIGURE 4 - 193: DETAILS TAB

The fields on the Details tab are: Name, Tracking Number, Carrier, Destination, Shipping Address,

Facility, Assignee, Package Label ID, Attachments, and Source Details.

The Name field displays the Fulfillment name

The Tracking Number is the Tracking Number assigned to the Biomaterial shipment by the Car-

rier.

The Carrier displays the method used to transfer the Biomaterials to the destination Facility.

The Tracking Number and Carrier will be assigned when the Biobank Lead prepares the Bio-

materials for shipping.

The Destination displays the Facility where the Fulfillment will be completed.

The Shipping Address displays the address of the destination Facility

The Facility is then name of the Facility where the Biomaterials are currently held.

The Assignee displays the user who is assigned to the Fulfillment.

The Source Details display the original Request ID and Request name, and provide a link to the

Request.
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 FIGURE 4 - 194: SOURCE DETAILS

The Biomaterials Tab

The Biomaterials tab displays a grid with the Biomaterials included in the Fulfillment, a "Download"

button, and a "More" drop-down menu.

 FIGURE 4 - 195: BIOMATERIALS TAB

The "Download" button opens a drop-down menu of the Download options. The user may download

the list in .XLS, .XLSX, or Tab-delimited Text format.

The More drop-down menu has the "Bulk Edit", "Print Barcodes", and "Open Issue" functions.

Bulk Edit

The Bulk Edit function allows the user to change field values and apply them to many Biomaterials at

once.
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 FIGURE 4 - 196: BULK EDITWINDOW 1

Use the Bulk Edit window to select the fields to edit. The fields available are the core Biomaterial fields

and fields from one-to-one Forms that apply to the selected Biomaterials.

Print Barcodes

The "Print Barcode" function prints a label for the selected Biomaterials. Select the button to open the

Print Barcodes prompt box.
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 FIGURE 4 - 197: PRINTBARCODE PROMPTBOX

Use the Print Barcodes prompt box to select the printer, the layout, and the number of barcodes to be

printed.

The Printer is chosen from a drop-down list. The printers are configured using the Barcoding

Menu in the Administration Console.

The Layout is chosen from a drop-down list. Label options are configured using the Barcoding

Menu in the Administration Console.

The Number of copies of the barcode to be printed is determined by the user.

Select the "Print" button to print the barcode.

Open Issue

The "Open Issue" function creates an Issue Workflow containing the selected Biomaterials.

The Comments Tab

The Comments tab displays any comments that have been created for this Workflow. Enter a comment

in the comment box and select the "Add" button to add a comment to the Workflow.
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 FIGURE 4 - 198: COMMENTS TAB

Once the Fulfillment is reviewed, the Biobank Lead may approve the Fulfillment, approve some of the

Biomaterials in the Fulfillment, or reject the entire Fulfillment.

Approving the Fulfillment

Approve the Fulfillment

To approve the entire Fulfillment, the Biobank Lead will select the "Approve Request" button.

 FIGURE 4 - 199: APPROVE THE FULFILLMENT

The Fulfillment status will change to Approved, and the Fulfillment will move to the Approved Node.

After Approval

Once the Fulfillment has been marked as Approved, the Fulfillment page will have three major

changes.

The header will now display a "Revoke Approval" button and a "Start Pulling Biomaterials" but-

ton.

The progress bar will advance and the status will be displayed as Approved.
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The Biomaterials tab will contain a ribbon with a "Scan Child Biomaterials" button and a "Print

Pull List" button in addition to the "Download Biomaterials list" button.

 FIGURE 4 - 200: APPROVEDFULFILLMENT HEADER

Once the Fulfillment has been approved, the Biobank Lead may select the "Begin Pulling Bio-

materials" button. This begins the next step in the Workflow, Preparing the Samples.

Other Approval Options

Approve Part of the Fulfillment

Instead of approving the entire Fulfillment by using the "Approve Request" button, the Biobank Lead

may reject individual Biomaterials.

To reject individual Biomaterials, the user will navigate to the Biomaterials tab on the ribbon, then

select the Biomaterials to reject from the list. Once one or more Biomaterials are chosen, the user will

select the "Reject Selected" button to the right of the Workflow name.

A prompt box will open. A comment explaining the reason for rejection is required. The user will enter

the comment, then select the "Reject" button in the lower right.
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 FIGURE 4 - 201: REJECTSELECTEDBIOMATERIALS

After the samples are rejected, the Biobank Lead may approve the Workflow by selecting the "Approve

Request" button. This will approve the Fulfillment using only the samples that were not rejected. The

Fulfillment status will be displayed as Approved, and the Fulfillment will move to the Approved Node.

Reject the Fulfillment

To reject the entire Fulfillment, the Biobank Lead will select the "Reject Request" button.

A prompt box will open. A comment explaining the reason for rejection is required. The user will enter

the comment, then select the "Reject" button in the lower right.
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 FIGURE 4 - 202: REJECTFULFILLMENT

After rejection, the Fulfillment will be moved to the "Rejected" Node. For more information, see Reject

or Cancel Fulfillments.

See also: Fulfillment
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Prepare Samples

To prepare samples for the Fulfillment, collect and package the Biomaterials and enter the shipping

information.

In order to prepare samples, the Biobank Lead or the Biobank Staff will access the Fulfillments dash-

board from the Approved Node.

Note: The Roles listed in this manual are the default Roles for the Workflows. Roles may be cus-

tomized for your organization. For more information, please contact BioFortis Support.

 FIGURE 4 - 203: APPROVEDNODE

This will open the Fulfillments dashboard with the filter set to display Fulfillments with the Approved

status.
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 FIGURE 4 - 204: FULFILLMENTS DASHBOARD

Use different filters, such as Status, to show different Workflows. For more information, see Navigating

Filters.

The user can select any of the Workflows listed in the right frame to open the individual Workflow.

The Fulfillment page has a header with "Revoke Approval", "Start Pulling Biomaterials", "Edit" and

"Assign" buttons and three tabs: Details, Biomaterials, and Comments.

 FIGURE 4 - 205: FULFILLMENTHEADER

The Details and Comments tabs remain the same as they did in the Review and Approve stages of the

Workflow.

Biomaterials Tab

The Biomaterials tab displays the Biomaterials included in the Fulfillment, and a ribbon with "Scan
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Child Biomaterials", "Download Biomaterial List", and "Print Pull List" buttons, and a "More" drop-

down menu.

 FIGURE 4 - 206: BIOMATERIALS TAB

Scan Child Biomaterials

The "Scan Child Biomaterials" button allows the user to add additional child Biomaterials to the Ful-

fillment.

Selecting the "Scan Child Biomaterials" button opens a Create Child Biomaterial page for the Work-

flow. To create a child Biomaterial, select the appropriate Aliquot Template from the drop-down list.

Enter the barcode of a Biomaterial contained in the Fulfillment.
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 FIGURE 4 - 207: CHILDBIOMATERIALS PAGE ALIQUOT

Follow the Aliquot template. Once the child Biomaterial is created, it will be added to the Fulfillment.

To return to the Fulfillment, select the link at the top of the page.

For more information on creating child Biomaterials, see Creating Child Biomaterials.

Download

The "Download Biomaterial List" button allows the user to download the list of Biomaterials included in

the Fulfillment.

The "Download" button opens a drop-down menu of the Download options. The user may download

the list in .XLS, .XLSX, or Tab-delimited Text format.

Print Pull List

To print a Pull List of the Biomaterials in the Fulfillment, select the "Print Pull List" button from the Bio-

materials ribbon. This will open the print prompt box. Select the appropriate printer, and click "OK".

The list of Biomaterials will print.
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More Drop-down Menu

The More drop-down menu has the "Bulk Edit", "Print Barcodes", and "Open Issue" functions.

Bulk Edit

The Bulk Edit function allows the user to change field values and apply them to many Biomaterials at

once.

 FIGURE 4 - 208: BULK EDITWINDOW 1

Use the Bulk Edit window to select the fields to edit. The fields available are the core Biomaterial fields

and fields from one-to-one Forms that apply to the selected Biomaterials.
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Print Barcodes

The "Print Barcode" function prints a label for the selected Biomaterials. Select the button to open the

Print Barcodes prompt box.

 FIGURE 4 - 209: PRINTBARCODE PROMPTBOX

Use the Print Barcodes prompt box to select the printer, the layout, and the number of barcodes to be

printed.

The Printer is chosen from a drop-down list. The printers are configured using the Barcoding

Menu in the Administration Console.

The Layout is chosen from a drop-down list. Label options are configured using the Barcoding

Menu in the Administration Console.

The Number of copies of the barcode to be printed is determined by the user.

Select the "Print" button to print the barcode.

Open Issue

The "Open Issue" function creates an Issue Workflow containing the selected Biomaterials.

Revoke Approval

The "Revoke Approval" button allows the Biobank Lead to move the Fulfillment from the Approved

Node to the Awaiting Approval Node.
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Assign a User

To Assign a user to the Request, select the "Assign" button to the right of the Request name. A prompt

box will open.

Select a name using the Name field, then click "Assign".

The comments field may be used to enter any information to clarify the nature of the Workflow.

The "Assign" function can also be used to remove an assigned user from the Workflow by typing in the

name of the assigned user, and then clicking "Remove assignee" in the lower left corner of the prompt

window.

Start Pulling Biomaterials

The "Start Pulling Biomaterials" button allows the Biobank Lead or the Biobank Staff to begin pro-

cessing the Biomaterials. The first step is to move the Biomaterials from their current location to a con-

tainer for shipping.

This process has four steps: Print Pull List, Prepare Shipment, Enter Shipping Information, and

Review.

Print Pull List

The Print Pull List step allows the user to print the barcodes and locations of the Biomaterials included

in the Fulfillment.
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 FIGURE 4 - 210: PRINTPULL LIST

The Print Pull List page may contain two frames. If all the Biomaterials in a Box or Plate are included in

the Fulfillment, the top frame will display the name, barcode, and location of that box or plate. If a Bio-

material is not part of a complete box, the lower frame will display the name, barcode, and location of

the individual Biomaterial. The lower frame also includes a "Scan Child Biomaterials" button, which

adds Child Biomaterials to the Fulfillment.

The Box list and the Biomaterial list are printed independently. It is not mandatory to print the Pull Lists

to proceed to the next step.

To proceed to the Prepare Shipment step, select the "Next" button.

Prepare Shipment

The Prepare Shipment step allows the user to place the pulled samples into the boxes that will be

transferred to the Fulfillment Facility.
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 FIGURE 4 - 211: PREPARE SHIPMENTTAB

The left frame lists the boxes included in the shipment.

If a box is included in the shipment, enter the barcode to add that box to the shipment. If a box is not

included in a shipment, add a container by selecting the "Add Container" button at the top of the left

frame.

Selecting the "Add Container" button will open the Add New Container window. The window contains

fields for the Box name, barcode, and layout.
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 FIGURE 4 - 212: ADDCONTAINER

Once the box is created, it is listed in the left frame of the Prepare Shipment tab. If a box containing

only Biomaterials included in the Workflow was added to the shipment, the Biomaterials will remain in

their location in the box. If the box has empty slots, additional Biomaterials may be added.

To add Biomaterials to a box, select the box from the left frame. The box display will open in the right

frame.
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 FIGURE 4 - 213: BOX DISPLAY

The first empty space will automatically be highlighted. To add a Biomaterial to that spot, enter the bar-

code in the field at the top of the right frame. The Biomaterial will now be shown in the selected loc-

ation in the box. Highlighting that location will show the Biomaterial details to the right of the box.

 FIGURE 4 - 214: BIOMATERIAL DETAILS
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Once all the samples have been pulled, select the "Next" button at the bottom right. To return to the pre-

vious step, select the "Return" button at the bottom left. To save the Fulfillment to be completed later,

select the "Save for Later" link on the bottom right.

Enter Shipping information

The Shipping information page allows the user to enter the details of the shipping transportation. The

Shipping information page contains fields: Tracking Number, Carrier, Destination Facility, and

Address.

 FIGURE 4 - 215: SHIPPING INFORMATION

The Tracking Number field allows the user to enter any tracking numbers provided by the carrier.

The Carrier field allows the user to choose a carrier from a drop-down list.
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The Destination Facility was defined in the Analysis or Transfer Request, and is not editable.

The Address field allows the user to enter the address of the destination Facility.

Once the Shipping information is entered, select the "Next" button at the bottom right. To return to the

previous step, select the "Return" button at the bottom left. To save the Fulfillment to be completed

later, select the "Save for Later" link.

Review

The Review step allows the user to review the details of the shipment before completing the Ful-

fillment.

 FIGURE 4 - 216: REVIEW TAB

The Review tab lists the containers included in the shipment and the shipping information entered in

the previous step.

To change the information, use the "Previous" button in the bottom left corner to return to the Shipping

information or Prepare Shipment steps. Once the information is correct, select the "Complete Order"

button at the lower right.

After Samples are Pulled

Once the "Complete Order" button has been selected, the Fulfillment will move from the Approved
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Node to the Samples Pulled Node.

The Fulfillment page will have four major changes.

The progress bar will advance and the Fulfillment status will be displayed as "Samples Pulled".

The header will have a "Mark Shipped" button, a "Print Manifest" button, an "Edit" button, and an

"Assign" button.

The ribbon will have a Boxes tab,

The Biomaterials tab will display the updated locations and status of the Biomaterials.

 FIGURE 4 - 217: SAMPLES PREPAREDHEADER

Mark Shipped

The Marked Shipped button allows the user to mark all Biomaterials included in the Fulfillment as

Shipped. This begins the next step in the Workflow, Completing the Fulfillment

See also: Fulfillment
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Complete Fulfillments

The method of completing the Fulfillment depends on the status of the destination Facility.

If the destination Facility has storage enabled, an Intake is generated when the is moved to the

Shipped Node. The Intake is created in the "Awaiting Arrival" state.

 FIGURE 4 - 218: FULFILLMENTSHIPPEDHEADER

Once the Intake is processed the Fulfillment will be moved to the Received Node.

 FIGURE 4 - 219: RECEIVEDHEADER

If the destination Facility does not have storage enabled, the Biobank Lead may mark the Fulfillment

as Received.

 FIGURE 4 - 220: FULFILLMENTSHIPPED - NO STORAGE ATDESTINATIONFACILITY

Once the Fulfillment is moved to the Received Node, the original Analysis Request or Transfer

Request will be moved to the Fulfilled Node.

This will complete the Fulfillment.

See also: Fulfillment

See also: Intake

See also: Analysis Request
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See also: Transfer Request
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Reject or Cancel Fulfillments

A Fulfillment will be moved to the Rejected or Canceled Node once the Workflow has been rejected

from the Awaiting Approval Node or canceled from the Analysis or Transfer Request.

Reject Fulfillment

The Fulfillment may be Rejected at the Awaiting Approval Node.

The Biobank Lead can reject the Fulfillment by selecting the "Reject Request" button.

 FIGURE 4 - 221: FULFILLMENTHEADER

Once the "Reject Request" button has been selected, a prompt box will open, asking the reason for the

rejection. A comment is required in this box.

 FIGURE 4 - 222: REJECTPROMPTBOX

The reason for the rejection will be listed under the "Comments" tab on the Fulfillment page.
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After rejection, the Fulfillment will be moved to the Rejected Node.

Two major changes will be made to the Fulfillment page.

The status bar on the right will change from "Awaiting Approval" to "Rejected".

A "Re-open for Review" button will appear next to the Fulfillment name.

 FIGURE 4 - 223: REJECTEDFULFILLMENTHEADER

The Fulfillment cannot be rejected once it is approved. To reject a Fulfillment with an Approved status,

first revoke approval, then reject the Fulfillment. If the Fulfillment has moved to the Samples Pulled

Node, it cannot be rejected. It can be canceled from the original Request.

Reopen Fulfillment

To re-open the Fulfillment, select the "Reopen for Review" button. The Fulfillment will be moved back

to the Awaiting Approval Node.

Cancel Fulfillment

The Fulfillment may only be canceled from the original Analysis or Transfer Request.

Source Request Linked to Workflow Cancel Button

 FIGURE 4 - 224: CANCELREQUEST

Canceling the Request will also cancel the Fulfillment. The Fulfillment will move to the Canceled

Node in the Fulfillments Workflow.
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 FIGURE 4 - 225: CANCELEDFULFILLMENTHEADER

The Canceled Fulfillment cannot be reopened.

If all Fulfillments for the original Request have been canceled, the Request will move to the Canceled

Node in the Analysis Request or Transfer Request Workflow.

See also: Fulfillment
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External Fulfillments

External Fulfillments are created when Analysis Requests or Transfer Requests Requests are created

with Biomaterials that are in a Facility without Storage enabled.

Once the External Fulfillment Workflow is completed, the External Fulfillment is moved to the Com-

pleted Node, and the source Request is moved to the Fulfilled Node.

External Fulfillments can be accessed from the Workflows dashboard.

 FIGURE 4 - 226: EXTERNAL FULFILLMENTSWORKFLOW

The Tramline contains the Nodes: Awaiting Approval, Approved, Received, Rejected, and Canceled.

Note: The Tramline depicted in this manual is the default Tramline. Tramlines may be customized

for your organization. For more information, please contact BioFortis Support.

Different Roles allow the user to perform different actions along the External Fulfillments Workflow.

Note:Only users who have permission to see the Biomaterials in the Workflow may perform

actions on the Workflow, regardless of the user's Role.

The Biobank Lead can Approve the External Fulfillment.

The Biobank Lead and Biobank Staff can fulfill the External Fulfillment.
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Note: The Roles listed in this manual are the default Roles for the Workflows. Roles may be cus-

tomized for your organization. For more information, please contact BioFortis Support.

The Steps for Approving and Completing an External Fulfillment are:

Review and Approve the External Fulfillment

Complete External the Fulfillment

Reject or Cancel External the Fulfillment

See also: Analysis Request

See also: Transfer Request

See also: Fulfillment

See also: Workflows

See also: Roles
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Review and Approve External Fulfillments

External Fulfillments are created when Analysis Requests or Transfer Requests are created with Bio-

materials that are in a Facility without Storage enabled.

The Biobank Lead must approve the External Fulfillment before it can be completed.

The External Fulfillment can be reviewed before approval.

Select the Awaiting Approval Node on the External Fulfillments Workflow to open the External Ful-

fillments dashboard.

 FIGURE 4 - 227: AWAITING APPROVAL NODE

The dashboard will open with the filter set to display only External Fulfillments with the "Awaiting

Approval" status.
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 FIGURE 4 - 228: EXTERNAL FULFILLMENTS DASHBOARD

Use different filters, such as Status, to show different Workflows. For more information, see Navigating

Filters.

Review External Fulfillment

The user can select an External Fulfillment listed in the right frame to open that individual Workflow.

The External Fulfillment contains a header with "Approve Request", "Reject Selected", Reject

Request", "Edit", and "Assign" buttons and three tabs: Details, Biomaterials, and Comments.

 FIGURE 4 - 229: AWAITING APPROVALHEADER

Edit the External Fulfillment

To edit the External Fulfillment, select the "Edit" button. The Biobank Lead may edit the External Ful-

fillment details.
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Assign User

To assign a user to the Workflow, select the "Assign" button on the header. A prompt box will open.

 FIGURE 4 - 230: ASSIGNPROMPTBOX

To assign a user, select a name using the Name field, then click "Assign".

The Comment field may be used to enter any extra information.

This window can also be used to remove an assigned user from the Workflow by typing in the name of

the assigned user, and then clicking "Remove assignee" in the lower left corner.

Workflows may be filtered by the assigned user.

The Details Tab

The Details tab displays the general details of the Workflow and the source Request.

 FIGURE 4 - 231: DETAILS TAB
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The fields on the Details tab are: Name, Destination, Shipping Address, Facility, Assignee, Attach-

ments, and the Source Details.

Name displays the External Fulfillment name.

Destination displays the Facility where the Fulfillment will be completed.

Shipping Address displays the address of the destination Facility.

Facility is the name of the Facility where the Biomaterials are currently held.

Assignee displays the user who is assigned to the Workflow.

The Source Details display the original Request ID and Request name, and provide a link to the

Request.

 FIGURE 4 - 232: SOURCE DETAILS

The Biomaterials Tab

The Biomaterials tab displays a grid with the Biomaterials included in the External Fulfillment, a

"Download" button, and a "More" drop-down menu.

 FIGURE 4 - 233: BIOMATERIALS TAB
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The "Download" button opens a drop-down menu of the Download options. The user may download

the list in .XLS, .XLSX, or Tab-delimited Text format.

The More drop-down menu has the "Bulk Edit", "Print Barcodes", and "Open Issue" functions.

Bulk Edit

The Bulk Edit function allows the user to change field values and apply them to many Biomaterials at

once.

 FIGURE 4 - 234: BULK EDITWINDOW 1

Use the Bulk Edit window to select the fields to edit. The fields available are the core Biomaterial fields
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and fields from one-to-one Forms that apply to the selected Biomaterials.

Print Barcodes

The "Print Barcode" function prints a label for the selected Biomaterials. Select the button to open the

Print Barcodes prompt box.

 FIGURE 4 - 235: PRINTBARCODE PROMPTBOX

Use the Print Barcodes prompt box to select the printer, the layout, and the number of barcodes to be

printed.

The Printer is chosen from a drop-down list. The printers are configured using the Barcoding

Menu in the Administration Console.

The Layout is chosen from a drop-down list. Label options are configured using the Barcoding

Menu in the Administration Console.

The Number of copies of the barcode to be printed is determined by the user.

Select the "Print" button to print the barcode.

Open Issue

The "Open Issue" function creates an Issue Workflow containing the selected Biomaterials.

The Comments Tab

The Comments tab displays any comments that have been created for this Workflow. Enter a comment
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in the comment box and select the "Add" button to add a comment to the Workflow.

 FIGURE 4 - 236: COMMENTS TAB

Approve the External Fulfillment

To approve the entire Workflow, the Biobank Lead will select the "Approve Request" button. The

External Fulfillment status will change to Approved, and the External Fulfillment will move to the

Approved Node.

After Approval

Once the External Fulfillment has been marked as Approved, the External Fulfillment page will have

three major changes.

The header will display a "Revoke Approval", a "Create Intake" button, and a "Mark as

Received" button.

The progress bar will advance, and the status will be displayed as Approved.

The Biomaterials tab will contain a "Download Biomaterials list" button and a note that the

External Fulfillment Order does not allow Biomaterials to be pulled.

 FIGURE 4 - 237: APPROVEDEXTERNAL FULFILLMENT

To complete the External Fulfillment, the Biobank Lead will select the "Mark Received" button. This
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begins the next step in the Workflow, Completing the External Fulfillment Order.

Other Approval Options

Approve Part of the External Fulfillment

Instead of approving the entire request by using the "Approve Request" button, the Biobank Lead may

reject individual Biomaterials.

To reject individual Biomaterials, the user will navigate to the Biomaterials tab on the ribbon, then

select the Biomaterials to reject from the list. Once one or more Biomaterials are chosen, the user will

select the "Reject Selected" button to the right of the Workflow name.

A prompt box will open. A comment explaining the reason for rejection is required. The user will enter

the comment, then select the "Reject" button in the lower right.

 FIGURE 4 - 238: REJECTSELECTEDBIOMATERIALS

After the Biomaterials are rejected, the Biobank Lead may approve the Workflow by selecting the

"Approve Request" button. This will approve the External Fulfillment using only the samples that were

not rejected. The External Fulfillment status will be displayed as Approved, and the External Ful-

fillment will move to the Approved node in the Workflow.
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Reject the External Fulfillment

To reject the entire External Fulfillment, the Biobank Lead will select the "Reject Request" button.

A prompt box will open. A comment explaining the reason for rejection is required. The user will enter

the comment, then select the "Reject" button in the lower right.

 FIGURE 4 - 239: REJECTCOMPLETEORDER

After rejection, the Workflow will be moved to the "Rejected" node in the External Fulfillments Work-

flow. For more information, see Reject or Cancel External Fulfillments.

See also: External Fulfillment Order
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Complete External Fulfillments

The External Fulfillment may be completed after the Workflow is marked as approved. External Ful-

fillment Orders is completed when it is marked as received by the BiobankLead.

In order to complete the External Fulfillment, the BiobankLead will access the External Destructions

dashboard from the Approved Node.

 FIGURE 4 - 240: APPROVEDNODE

This will open the External Fulfillments dashboard with the filter set to display only External Ful-

fillments with the status "Approved". Select the desired Workflow to open the External Fulfillment page.

 FIGURE 4 - 241: EXTERNAL FULFILLMENTS DASHBOARD

The External Fulfillment contains a header with "Revoke Approval", "Create Intake", "Mark Received",

"Edit", and "Assign" buttons and three tabs: Details, Biomaterials, and Comments.
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 FIGURE 4 - 242: EXTERNAL FULFILLMENTHEADER

The Details, Biomaterials, and Comments tabs remain the same as in the Review steps. For more

information, see Reviewing the External Fulfillment.

Revoke Approval

Selecting the Revoke Approval button will move the External Fulfillment from the Approved Node to

the Awaiting Approval Node.

Create Intake

Selecting the "Create Intake" button will create an Intake for the Biomaterials included in the External

Fulfillment. This Intake does not need to be completed for the External Fulfillment to be completed. For

more information, see Intakes.

Assign User

To assign a user to the Workflow, select the "Assign" button on the header. A prompt box will open.

 FIGURE 4 - 243: ASSIGNUSERPROMPTBOX

To assign a user, select a name using the Name field, then click "Assign".
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The Comment field may be used to enter any extra information.

This window can also be used to remove an assigned user from the Workflow by typing in the name of

the assigned user, and then clicking "Remove assignee" in the lower left corner.

Workflows may be filtered by the assigned user.

Edit

The Edit button allows the user to edit all the information on the Details tab with the exception of the

Destination and Facility fields.

Mark as Received

The Biobank Lead or Biobank Staff may complete the External Fulfillment by selecting the "Mark as

Received" button.

Once the External Fulfillment is Received, the Workflow will have three major changes.

The Biomaterials in the External Fulfillment will have the status "Transferred".

The Biomaterials "At Facility" field will display the destination Facility.

The progress bar will advance and the status will be displayed as Received.

 FIGURE 4 - 244: RECEIVEDORDER HEADER

Once the External Fulfillment status is Received, the original Analysis or Transfer Request will be

Completed, and the Request will be moved to the Complete Node.

See also: External Fulfillments

See also: Analysis Request

See also: Transfer Request
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Reject or Cancel External Fulfillments

An External Fulfillment will be moved to the Rejected or Canceled Node once the Workflow has been

rejected from the Awaiting Approval Node or canceled from the Analysis or Transfer Request.

Reject External Fulfillment Order

The External Fulfillment may be Rejected at the Awaiting Approval Node.

The Biobank Lead can reject the External Fulfillment by selecting the "Reject Request" button. A

prompt box will open, asking the reason for the rejection. A comment is required in this box.

 FIGURE 4 - 245: REJECTSELECTEDBIOMATERIALS

After rejection, the External Fulfillment will be moved to the Rejected Node.

Two major changes will be made to the External Fulfillment page.

The status bar on the right will change from "Submitted" to "Rejected".

A "Re-open for Review" button will appear next to the External Fulfillment name.
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 FIGURE 4 - 246: REJECTEDEXTERNAL FULFILLMENTHEADER

The reason for the rejection will be listed under the "Comments" tab on the External Fulfillment page.

The External Fulfillment cannot be rejected once it is approved. To reject an External Fulfillment with

an Approved status, revoke approval, then reject the External Fulfillment. If the External Fulfillment has

moved to the Received Node, it cannot be rejected. It can be canceled from the original Request.

To re-open the External Fulfillment, select the 'Re-open for Review" button. The External Fulfillment

will be moved back to the Awaiting Approval Node.

Cancel External Fulfillment

The External Fulfillment may only be canceled from the original Analysis or Transfer Request.

Source Request linked to Workflow Cancel Button

 FIGURE 4 - 247: CANCEL EXTERNAL FULFILLMENT

Canceling the Request will also cancel the External Fulfillment. The External Fulfillment will move to

the Canceled Node.

 FIGURE 4 - 248: CANCELEDEXTERNAL FULFILLMENTHEADER

The Canceled External Fulfillment cannot be reopened.

If all External Fulfillments for the original Request have been canceled, the Request will move to the
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Canceled Node in the Analysis Request or Transfer Request Workflow.

See also: External Fulfillments

See also: Analysis Request

See also: Transfer Request
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Intakes

Intakes are used to track the transfer of Biomaterials from one Facility to another. Intakes are created

from the Fulfillments Workflow, from the Upload Manifest Node, or from automated scheduled loads.

Intakes may be accessed from the Workflow Dashboard.

 FIGURE 4 - 249: INTAKEWORKFLOW

The Tramline contains the Nodes: Upload Manifest, Awaiting Arrival, Arrived, QCed, and Completed.

Note: The Tramline depicted in this manual is the default Tramline. Tramlines may be customized

for your organization. For more information, please contact BioFortis Support.

Different Roles allow the user to perform different actions along the Intakes Workflow.

Note:Only users who have permission to see the Biomaterials in the Workflow may perform

actions on the Workflow, regardless of the user's Role.

The Biobank Lead can upload an Intake Manifest.

The Biobank Lead and Biobank Staff can fulfill the Intake.

Note: The Roles listed in this manual are the default Roles for the Workflows. Roles may be cus-

tomized for your organization. For more information, please contact BioFortis Support.

The steps for creating and completing an Intake are:

Create the Intake
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Receive the Intake

Process the Intake

Complete the Intake

See also: Fulfillment

See also: Workflows

See also: Roles
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Create Intakes

Intake Workflows are automatically generated from Fulfillment Workflows with a destination Facility

that has storage enabled. Intakes may be generated from External Fulfillments by selecting the "Gen-

erate Intake" button. Intakes may be manually created using the "Upload Manifest" node.

Note:Only a user with the Biobank Lead Role can upload a manifest.

To create an Intake Workflow, select the Upload Manifest Node from the Workflow

 FIGURE 4 - 250: INTAKEWORKFLOW

This will open the Upload Intake Manifest prompt box.

 FIGURE 4 - 251: UPLOAD INTAKEMANIFESTPROMPTBOX
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The Upload Manifest prompt box contains fields for the Manifest Type, Manifest File, Shipment ID, Car-

rier, Tracking Number, and Receiving Facility.

Uploading a Manifest File

To upload a manifest file, first select a DataLoader to process the file upload. The DataLoader must

have "Intake Menu" selected in the configuration.

 FIGURE 4 - 252: DATALOADERCONFIGURATION

Note: DataLoaders are configured in the Administration Console. For more information, see

DataLoaders.

Next, use the "Browse" button to select a file to upload.

The Manifest Upload also records shipment details:

Shipment ID is the user-assigned identification number used to identify the Shipment.

Carrier ID is the company that will handle the shipment. The carrier is chosen from a drop-down

list.

Tracking Number is any identification number given to the shipment by the carrier.

The Receiving Facility sets the Facility for the Intake.

Click "Next" to use the Parameters to select the fields used to link any uploaded Biomaterials to exist-

ing Biomaterials, or to create links between new Biomaterials and Parent Biomaterials and source Sub-

jects.

Note: Not all Manifest Types have Parameter options. Parameter options are configured for each

DataLoader.
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 FIGURE 4 - 253: SELECTPARAMETERS

Upload the Manifest

After the are selected, click the "Upload" button to upload the manifest. Once the upload is successful,

the Intake Workflow will be created and listed in the Awaiting Arrival Node.

 FIGURE 4 - 254: AWAITING ARRIVALHEADER

This begins the next step in the Workflow, Review the Intake Workflow
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See also: Intake Workflow
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Receive Intakes

Intakes may be created using the Upload Manifest node, automatically generated from Fulfillments cre-

ated with a destination Facility that has storage enabled, or by using the "Generate Intake" button from

an External Fulfillment. Once the Intakes are created, they will be listed with the "Awaiting

Arrival" status.

The Biobank Lead and Biobank Staff mark the Intake as arrived and begin processing the Bio-

materials.

Intake Orders may be reviewed before the Biomaterials are processed.

Select the Awaiting Arrival Node on the Intake Workflow to open the Intake dashboard.

 FIGURE 4 - 255: INTAKEWORKFLOW

The Intake Dashboard will open with the filters set to display only Intakes with the "Awaiting Arrival"

status.
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 FIGURE 4 - 256: INTAKES DASHBOARD

Use different filters, such as Status, to show different Workflows. For more information, see Navigating

Filters.

The user can select a Intake listed in the right frame to open that individual Intake.

The Intake contains a header with "Mark Arrived", "Modify Intake Details", and "Assign" buttons, and a

ribbon with four tabs: Intake Details, Biomaterials, Boxes, and Comments.

 FIGURE 4 - 257: AWAITING ARRIVALHEADER

Modify Intake Details Button

The "Modify Intake Details" button allows the Biobank Lead or Biobank Staff to edit the information on

the Intake Details tab with the exception of the Sender and Facility fields. The user may also upload or

remove attachments.

Assign User

To assign a user to the Workflow, select the "Assign" button on the header. A prompt box will open.
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 FIGURE 4 - 258: ASSIGNPROMPTBOX

To assign a user, select a name using the Name field, then click "Assign".

The Comment field may be used to enter any extra information.

This window can also be used to remove an assigned user from the Workflow by typing in the name of

the assigned user, and then clicking "Remove assignee" in the lower left corner.

Workflows may be filtered by the assigned user.

The Intake Details Tab

The Intake Details Tab displays the details of the Intake. If the Intake is linked to a Fulfillment , the Ful-

fillment is displayed on the Intake Details tab.
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 FIGURE 4 - 259: DETAILS TAB

The fields on the Details tab are Name, Manifest Type, Sender, Shipment ETA, Facility, Shipment ID,

Assignee, Tracking Number, Carrier, and Attachments.

Name - The Order name.

Manifest Type- Populated if a Manifest is uploaded.

Sender - The Facility that created the Intake Order. This field is only available if the Intake was

created from a Fulfillment and not a Manifest upload.

Shipment ETA - The expected arrival date of the shipment.

Shipment ID- The Labmatrix identification number given to the shipment.

Assignee - The user who is assigned to the Order.

Tracking Number - The identification number assigned to the shipment by the carrier.

Carrier - The company that is physically handling the shipment. The value is chosen from a drop-
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down list.

Attachments - Any files that have been uploaded to the Order.

The Biomaterials Tab

The Biomaterials tab displays a grid with the Biomaterials included in the Intake, a "Download" button,

and a "More" drop-down menu.

 FIGURE 4 - 260: BIOMATERIALS TAB

The "Download" button opens a drop-down menu of the Download options. The user may download

the list in .XLS, .XLSX, or Tab-delimited Text format.

The More drop-down menu has the "Bulk Edit", "Print Barcodes", and "Open Issue" functions.

Bulk Edit

The Bulk Edit function allows the user to change field values and apply them to many Biomaterials at

once.
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 FIGURE 4 - 261: BULK EDITWINDOW 1

Use the Bulk Edit window to select the fields to edit. The fields available are the core Biomaterial fields

and fields from one-to-one Forms that apply to the selected Biomaterials.

Print Barcodes

The "Print Barcode" function prints a label for the selected Biomaterials. Select the button to open the

Print Barcodes prompt box.
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 FIGURE 4 - 262: PRINTBARCODE PROMPTBOX

Use the Print Barcodes prompt box to select the printer, the layout, and the number of barcodes to be

printed.

The Printer is chosen from a drop-down list. The printers are configured using the Barcoding

Menu in the Administration Console.

The Layout is chosen from a drop-down list. Label options are configured using the Barcoding

Menu in the Administration Console.

The Number of copies of the barcode to be printed is determined by the user.

Select the "Print" button to print the barcode.

Open Issue

The "Open Issue" function creates an Issue Workflow containing the selected Biomaterials.

The Boxes Tab

The Boxes tab lists the boxes included in the Intake. These boxes are defined in the shipment from the

Fulfillment Workflow, or from the manifest upload.
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 FIGURE 4 - 263: BOXES TAB

The Comments Tab

The Comments tab displays any comments that have been created for this Workflow. Enter a comment

in the comment box and select the "Add" button to add a comment to the Workflow.

 FIGURE 4 - 264: COMMENTS TAB

Mark Arrived Button

Once the Intake Order has been reviewed, the Biobank Lead or Biobank Staff may mark the Intake as

Arrived by using the "Mark Arrived" button on the header. This begins the next step in the Workflow,

Processing the Intake Order.

See also: Intake Order
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Process Intakes

The Biomaterials from the Intake may be processed once the Intake in the Arrived state.

In order to process the Intake, the Biobank Lead or the Biobank Staff will access the Intake dashboard

from the Arrived Node.

 FIGURE 4 - 265: INTAKEWORKFLOW

Selecting the "Arrived" Node will open the dashboard with the filters set to display only the Intakes with

the "Arrived" status.

 FIGURE 4 - 266: INTAKES DASHBOARD

Use different filters, such as Status, to show different Workflows. For more information, see Navigating

Filters.
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The user can select an Intake listed in the right frame to open that individual Intake.

The Intake page has a header with "QC Biomaterials" and "Finished QCing" buttons, a "More Actions"

drop-down menu and a ribbon with three tabs: Intake Details, Biomaterials, and Comments.

 FIGURE 4 - 267: INTAKE HEADER

The Intake Details tab and Comments tab are the same as in previous steps.

The Biomaterials Tab

The Biomaterial tab displays the Biomaterials included in the Intake and a ribbon with "Flag" drop-

down menu, a "Mark all as QCed" button, a "Create Child Biomaterials" button, and a "More" drop-

down menu, a "Filter By" drop-down menu, and a "Download" button.

 FIGURE 4 - 268: BIOMATERIALS TAB

The "Flag" drop-down menu allows the user to mark the Biomaterials included in the Intake as Lost or

Destroyed.

Flag All as Lost

The "Flag All as Lost" button will change the status of the Biomaterials to Lost.
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Selecting an individual Biomaterial will change the "Flag All As Lost" button to "Flag Selected as Lost"

button. Clicking this button will change the status of the selected Biomaterial to "Lost".

Once the status has been changed to Lost, the Biomaterial will not progress through the Workflow.

Flag All as Destroyed

The "Flag All as Destroyed" button will change the status of the Biomaterial to Destroyed.

Selecting an individual Biomaterial will change the "Flag All As Destroyed" button to "Flag Selected

as Destroyed" button. Clicking this button will change the status of the selected Biomaterial to "Des-

troyed".

Once the status has been changed to Destroyed, the Biomaterial will not progress through the Work-

flow.

Mark all as QCed

The "Mark all as QCed" button will allow the Biobank Lead or Biobank staff to mark all Biomaterials

included in the Workflow as QCed without individually processing the Biomaterials using the "QC Bio-

materials" button.

Create Child Biomaterials

Selecting the "Create Child Biomaterial" button will open the Create Child Biomaterials screen.

This screen allows the user to create Child Biomaterials from Biomaterial included in the Workflow.

Once a Child Biomaterial is created, it will be included in the Workflow. For more information on cre-

ating Child Biomaterials, see Create Child Biomaterials.

"More" Drop-down Menu

The More drop-down menu has the "Bulk Edit", "Print Barcodes", and "Open Issue" functions.
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Bulk Edit

The Bulk Edit function allows the user to change field values and apply them to many Biomaterials at

once.

 FIGURE 4 - 269: BULK EDITWINDOW 1

Use the Bulk Edit window to select the fields to edit. The fields available are the core Biomaterial fields

and fields from one-to-one Forms that apply to the selected Biomaterials.

Print Barcodes

The "Print Barcode" function prints a label for the selected Biomaterials. Select the button to open the
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Print Barcodes prompt box.

 FIGURE 4 - 270: PRINTBARCODE PROMPTBOX

Use the Print Barcodes prompt box to select the printer, the layout, and the number of barcodes to be

printed.

The Printer is chosen from a drop-down list. The printers are configured using the Barcoding

Menu in the Administration Console.

The Layout is chosen from a drop-down list. Label options are configured using the Barcoding

Menu in the Administration Console.

The Number of copies of the barcode to be printed is determined by the user.

Select the "Print" button to print the barcode.

Open Issue

The "Open Issue" function creates an Issue Workflow containing the selected Biomaterials.

Download

The "Download" button allows the user to download the list of Biomaterials included in the Workflow.

The "Download" button opens a drop-down menu of the Download options. The user may download

the list in .XLS, .XLSX, or Tab-delimited Text format.

More Actions Drop-down Menu
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The More Actions list contains the options to Modify Intake Details, Store Temporarily, and Assign.

 FIGURE 4 - 271: MORE ACTIONS

Modify Intake Details Button

The "Modify Intake Details" button allows the Biobank Lead or Biobank Staff to edit the information on

the Intake Details tab with the exception of the Sender and Facility fields. The user may also upload or

remove attachments.

Store Temporarily

The "Store Temporarily" button allows the Biobank Lead or Biobank Staff to temporarily place the Bio-

materials in a holding unit so that it may be QCed later.

Temporary storage must be configured for the destination Facility. Storage is configured by creating a

Container for the Facility that has the type "Holding Unit".
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 FIGURE 4 - 272: CREATING A HOLDING UNIT

Assign User

To assign a user to the Workflow, select the "Assign" button on the header. A prompt box will open.

 FIGURE 4 - 273: ASSIGNPROMPTBOX

To assign a user, select a name using the Name field, then click "Assign".

The Comment field may be used to enter any extra information.
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This window can also be used to remove an assigned user from the Workflow by typing in the name of

the assigned user, and then clicking "Remove assignee" in the lower left corner.

Workflows may be filtered by the assigned user.

QC Biomaterials

The "QC Biomaterials" button allows the user to mark individual Biomaterials as QCed. Marking a Bio-

material as QCed means that the Biomaterial has been checked to make sure it passes Quality Control

before it is stored in the new Facility. Selecting the "QC Biomaterial" button will open the

QC Biomaterials page.

The right frame allows the user to enter the barcode for the individual Biomaterial, or for a box included

in the shipment.

 FIGURE 4 - 274: QC BIOMATERIALS PAGE
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Scanning a Biomaterial

To QC an individual Biomaterial, enter the Biomaterial barcode. The Biomaterial information will be dis-

played in the left frame.

The right frame will allow the user to add a note to the Biomaterial or to mark the Biomaterial as des-

troyed. Once the Biomaterial is marked as QCed, the progress bar at the bottom of the screen will

advance.

 FIGURE 4 - 275: QC A BIOMATERIAL

Scanning a Box

Scanning a box marks all Biomaterials in the box as QCed. To scan a box, enter the barcode in the

right frame. The box and its contents will be displayed in the left frame.
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 FIGURE 4 - 276: QC A BOX

To finish QCing, enter the box barcode again. All Biomaterials in the box will be marked as QCed. The

progress bar at the bottom of the screen will advance.

Note: If the box has no barcode, the Biomaterials in the box must be scanned individually.

 FIGURE 4 - 277: QC A BIOMATERIAL

Finished QCing

Once all Biomaterials are marked as QCed, a prompt box will open. The user may use the prompt box

to finish the QC process.
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 FIGURE 4 - 278: FINISHQC PROCESS

If the user remains on the page, the QC process may later be finished by selecting the "Finish

QCing" button from the header.

Once the QC process is completed, the Workflow will be moved to the QCed Node. The Workflow

page will have three major changes.

The header will display a "Store Biomaterials" button, a "More Actions" button, and a "Flag Com-

pleted" button.

The progress bar will advance and the status will be displayed as "QCed".

The Biomaterial tab will contain a ribbon with a "Flag" button, a "Store" button, a "Create Child

Biomaterial" button, a "More" drop-down menu, and a "Download" button.

 FIGURE 4 - 279: QCEDWORKFLOWHEADER

Once the Intake has been processed, the Biobank Lead or Biobank Staff may select the "Store Bio-

materials" button. This begins the next step in the Workflow, Completing the Intake.

Complete the Intake

See also: Intake
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Complete Intakes

Completing the Intake involves storing the Biomaterials.

Once the Intake has been QCed, theBiobank Lead or Biobank Staff may finish the Intake by selecting

the "Store Biomaterials" button on the QCed Intake.

Select the QCed Node on the Intake Workflow to open the Intake dashboard.

 FIGURE 4 - 280: INTAKEWORKFLOW

Selecting the "QCed" Node will open the dashboard with the filters set to display only the Issues with

the "QCed" status.

 FIGURE 4 - 281: INTAKES DASHBOARD
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Use different filters, such as Status, to show different Workflows. For more information, see Navigating

Filters.

The user can select an Intake listed in the right frame to open that individual Intake.

The Intake page has a header with "QC Biomaterials" and "Finished QCing" buttons, a "More Actions"

drop-down menu and a ribbon with three tabs: Intake Details, Biomaterials, and Comments.

 FIGURE 4 - 282: INTAKE HEADER

The Intake Details tab and Comments tab are the same as in previous steps.

The Biomaterials Tab

The Biomaterial tab displays the Biomaterials included in the Intake and a ribbon with a "Flag" drop-

down menu, a "Store" drop-down menu, a "Create Child Biomaterials" button, and a "More" drop-down

menu, a "Filter By" drop-down menu, and a "Download" button.

 FIGURE 4 - 283: BIOMATERIALS TAB

The "Flag" drop-down menu allows the user to mark the Biomaterials included in the Intake as Lost or

Destroyed.
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Flag All as Lost

The "Flag All as Lost" button will change the status of the Biomaterials to Lost.

Selecting an individual Biomaterial will change the "Flag All As Lost" button to "Flag Selected as Lost"

button. Clicking this button will change the status of the selected Biomaterial to "Lost".

Once the status has been changed to Lost, the Biomaterial will not progress through the Workflow.

Flag All as Destroyed

The "Flag All as Destroyed" button will change the status of the Biomaterial to Destroyed.

Selecting an individual Biomaterial will change the "Flag All As Destroyed" button to "Flag Selected

as Destroyed" button. Clicking this button will change the status of the selected Biomaterial to "Des-

troyed".

Once the status has been changed to Destroyed, the Biomaterial will not progress through the Work-

flow.

Store

The Store drop-down menu has two options: "Store in a Selected Location" and "Automatically Assign

Storage Location".

Store in Selected Location

The Store in a Selected Location option places the selected Biomaterials into storage using the stor-

age navigation tree. The Biomaterials will be stored in a group starting from the selected spot. The

spots that will be used are highlighted.
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 FIGURE 4 - 284: SELECTSTORAGE LOCATION

Automatically Assign Storage Locations

The Automatically Assign Storage Location option places the Biomaterials in storage using pre-

defined storage rules. Storage rules define the storage location based on the Biomaterial's Study, Bio-

material Type, and Container Type. Storage rules can be configured from the plan tab on the Facility

page.

The Automatically Assign Storage Location option places the Biomaterials in storage using pre-

defined storage rules. Storage rules define the storage location based on the Biomaterial's Study, Bio-

material Type, and Container Type. Storage rules can be configured from the plan tab on the Facility

page.

Select the "Automatically Assign Storage Location" button to store the Biomaterials. A confirmation

prompt box will open.
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 FIGURE 4 - 285: BULK STORE CONFIRMATION

Note: The user does not select the specific locations using the Assign Locations Automatically

option. Biomaterials are automatically placed in storage according to storage rules.

Create Child Biomaterials

Selecting the "Create Child Biomaterial" button will open the Create Child Biomaterials screen.

This screen allows the user to create Child Biomaterials from Biomaterial included in the Intake. Once

a Child Biomaterial is created, it will be included in the Intake. For more information on creating Child

Biomaterials, see Create Child Biomaterials.

Ship All Biomaterials

The "Ship all Biomaterials" button will move all the Biomaterial in the Intake into a new Fulfillment

Order.
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 FIGURE 4 - 286: SHIP ALL BIOMATERIALS

The prompt box contains the fields for Tracking Number, Carrier, Destination, and Shipping Address.

The Tracking Number is any identification number given to the shipment by the carrier.

The Carrier field is any company that is physically handling the shipment. The value is chosen

from a drop-down list.

The Destination field is the name of the destination Facility. This field is required.

The Shipping Address field allows the user to enter the address of the destination Facility.

Once the information is entered, select the "Create Fulfillment" button in the lower right corner. If the

"Open Fulfillment after creation" box is checked, the Fulfillment Order page will open. For more inform-

ation, see Fulfillment Orders.

More Drop-down Menu

The More drop-down menu has the "Bulk Edit", "Print Barcodes", and "Open Issue" functions.
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Bulk Edit

The Bulk Edit function allows the user to change field values and apply them to many Biomaterials at

once.

 FIGURE 4 - 287: BULK EDITWINDOW 1

Use the Bulk Edit window to select the fields to edit. The fields available are the core Biomaterial fields

and fields from one-to-one Forms that apply to the selected Biomaterials.

Print Barcodes

The "Print Barcode" function prints a label for the selected Biomaterials. Select the button to open the
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Print Barcodes prompt box.

 FIGURE 4 - 288: PRINTBARCODE PROMPTBOX

Use the Print Barcodes prompt box to select the printer, the layout, and the number of barcodes to be

printed.

The Printer is chosen from a drop-down list. The printers are configured using the Barcoding

Menu in the Administration Console.

The Layout is chosen from a drop-down list. Label options are configured using the Barcoding

Menu in the Administration Console.

The Number of copies of the barcode to be printed is determined by the user.

Select the "Print" button to print the barcode.

Open Issue

The "Open Issue" function creates an Issue Workflow containing the selected Biomaterials.

Download

The "Download" button allows the user to download the list of Biomaterials included in the Order.

The "Download" button opens a drop-down menu of the Download options. The user may download

the list in .XLS, .XLSX, or Tab-delimited Text format.

Store Biomaterials

The "Store Biomaterial" button allows the Biobank Lead or Biobank Staff to add Biomaterials to
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storage in the destination Facility. Selecting the "Store Biomaterials" button opens the Store Bio-

materials screen.

 FIGURE 4 - 289: STORE BIOMATERIALS SCREEN

The right frame allows the user to enter the barcode for the individual Biomaterial, or for a box included

in the shipment.

Scanning a Biomaterial

To store an individual Biomaterial, enter the Biomaterial barcode. The Biomaterial can be stored using

a Rule defined from the Storage menu, or by selecting an individual location from the storage nav-

igation tree.

To store in a specific location, select the "Store in a Specific Location" radio button at the top of the

screen. After entering a barcode, the Storage Location prompt box will open.
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 FIGURE 4 - 290: STORAGE LOCATION

Select the location, then click the "OK" button in the lower right corner of the prompt box. The Store Bio-

materials screen will now display the storage location in the left frame.

 FIGURE 4 - 291: STORE BIOMATERIALS

Enter the Biomaterial barcode to store the Biomaterial in the highlighted spot of a box or plate, or to

add it to a list for a bag or a slide rack.
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 FIGURE 4 - 292: STORE BIOMATERIAL

The Biomaterial information will be displayed in the right frame. The progress bar at the bottom of the

screen will advance, and the Biomaterial will be marked as "Stored" on the Biomaterial tab.

 FIGURE 4 - 293: BIOMATERIAL TAB

To store using a Storage Rule, select the "Assign Locations Automatically" radio button at the top of

the screen. The Biomaterial will be stored using the location defined in the Storage Rule. For more

information on Storage Rules, see the Storage Menu. The right frame will display the Biomaterial

details. The progress bar at the bottom of the screen will advance, and the Biomaterial will be marked
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as "Stored" on the Biomaterial tab.

Scanning a Box

Scanning a box will open the storage navigation tree in the left frame of the screen. The user may store

the box by specifying a specific location from the Facility Storage navigation tree.
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 FIGURE 4 - 294: STORE A BOX

Select a terminal level storage unit (Box, Bag, Plate or Slide Rack).

When a terminal storage level is selected, a prompt screen will open to rename the box.
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 FIGURE 4 - 295: RENAME THE BOX

Select the "Store" button in the lower right of the prompt box to store the box. The progress bar at the

bottom of the Store Biomaterials screen will advance.

More Actions

The More Actions list contains the options to Modify Intake Details, Store Temporarily, Assign, and

Return to QC.

 FIGURE 4 - 296: MORE ACTIONS DROP-DOWN LIST

Modify Intake Details

The "Modify Intake Details" button allows the Biobank Lead or Biobank Staff to edit the Name, Ship-

ment ETA, Shipment ID, Tracking Number, and Carrier fields. The user may also upload files or
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remove attachments using this button.

Store Temporarily

The "Store Temporarily" button allows the Biobank Lead or Biobank Staff to temporarily place the Bio-

materials in a holding unit so that it may be completed later.

Temporary storage must be configured for the Facility. Temporary Storage is configured by creating a

Container for the Facility that has the type "Holding Unit".

 FIGURE 4 - 297: NEWSTORAGE UNIT

Assign User

To assign a user to the Workflow, select the "Assign" button on the header. A prompt box will open.
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 FIGURE 4 - 298: ASSIGNPROMPTBOX

To assign a user, select a name using the Name field, then click "Assign".

The Comment field may be used to enter any extra information.

This window can also be used to remove an assigned user from the Workflow by typing in the name of

the assigned user, and then clicking "Remove assignee" in the lower left corner.

Workflows may be filtered by the assigned user.

Return to QC

The "Return to QC" button will move the Intake Order from the QCed Node to the Arrived Node.

Completing the Intake Order

Once the Biomaterials have been stored, the Biobank Lead or the Biobank Staff may mark the Intake

as Complete using the "Mark as Complete" button. The Intake will be moved to the Completed Node.

The progress bar will advance, and the status will be displayed as "Completed".

Any Fulfillments linked to the Intake will move to the "Received" Node in the Fulfillment Workflow.

See also: Intakes
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Issues

The Issues Workflow is used to process any problematic or unusual Biomaterials.

Issues are created from the Create Issue Node on the Issues Workflow.

Note: The Roles listed in this manual are the default Roles for the Workflows. Roles may be cus-

tomized for your organization. For more information, please contact BioFortis Support.

 FIGURE 4 - 299: ISSUEWORKFLOW

The Tramline contains the Nodes: Create Issue, Draft, Open, and Resolved.

Note: The Tramline depicted in this manual is the default Tramline. Tramlines may be customized

for your organization. For more information, please contact BioFortis Support.

Different Roles allow the user to perform different actions along the Intakes Workflow.

Note:Only users who have permission to see the Biomaterials in the Workflow may perform

actions on the Workflow, regardless of the user's Role.

The Issue Creator can create and resolve Issues

The steps for creating and completing an Issue are:

Create the Issue

Resolve the Issue
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See also: Workflows

See also: Roles
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Create Issues

To create an Issue, select the Create Issue Node from the Issue Workflow.

 FIGURE 4 - 300: ISSUEWORKFLOW

This will open the Add Biomaterials Screen.

Add Biomaterials

 FIGURE 4 - 301: ADDBIOMATERIALS

Select the "Add Biomaterials" button to open the Biomaterial search page. Choose the Biomaterials to

add to the Issue.
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 FIGURE 4 - 302: ADDBIOMATERIALS

The Add Biomaterials tab will now have an "Add Biomaterials" button, a "Remove Selected" button, a

"Download" button, and a "More" drop-down menu.

The "Add Biomaterials" and "Remove Biomaterials" buttons allow the user to change the Biomaterials

added to the Issue.

The More drop-down menu has the "Store in Selected Location", "Automatically Assign Storage Loca-

tion", "Bulk Edit", and "Print Barcodes" functions.

Store in Selected Location

The Store in a Selected Location option places the selected Biomaterials into storage using the stor-

age navigation tree. The Biomaterials will be stored in a group starting from the selected spot. The

spots that will be used are highlighted.
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 FIGURE 4 - 303: SELECTSTORAGE LOCATION

Automatically Assign Storage Locations

The Automatically Assign Storage Location option places the Biomaterials in storage using pre-

defined storage rules. Storage rules define the storage location based on the Biomaterial's Study, Bio-

material Type, and Container Type. Storage rules can be configured from the plan tab on the Facility

page.

The Automatically Assign Storage Location option places the Biomaterials in storage using pre-

defined storage rules. Storage rules define the storage location based on the Biomaterial's Study, Bio-

material Type, and Container Type. Storage rules can be configured from the plan tab on the Facility

page.

Select the "Automatically Assign Storage Location" button to store the Biomaterials. A confirmation

prompt box will open.
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 FIGURE 4 - 304: BULK STORE CONFIRMATION

Note: The user does not select the specific locations using the Assign Locations Automatically

option. Biomaterials are automatically placed in storage according to storage rules.

Bulk Edit

The Bulk Edit function allows the user to change field values and apply them to many Biomaterials at

once.
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 FIGURE 4 - 305: BULK EDITWINDOW 1

Use the Bulk Edit window to select the fields to edit. The fields available are the core Biomaterial fields

and from one-to-one Forms that apply to the selected Biomaterials.

Print Barcodes

The "Print Barcode" function prints the barcodes for the selected Biomaterials. Select the button to

open the Print Barcodes prompt box.
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 FIGURE 4 - 306: PRINTBARCODE PROMPTBOX

Use the Print Barcodes prompt box to select the printer, the layout, and the number of barcodes to be

printed.

The Printer is chosen from a drop-down list. The printers are configured using the Barcoding

Menu in the Administration Console.

The Layout is chosen from a drop-down list. Label options are configured using the Barcoding

Menu in the Administration Console.

The Number of copies of the barcode to be printed is determined by the user.

Select the "Print" button to print the barcode.

The "Download" button opens a drop-down menu of the Download options. The user may download

the list in .XLS, .XLSX, or Tab-delimited Text format.

After the Biomaterials are added, select the "Next" button in the lower right corner of the page. This will

open the "Fill Out Issue Details" tab.

Fill Out Issue Details

The Fill Out Issue Details tab allows the user to enter specific information regarding the Issue.
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 FIGURE 4 - 307: FILLOUT ISSUE DETAILS TAB

The Fill Out Issue Details tab contains field for the Issue information and Attachments.

The Name field displays the Issue name.

The Description field allows the user to enter the specific details of the Issue.

The Priority field allows the user to assign the priority of the Issue. The priority options are High,

Medium, and Low. The options may be chosen from the drop-down list.

The Vendor is the Facility associated with the Issue.

The Needed By field allows the user to enter the date when the Issue needs to be resolved. The

date may be chosen from the drop-down calendar.

The Vendor Notified Date field records the date when the processing Facility was notified. The

date may be chosen from a drop-down calendar.

The Attachments field allows the user to upload any files associated with the Issue.

If the Issue was opened from a Workflow, a link to that Workflow will be listed on the details page.
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Once the details have been filled out, select the "Submit Issue" button to move the Issue to the Open

Node. This begins the next step of the Workflow, Reviewing the Issue.

See also: Issue
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Resolve Issues

Issue Workflows provide information regarding problems with specific Biomaterials, Workflows,

uploads, etc.

An Issue may be Opened and Resolved by the Issue Viewer. Any user may view information in an

Issue as long as the user can view the Biomaterials included in the Issue.

Select the Open Node on the Issue Workflow to open the Issue dashboard.

 FIGURE 4 - 308: OPENNODE

Selecting the Open Node will open the Issues dashboard with the filter set to display only Issues with

the "Open" status.
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 FIGURE 4 - 309: ISSUE DASHBOARD

Use different filters, such as Status, to show different Workflows. For more information, see Navigating

Filters.

The user can select any of the Issues listed in the right frame to open the individual Issue.

The Issue page contains a header with the Issue name, "Edit", "Assign", and "Mark as Resolved" but-

tons and four tabs: Details, Biomaterials, Query Log, and Comments.

 FIGURE 4 - 310: OPEN ISSUE HEADER

Edit

The "Edit" button allows the Issue Viewer to edit the fields on the Details tab and upload or remove

attachments.

Assign User

To assign a user to the Workflow, select the "Assign" button on the header. A prompt box will open.
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 FIGURE 4 - 311: ASSIGNUSER

To assign a user, select a name using the Name field, then click "Assign".

The Comment field may be used to enter any extra information.

This window can also be used to remove an assigned user from the Workflow by typing in the name of

the assigned user, and then clicking "Remove assignee" in the lower left corner.

Workflows may be filtered by the assigned user.

The Details Tab

 FIGURE 4 - 312: DETAILS TAB

The Details tab contains field for the Issue information and Attachments.
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The Name field displays the Issue name.

The Description field allows the user to enter the specific details of the Issue.

The Priority field allows the user to assign the priority of the Issue. The priority options are High,

Medium, and Low. The options may be chosen from the drop-down list.

The Vendor is the Facility associated with the Issue.

The Needed By field allows the user to enter the date when the Issue needs to be resolved. The

date may be chosen from the drop-down calendar.

The Vendor Notified Date field records the date when the processing Facility was notified. The

date may be chosen from a drop-down calendar.

The Attachments field allows the user to upload any files associated with the Issue.

If the Issue was opened from a Workflow, a link to that Workflow will be listed on the details page.

The Biomaterials Tab

The Biomaterials Tab lists the Biomaterials involved in the Issue and a ribbon with an "Add Bio-

materials" button, a "Remove Selected" button, a "More" drop-down menu and a "Download" button.

 FIGURE 4 - 313: BIOMATERIALS TAB

The Add Biomaterials and Remove Biomaterials buttons allow the Issue Viewer to change which Bio-

materials are included in the Issue.

The More drop-down menu has the "Store in Selected Location", "Automatically Assign Storage
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Location", "Bulk Edit", and "Print Barcodes" functions.

Store in Selected Location

The Store in a Selected Location option places the selected Biomaterials into storage using the stor-

age navigation tree. The Biomaterials will be stored in a group starting from the selected spot. The

spots that will be used are highlighted.

 FIGURE 4 - 314: SELECTSTORAGE LOCATION

Automatically Assign Storage Locations

The Automatically Assign Storage Location option places the Biomaterials in storage using pre-

defined storage rules. Storage rules define the storage location based on the Biomaterial's Study, Bio-

material Type, and Container Type. Storage rules can be configured from the plan tab on the Facility

page.

The Automatically Assign Storage Location option places the Biomaterials in storage using pre-

defined storage rules. Storage rules define the storage location based on the Biomaterial's Study, Bio-

material Type, and Container Type. Storage rules can be configured from the plan tab on the Facility

page.

Select the "Automatically Assign Storage Location" button to store the Biomaterials. A confirmation
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prompt box will open.

 FIGURE 4 - 315: BULK STORE CONFIRMATION

Note: The user does not select the specific locations using the Assign Locations Automatically

option. Biomaterials are automatically placed in storage according to storage rules.

Bulk Edit

The Bulk Edit function allows the user to change field values and apply them to many Biomaterials at

once.
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 FIGURE 4 - 316: BULK EDITWINDOW 1

Use the Bulk Edit window to select the fields to edit. The fields available are the core Biomaterial fields

and from one-to-one Forms that apply to the selected Biomaterials.

Print Barcodes

The "Print Barcode" function prints the barcodes for the selected Biomaterials. Select the button to

open the Print Barcodes prompt box.
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 FIGURE 4 - 317: PRINTBARCODE PROMPTBOX

Use the Print Barcodes prompt box to select the printer, the layout, and the number of barcodes to be

printed.

The Printer is chosen from a drop-down list. The printers are configured using the Barcoding

Menu in the Administration Console.

The Layout is chosen from a drop-down list. Label options are configured using the Barcoding

Menu in the Administration Console.

The Number of copies of the barcode to be printed is determined by the user.

Select the "Print" button to print the barcode.

Download

The "Download" button opens a drop-down menu of the Download options. The user may download

the list in .XLS, .XLSX, or Tab-delimited Text format.

Mark as Resolved

Once the Issue has been reviewed, the Issue Viewer may resolve the Issue by using the "Mark as

Resolved" button on the header.

Selecting the "Mark as Resolved" button will open the Mark as Resolved window.
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 FIGURE 4 - 318: MARK AS RESOLVED

The Mark as Resolved window contains a Resolution field and a Resolution Details field. The Res-

olution may be chosen from a drop-down list. The options are "Resolved", "Could Not Resolve", and

"Invalid".

The Resolution Details field allows the user to enter the particulars of the resolution.

After the fields are filled, select the "Mark as Resolved" button in the lower right corner. This will move

the Issue to the Resolved Node.

There will be three major changes to the Issue page.

The header will display a "Reopen" button

The progress bar will advance and the status will be "Resolved"

The details tab will have a Resolution and Resolution Details field.

 FIGURE 4 - 319: RESOLVED HEADER

The Resolution field will display the resolution option chosen from the drop-down list.

The Resolution Details field will display the text entered in the Mark as Resolved prompt box.
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 FIGURE 4 - 320: RESOLUTIONDETAILS

The Issue may be reopened by selecting the "Reopen" button. This will move the Issue to the Open

Node. The user may resolve the Issue again, and enter different Resolution details into the Mark as

Resolved prompt box.

See also: Issues
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Chapter 5 - Administration Console
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Administration Console

The Administration Console may be reached from the drop-down menu underneath the user name on

the Labmatrix Homepage. Selecting the "Administration" link will open the Administration Console in a

new page.

 FIGURE 5 - 1: ADMINISTRATION LINK

The Administration Console has a list of menus in the left frame under four headings: Access Man-

agement, Configuration, Data Handling, and System Tools.
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 FIGURE 5 - 2: ADMINISTRATIONCONSOLE

Access Management

Access Management allows the Administrator to create new users, create Roles, and set up Security

Groups. An Administrator may create, edit or delete Roles and Security Groups, and create or edit

Users.

Configuration

The Configuration heading contains links for Studies, Forms, UI Configuration, Barcoding, Biomaterial
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Types, Container Type, Aliquot Templates, and Facilities.

Access permissions are defined for Studies, Forms, and Facilities using the Configuration links.

Study permissions may be defined for individual Roles, or for a Security Group.

Form permissions for Standalone Forms may be defined for individual Roles or Security Groups.

For Subject, Biomaterial, and Study Forms, the permissions may be made more restrictive.

Facility permissions may be granted to individual Roles.

An Administrator or Configuration Manager may create, edit or delete Studies, Forms, Facilities, Ali-

quot Templates, Biomaterial Types, and Container Types.

Data Handling

The Data Handling heading contains links for DataLoaders, Load Schedulers, and Notifications.

DataLoaders configure how data is loaded into Labmatrix. Load Schedulers allow the user to set up

file monitoring for automated data import. Notifications run Qiagram queries and report the results via

email or file drop.

An Administrator or Configuration Manager may create, edit, or delete DataLoaders, Load Schedules,

and Notifications.

System Tools

The System Tools heading contains links for managing the Labmatrix software. An Administrator of

Configuration Manager may access the links.

User Name Menu

Once in the Administration Console, the drop-down menu from the user name changes.
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 FIGURE 5 - 3: USER NAME MENU

The options are now My Account, Labmatrix, and Log Out.

If the user is an Administrator, the My Account link opens the logged in user from the User menu in edit

mode.

The Labmatrix link opens the main Labmatrix application in a new tab.

The log out link will log the user out of the Labmatrix session and the Administration console.

Follow the links for more information on each section.

Users

Roles

Security Groups

Studies

Forms

UI Configurations

Barcoding

Biomaterial Types

Container Types

Aliquot Templates
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Facilities

DataLoaders

Load Schedules

Notifications

System Tools
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User Menu

Users are the individuals who have access to the Labmatrix software.

The User dashboard can be reached from the Access Control heading of the Administration Console.

The User dashboard has a ribbon with search filters, a "New User" button, and a list of the existing

Users.

 FIGURE 5 - 4: USERDASHBOARD

New User

To add a new user, select the "New User" button to open the New User page.

The New User page contains two tabs: General and Permissions.
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The General Tab

 FIGURE 5 - 5: THEGENERAL TAB

The General tab contains the fields necessary for creating a new user. These fields are Username,

Name, Authentication Type, Email Address, Primary Facility, Roles, Password, and Preferences.

The Username is the name displayed for the user in the Labmatrix system. This field is required

and cannot be changed one the user is created.

The Name field is the user's full name.
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The Authentication Type defines how the user will gain access to Labmatrix. The default authen-

tication is with a Labmatrix Username and Password, but Labmatrix can be configured to integ-

rate with customer LDAP or similar external authentication.

The Email Address is the email address that will be used for emails sent using Labmatrix con-

tacts, such as Notifications.

The Primary Facility is the user's default Facility. This Facility will automatically be selected for

storage locations and Workflows. Users will only have access to barcodes for their primary Facil-

ity.

The Roles field is used to assign Roles to the user. Roles are the means of User Access Control

in Labmatrix. Permission is assigned to Roles, and to the users through the Roles.

Note: To add a Role to a user, use the type-ahead field and select a Role from the drop-down sug-

gestion box. Double-click the Roles field to display all Roles (to a maximum of 50).

The Password field defines the password that the user will use when first logging in. After the first

log-in, the user will be required to create a new password. For more information, see

Passwords.

This field is only required for users using Labmatrix authentication.

The Preferences define how date and time data is displayed.

The Developer Mode allows the user to view SQL from Qiagram queries and preform other

actions. A full description of the developer mode is available with the Learn More link.
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 FIGURE 5 - 6: DEVELOPERMODE

Note: The Username cannot be edited once the User is saved.

The Permissions Tab

The Permissions tab is accessible once the user has been saved. This tab displays the user's access

to Subject, Biomaterial, and Study data, Standalone Forms, Facilities, and the Labmatrix System. For

more information, see Setting Access Control.

The permissions listed cannot be edited from this tab. To change a user's permissions, add Roles to

the user, or add Roles the user possesses to the Study or Facility.

Saving a User

To save the User, select the "Save" button in the upper left. To discard the draft without saving, click

"Cancel".

Searching Users

The search filters allow the Administrator to search for an existing user. For more information on using

filters, see Searching with Filters.

Managing Users

The existing users may be viewed and edited by the Administrator. To edit a user, select the name
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from the list to open the User page.

The User page contains a ribbon with the "Save" and "Actions" buttons, and two tabs: General and Per-

missions.

 FIGURE 5 - 7: USERPAGE RIBBON

Ribbon

The "Save" button saves the user after any changes have been made.

The "Actions" button allows the Administrator to reset the password or disable the user.

Note: A user cannot be deleted, but the account may be disabled to prevent access.

The General Tab

The General tab contains the fields for defining the user.
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 FIGURE 5 - 8: THEGENERAL TAB

The Username cannot be edited. All other fields on the General tab may be edited.

The Roles field is where Roles are added to the user. Roles control the user's access to data in Lab-

matrix.

The Permissions Tab

The Permissions tab displays the user's access to data in Labmatrix. The user's permissions are

defined by the Roles granted to the user. The permission applies to Subject data, Biomaterial data,

Study data, Standalone data, Storage access, and PHI access.
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 FIGURE 5 - 9: PERMISSIONS TAB

The permissions to view Subject, Biomaterial, and Study data are defined for the Study containing the

Subjects and Biomaterials. The permissions to view PHI data associated with the Subject, Biomaterial,

or Study is managed through the Study's individual permissions or through a Security Group.

The permissions to view Standalone Forms, including permission to view any PHI data, are defined for

each Form directly or through a Security Group.

Storage Access is defined for each Facility.

Note: If a user has access to the Facility, the user is able to view, update, create and delete any

storage in the Facility.

For more information, see Setting Access Controls.
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Roles Menu

Roles are applied to a user to define the access given to that user.

The Roles dashboard can be reached from the Access Control heading of the Administration Console.

The Roles dashboard has a ribbon with search filters, a "New Role" button, a "Delete" button, and a

list of the existing Roles.

 FIGURE 5 - 10: USERDASHBOARD

New Role

To add a new Role, select the "New Role" button to open the New Role page.
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 FIGURE 5 - 11: NEWUSERPAGE

The New Role page contains a ribbon with a "Save" button, a "Cancel" button, a General tab, and a

Users tab.

The "Save" button saves the new Role.

The "Cancel button deletes the new Role without saving it.

The General Tab

The General Tab contains two fields: Name and Description.

The Name field is the name that will be displayed for the Role

The Description field is for any notes or information about the Role.

The Users tab

The Users tab lists the users who have the Role. This Tab will be available once the Role is saved.

Using Roles

Once the Role is saved, it may be applied to users, and assigned permissions. For more information

on using Roles, see Access Control: Roles.
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System UseRoles

Labmatrix Roles can be used for Access control and for Workflow permissions. There are 4 Roles that

are also used to manage the Labmatrix software: Administrator, Configuration Manager, Data Man-

ager, and Qiagram Administrator.

Administrator

The Labmatrix Administrator is responsible for managing the Access Control for users and studies,

and configuration of data display and management.

Administrators have access to the Administration Console.

 FIGURE 5 - 12: ADMINISTRATION LINK

The Administration Console has a list of menus in the left frame under three headings: Access Man-

agement, Configuration, and System Tools.

Administrators may see the menus listed under the Access Control heading and the Configuration

heading, and the System Tools heading.

The Administrator may create, edit, and delete:

Users ( Users may not be deleted)

Roles
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Security Groups

Studies

Forms

UI Configuration

Barcoding

Biomaterial Types

Container Types

Aliquot Templates

Facilities

Notifications

The Administrator may access the System Tools menu.

For more information on the Administration Console, see Administration Console.

Configuration Manager

Configuration Managers have access to the Administration Console.

 FIGURE 5 - 13: ADMINISTRATION LINK

The Administration Console has a list of menus in the left frame under three headings: Access Man-

agement, Configuration, and System Tools.
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Configuration Managers may see the menus listed under the Configuration heading and the System

Tools heading.

The Configuration Manager may create, edit, and delete:

Studies

Forms

UI Configuration

Barcoding

Biomaterial Types

Container Types

Aliquot Templates

Facilities

Notifications

The Configuration Manager has access to the System Tools menus.

For more information on the Administration Console, see Administration Console.

Data Manager

The Data Manger Role allows the user to view uploads created by other users.

Uploads may be accessed from the Search Menu from the "Uploads" link.
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 FIGURE 5 - 14: SEARCHUPLOADS

Selecting the "Uploads" link opens the Search Uploads dashboard.

 FIGURE 5 - 15: SEARCHUPLOADS

The Data manager can view all uploads, regardless of individual Study permissions. For more on

searching uploads, see Search Uploads.
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Qiagram Administrator

The Qiagram Administrator Role allows the user more control of the Qiagram application. Users with

the Qiagram Administrator Role has access all Qiagram folders, and may manage all datasources.

Access to Folders

The Qiagram Administrator has access to all folders in Qiagram, including all private folders. The Qia-

gram Administrator can run, view, and edit all queries and visualizations in the folders.

The private folders are listed by username under the "All Private Folders" heading in the folder nav-

igation tree.

 FIGURE 5 - 16: QIAGRAMADMINISTRATORFOLDERNAVIGATIONTREE

These permissions are granted automatically, and cannot be changed.

Manage Datasources

The Qiagram Administrator may manage all datasources.

The Qiagram Administrator can add fields, remove fields, and configure fields of all datasources,

including system datasources (e.g. Biomaterials, Container Types, Forms).

The Qiagram Administrator can change the palette group and data catalog settings for all datasources.

System Datasources
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The System Datasources are:

Barcode Labels

Biomaterials

Biomaterial Types

Container Types

Facilities

Forms

Printers

Processing

Roles

Security Groups

Storage Containers

Storage Rules

Storage Slots

Studies

UI Configurations

Subjects

Users
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Security GroupMenu

Security Groups are a collection of user-defined permissions for multiple Roles. Security Groups can

be applied to multiple Studies, so that the Studies have uniform permissions.

The Security Group dashboard can be reached from the Access Control heading of the Administration

Console.

The Security Group dashboard has a ribbon with search filters, a "New Security Group" button, a

"Delete" button, and a list of the existing Security Groups.

 FIGURE 5 - 17: SECURITYGROUP DASHBOARD

New Security Group

To create a new Security Group, select the "New Security Group" button to open the New Security

Group page. For more information on creating a new Security Group, see Creating a Security Group.

Searching Security Groups

The search filters allow the Administrator to search for an existing Security Group.
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 FIGURE 5 - 18: SECURITYGROUP FILTERS

For more information on using filters, see Searching with Filters.

Managing Security Groups

The existing Security Groups may be viewed and edited by the Administrator. To edit a Security

Group, select the name from the list to open the Security Group page.

The Security Group page contains a "Save" button and two tabs: General and Studies.

The General Tab

The General tab contains the fields for defining the Security Group.

 FIGURE 5 - 19: THEGENERAL TAB

All fields may be edited. To add a Role in the Permissions field, use the Add a Role type ahead box.
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To remove a Role, select the red button to the left of the Role. To edit the Role permissions, click on

the individual cell to open a drop-down list of permission options.

The Access Control categories are Subject, Biomaterials, Study Data, Standalone Forms and Data-

sources, and Protected Heath Information (PHI).

The Subjects permission level defines the Role's access to Subjects and Subject-associated

data within the Study.

The Biomaterials permission level defines the Role's access to Biomaterials and Biomaterial-

associated data within the Study.

The Study Data permission level defines the Role's access to Study-associated data.

The PHI permission level defines the Role's ability to view any Protected Health information

(PHI).

The permission options within the Access Control categories are:

No Access - The users with this role cannot see the information within an existing Subject, Bio-

material, Study Form, or Standalone Form.

Read-Only - The users with this role may see the information within an existing Subject, Bio-

material, Study Form, or Standalone Form, but may not make any alterations.

Update - The users with this role may change information within an existing Subject, Biomaterial,

Study Form, or Standalone Form.

Update and Create - The users with this role may create a new Subject, Biomaterial, or Stan-

dalone Form, and may change the information in an existing one.

Update, Create, and Delete - The users with this role may create a new Subject, Biomaterial,

Standalone Form, change the information in an existing one, or delete it completely.
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Note: The "Update and Create" and "Update, Create, and Delete" options are not available for

Study Data. Study Data is managed using Forms, which can be added or removed from Studies by

an Administrator or Configuration Manager.

Note: If a user has multiple Roles, the user has the access level of the most permissive Role.

PHI options are Yes or No.

If a user is allowed to view a Form, but does not have permission to view PHI, any fields flagged

as PHI will be unavailable to that user.

For more information on defining Access Control, see Setting Access Control.

The Studies Tab

The Studies tab contains a ribbon with filters, an "Add Studies" button, a "Remove Studies" button,

and a list of the Studies that use the Security Group.

 FIGURE 5 - 20: THE STUDIES TAB

To add a Study to the Security Group, select the "Add Study" button from the ribbon. The Add Studies

prompt box will open.
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 FIGURE 5 - 21: ADDSTUDIES PROMPTBOX

To add a Study, type the name in the Studies field. More than one Study may be added.

Adding a Study to the Security Group will remove the Study from the current Security Group.

To remove a Study, select the checkbox next to the Study name, then select the "Remove Study" but-

ton. A confirmation prompt box will open. After the removal is confirmed, the Study will have no per-

missions defined, and no users will be able to access the Study. A warning will appear on the Study

page.

 FIGURE 5 - 22: NO ACCESSWARNING

Assign a Security Group to the Study from the Study menu to allow access to the Study. For more

information, see Study Menu.
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Creating a Security Group

To create a Security Group, the Administrator will open the Security Group Menu from the Admin-

istration Console.

 FIGURE 5 - 23: SECURITYGROUP PAGE

To create a new Security Group, select the "New Security Group" button on the Security Group ribbon.

The New Security Group page will open.
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 FIGURE 5 - 24: NEWSECURITYGROUP

The New Security Group page contains a header with a "Save" button, a "Cancel" button, and a ribbon

with two tabs: General and Studies.

The General Tab

The General Tab contains three fields:

The Name field becomes the name used to search for and display the Security Group. This field

is required.

The Description text box allows the Administrator to enter a brief description of the Security

Group e.g. who should use it and in which Studies.

The Permissions field allows the Administrator to assign Roles to the Security Group, and to

define which level of access those Roles have. To choose a Role, the Administrator can start typ-

ing the name of the Role, and a drop-down box will open with corresponding Role names. Other-

wise, the Administrator can double click the box to open a drop-down menu listing all available

Roles, to a maximum of 50.
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 FIGURE 5 - 25: CHOOSING ROLES

Assigning Permissions

Once the Roles have been chosen, the Administrator will next choose the permissions for each Role.

The Administrator will click the box to open the drop-down menu listing the permission options for

each category.
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 FIGURE 5 - 26: SETTING STUDY PERMISSIONS FOR A ROLE

The Access Control categories are Subject, Biomaterials, Study Data, Standalone Forms and Data-

sources, and Protected Heath Information (PHI).

The Subjects permission level defines the Role's access to Subjects and Subject-associated

data within the Study.

The Biomaterials permission level defines the Role's access to Biomaterials and Biomaterial-

associated data within the Study.

The Study Data permission level defines the Role's access to Study-associated data.

The PHI permission level defines the Role's ability to view any Protected Health information

(PHI).

The permission options within the Access Control categories are:
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No Access - The users with this role cannot see the information within an existing Subject, Bio-

material, Study Form, or Standalone Form.

Read-Only - The users with this role may see the information within an existing Subject, Bio-

material, Study Form, or Standalone Form, but may not make any alterations.

Update - The users with this role may change information within an existing Subject, Biomaterial,

Study Form, or Standalone Form.

Update and Create - The users with this role may create a new Subject, Biomaterial, or Stan-

dalone Form, and may change the information in an existing one.

Update, Create, and Delete - The users with this role may create a new Subject, Biomaterial,

Standalone Form, change the information in an existing one, or delete it completely.

Note: The "Update and Create" and "Update, Create, and Delete" options are not available for

Study Data. Study Data is managed using Forms, which can be added or removed from Studies by

an Administrator or Configuration Manager.

Note: If a user has multiple Roles, the user has the access level of the most permissive Role.

PHI options are Yes or No.

If a user is allowed to view a Form, but does not have permission to view PHI, any fields flagged

as PHI will be unavailable to that user.
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Example Security Group

 FIGURE 5 - 27: EXAMPLE SECURITYGROUP

In the example above, Dr. Pearson has created a Security Group for his lab members. Dr. Pearson is

directly responsible for the Studies, and has the highest level of permissions. He will use the P. I. Role

(Principal Investigator).

P.I.

The P. I. Role is given to Dr. Pearson. The P.I. has access to any PHI in the Studies managed with this

Security Group. He may update, create, and delete any Subjects, Biomaterials, Standalone Forms and

Datasources, and update any Study Data.

Post-Doc

The Post-Doc Role is given to the two post-doctoral scholars in Dr. Pearson's lab. The post docs can-

not see any PHI. They can update, create and delete Biomaterials, so that they can receive new tissue

samples from Subjects or create child Biomaterials from those tissue samples. They can change the

details of the Biomaterial as they work with them, and they have some oversight on the activities of the

graduate students, so they can delete a Biomaterial that was created unnecessarily. The permissions

are stricter for Subjects and Standalone Forms and Datasources. The post-doc can create and update,

but cannot delete either of these categories. The post doc can access the Study Data, but cannot edit

any of it.

Graduate Student

The Graduate Student Role is given to the five graduate students in Dr. Pearson's lab. The graduate
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students cannot see any PHI. They can update and create Biomaterials, so that they can receive tissue

samples from the Subjects. Graduate students can also update and create Standalone Forms and

Datasources with the results of their experiments. The graduate student can access the Study Data,

but cannot edit any of it.

Technician

The Technician Role is given to the technician who works in the lab. The technician is responsible for

processing DNA plasmids, and occasionally needs access to the Biomaterials. The technician has

read-only access to Subjects and Standalone Forms and Datasources, and no access to PHI. The

technician cannot access any of the Study Data.
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Studies Menu

A Study is a single line of research that uses Subjects and Biomaterials.

The Studies dashboard may be accessed from the Configuration Heading of the Administration Con-

sole.

 FIGURE 5 - 28: STUDIES DASHBOARD

The Studies Dashboard contains a ribbon with search filters, a "New Study" button, and a "Delete" but-

ton, and a list of the existing Studies.

Create Study
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 FIGURE 5 - 29: NEWSTUDY PAGE

The New Study page contains the fields for Name, Permissions, and Forms.

Permissions

The Permissions fields define which Roles have permissions for the data in the Study. These per-

missions can be defined using a Study Group, or by defining permissions for individual Roles.

The Access Control categories are Subject, Biomaterials, Study Data, Standalone Forms and Data-

sources, and Protected Heath Information (PHI).

The Subjects permission level defines the Role's access to Subjects and Subject-associated

data within the Study.

The Biomaterials permission level defines the Role's access to Biomaterials and Biomaterial-

associated data within the Study.

The Study Data permission level defines the Role's access to Study-associated data.

The PHI permission level defines the Role's ability to view any Protected Health information

(PHI).

The permission options within the Access Control categories are:
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No Access - The users with this role cannot see the information within an existing Subject, Bio-

material, Study Form, or Standalone Form.

Read-Only - The users with this role may see the information within an existing Subject, Bio-

material, Study Form, or Standalone Form, but may not make any alterations.

Update - The users with this role may change information within an existing Subject, Biomaterial,

Study Form, or Standalone Form.

Update and Create - The users with this role may create a new Subject, Biomaterial, or Stan-

dalone Form, and may change the information in an existing one.

Update, Create, and Delete - The users with this role may create a new Subject, Biomaterial,

Standalone Form, change the information in an existing one, or delete it completely.

Note: The "Update and Create" and "Update, Create, and Delete" options are not available for

Study Data. Study Data is managed using Forms, which can be added or removed from Studies by

an Administrator or Configuration Manager.

Note: If a user has multiple Roles, the user has the access level of the most permissive Role.

PHI options are Yes or No.

If a user is allowed to view a Form, but does not have permission to view PHI, any fields flagged

as PHI will be unavailable to that user.

For more information on defining permissions, see Setting Access Controls.

The Forms field defines which Subject and Biomaterial Forms can be filled out for Subjects and Bio-

materials in the Study, and which Study Forms will be added to the Study page. The Forms can be

added individually, or by using a UI Configuration. A UI Configuration is a pre-defined group of Forms

that may be applied to multiple Studies.

To save the new Study, select the Save button in the upper left. To discard the Study without saving,
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select the Cancel button.

Search Studies

The search filters allow the user to search for existing Studies. For more information on using filters,

see Searching with Filters.

Delete Studies

Once one or more Studies have been selected, the user may delete them by selecting the "Delete" but-

ton.

Note: The user must enter their password into the prompt box before the Study will be deleted.

Manage Studies

The Studies listed in the lower frame of the Studies dashboard may be viewed and edited by an Admin-

istrator on Configuration Manager. To edit a Study, select the name from the list to open the Study

page.
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 FIGURE 5 - 30: STUDY PAGE

All fields may be edited.
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FormsMenu

Forms are the data storage module for Labmatrix. Forms have defined fields where specific types of

data can be entered. Forms are used to capture additional information regarding Subjects, Bio-

materials, and Studies as well as standalone data. Form data may be used within Qiagram to perform

queries.

Form types

There are five different types of Forms in Labmatrix: Subject Forms, Biomaterial Forms, Study Forms,

Child Forms and Standalone Forms.

Subject Forms contain data that are linked to a specific Subject.

Biomaterial Forms contain data that are linked to a specific Biomaterial.

Study Forms contain data that are linked to a specific Study.

Child Forms may be embedded as a field within another Form.

Standalone Forms contain data that does not link directly to a Subject, Biomaterial, or Study.

Form data can be configured to capture any additional information necessary.

 FIGURE 5 - 31: FORMS DASHBOARD
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The Forms Dashboard ribbon contains search filters, an Import and Export option, a "Create Forms"

button, and a "Delete Forms" button. The lower frame displays the existing Forms.

Create New Form

To create a new Form, select the "Create New Form" button. For more information, see Create a New

Form.

Search Forms

The filters allow the user to search for existing Forms. For more information on using filters, see

Searching with Filters.

Export Forms

The "Export Forms" button allows the user to export the selected Forms as an .xml file. Multiple Forms

are exported as .xml files within a .zip file. Select the Forms and click the "Export" button to auto-

matically download the selected Forms.

 FIGURE 5 - 32: EXPORTOPTIONS

Import Forms

The "Import Forms" button allows the user to upload Forms stored on the user's computer or network.

Individual .xml files may be imported, or multiple Forms may be imported as .zip files.
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 FIGURE 5 - 33: IMPORTFORMS

Delete Forms

Once one or more Forms have been selected, the user may delete them by selecting the "Delete" but-

ton.

Note: The user must enter their password into the prompt box before the Form will be deleted.

Manage Forms

The Forms listed in the lower frame of the Forms dashboard may be viewed and edited by the user. All

information added when creating a new Form may be edited, with the exception of the Form type. To

edit a Form, select the name to open the Form page.
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 FIGURE 5 - 34: FORMPAGE

The page contains a ribbon with the a "Save" button, an "Export" button, and three tabs: Fields, Prop-

erties, and Associated Studies.

The Fields Tab

The Fields tab displays the fields that are listed on the Form. The user may add additional fields, edit

existing fields, or remove fields.

To edit the field, select the field name. The Edit Field prompt box will open. The Edit Field prompt box

contains two tabs: General and Advanced. The General tab contains the field name, the field datatype,

and the flag options.
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 FIGURE 5 - 35: EDITFIELDGENERAL TAB

The Advanced tab contains the label, the help information, and the External ID fields. All fields may be

edited.
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 FIGURE 5 - 36: EDITFIELDADVANCEDTAB

To add a field to the Form, select the "Add Field" or "Import fields from file" button. For more inform-

ation, see Create a New Form.

The Properties Tab

The Properties tab displays the details of the Form. The properties fields for all Forms are :

Name

Type

Permissions

Attachments

Irregular Plural Type
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External ID

Qiagram Datasource

Subject, Biomaterial, and Study Forms have a Collect field which determines if the Subject, Bio-

material, or Study can have multiple records created for a Form (a one-to-many Form) or one record

created for a Form (a one-to-one Form).

Child Biomaterial Forms have a Display as field.

All fields except for the Form Type field may be edited.

The Associated Studies Tab

The Associated Studies tab lists the Studies which use the Form. Forms may not be added to Studies

from this tab. Forms may be added to Studies by adding a Form to a UI configuration or by adding the

Form to an individual Study.

 FIGURE 5 - 37: ASSOCIATEDSTUDIES TAB

Forms Ribbon

The Form page contains a ribbon with a "Save" button and an "Export" button.

 FIGURE 5 - 38: FORMPAGE RIBBON
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The "Export Forms" button allows the user to export the Form as an .xml file. Click the "Export" button

to automatically download the selected Forms.

 FIGURE 5 - 39: EXPORTOPTIONS
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Creating a New Form

New Forms may be created manually or imported from an .xml file.

Manually Creating a New Form

To manually create a new Form, select the "Create New Form" button from the Forms Dashboard.

 FIGURE 5 - 40: FORMS DASHBOARD

This will open the New Form prompt box.
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 FIGURE 5 - 41: NEW FORMPROMPTBOX

The New Form prompt box allows the user to select the type of Form and enter the Form name.

There are five different types of Forms in Labmatrix: Subject Forms, Biomaterial Forms, Study Forms,

Child Forms and Standalone Forms.

Subject Forms contain data that are linked to a specific Subject.

Biomaterial Forms contain data that are linked to a specific Biomaterial.

Study Forms contain data that are linked to a specific Study.

Child Forms may be embedded as a field within another Form.

Standalone Forms contain data that does not link directly to a Subject, Biomaterial, or Study.

The Name field is required.
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Once this information is filled in, the New Form page will open.

 FIGURE 5 - 42: NEW FORMS PAGE

The New Form page contains two tabs: Fields and Properties.

The Fields Tab

The fields tab allows the user to define the fields to add to the Form, and to remove fields from the

Form.

To add a field, select the Add Field button. The New Field prompt box will open. The New Field

prompt box contains two tabs: General and Advanced.
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The New Field General Tab

 FIGURE 5 - 43: GENERAL TAB

The Field General Tab contains fields for the Name, Datatype, and Flags.

The Name field will be displayed as the name of the field on the Form.

The Datatype may be chosen from a drop-down list. The Datatypes are Child Form, Date, Dat-

etime, Decimal, Integer, Large Text, Link, List, List + Other, Text, Time, Yes/No.

The Flag options designate the field as PHI, Required, or Link text.

Datatypes
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 FIGURE 5 - 44: FIELDDATATYPES

The Child Form type allows the user to choose a previously defined Child Form to add as a field

to the current Form.

The Date type allows the user to fill the field by selecting a date from the drop-down calendar.

The Datetime type allows the user to fill the field by selecting a date from the drop-down cal-

endar, and to add a timestamp using the Format defined when creating the user.

The Decimal type allows the user to fill the field with a number with a defined amount of decimal

places.

The Integer type allows the user to fill the field with number.

The Large Text type allows the user to enter over 8000 characters of text. For fields with less

than 8000 characters, use the "Text" datatype.
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The Link type creates a hyperlink to the web address entered as a field value.

The List type allows the user to fill the field with options from a list. The list must be defined when

creating the field. The items in the list must be separated using a comma.

 FIGURE 5 - 45: LISTDATATYPE

The List + Other type allows the user to fill the field with an option from a list, but will accept data

outside of the list. The list must be defined when creating the field.

The Text type allows the user to fill the field with entered text. The Text type requires a Size field,

to define the number of characters allowed (up to 8000 characters).

The Time type allows the user to fill the field with a timestamp in the Format defined when cre-

ating the user.

The Yes/No type allows the user to fill the field with either a Yes or a No.

Fields can also be defined by importing a file. See Importing Form Fields.

List Field Type

The "List" and "List + Other" field types allow the user to define the values that will populate the list.

The large text box allows the user to enter the list choices, using commas to separate the list values.

The "Pull values from another Form" option uses the values created for the named Form to populate
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the list.

 FIGURE 5 - 46: PULL VALUES FROMANOTHERFORMOPTION

Note: The source Form must be a one-to-many Form.

Example: The Form "Collected By" is used to record the name of the technician who collects a tissue

sample as well as the date, time, and location. The name field will use another form for the list values.

The "Collected By" Form will use the "Name" field from the "Technicians" Form.

 FIGURE 5 - 47: COLLECTEDBY FORM - TECHNICIANS FIELD
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The Technicians Form can be filled out from a Study page.

 FIGURE 5 - 48: TECHNICIANS FORM

The "Technician" field on the "Collected By" Biomaterial Form will use the names entered in the "Tech-

nicians" Form in the Studies associated with the Biomaterial.

 FIGURE 5 - 49: NAME FIELD

The "Technician" field will pull the values from the "Technicians" Form in all Studies associated to the

Biomaterial, but the values the user sees are access controlled.

If the source Form is a Biomaterial Form, the user must have Biomaterial data view permission in

the Studies associated with the Biomaterial records in order to see the values from those Bio-

material records.
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If the source Form is a Subject Form, the user must have Subject data view permissions in the

Studies associated with the Biomaterial records in order to see the values from those Subject

records.

If the source Form is a Study Form, the user must have Study data view permissions in the Study

in order to see the values from a those Study records.

The "APOE" Study has the technicians Altti, Edna, George, and Pasko. The "AGS 7" Study has the

technicians Frank K, Hugh T, and Nicole T. If the user can see Study data in both Studies, the list

options for the Technician field will be all seven names (see Figure 10). If the user can only see Study

data in the AGS 7 Study, the list options for the Technician field will be the AGS 7 technicians (see Fig-

ure 11).

 FIGURE 5 - 50: NAME FIELD - ACCESS RESTRICTIONS

Flags

Flags are used to mark the fields with specific properties.

PHI - The information in the field is designated as Protected Health Information (PHI). Only users

with PHI permissions may add or edit data in this field.

Required - The information in this field is required. The Form cannot be saved unless this field

has a value.
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Link Text - The information in this field may be searched using the quicksearch bar in the upper

right of the screen. The results of the field will be displayed as a link in Qiagram.

The Advanced Tab

The Advanced tab provides options for instructions and text to help the user when filling out the Form.

The Advanced Tab fields are: Label, Header Text, Help Text, Show Help Text, Padding, External ID,

and External Source.

 FIGURE 5 - 51: ADVANCEDTAB

The Label is the name of the field displayed on the Form. If this field is left blank, the Name is dis-

played as the Label.
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The Header Text is displayed above the field.

The Help Text is directions or clarification for data entry. The Help Text may be displayed as a

tooltip, or below the field on the Form.

The External ID and External Source compose a unique identifier key to refer to the object in an

external system.

The Properties Tab

The Properties tab contains information about the Form.

 FIGURE 5 - 52: PROPERTIES TAB

The properties fields for all Forms are: Name, Form Type, Permissions, Collect, Attachments, Irregular

Plural Name, External ID, and Qiagram Datasource.
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The Name field is the name of the Form. This field is required.

The Form Type field is the type of the Form. This field was defined in the first step for creating the

Form.

Note:Once the Form has been saved, the Form Type cannot be changed.

The Permissions field allows the user to define access to the Form. See Creating a New Form

below.

The Store File Attachments option allows the user to download the file attachments.

The Irregular Plural Name field chooses the syntax to display when using multiples of the Form.

If this field is left blank, an "s" will be added to the name of the Form.

The External ID is a reference to the object in an external system.

The Qiagram option allows the Form to be used as a data source in Qiagram.

Different Form types have additional property fields.

Subject and Biomaterial Forms have a "Used by Studies" and a "Collect" field.

The Used by Studies field displays the Studies that use the Form. For more information, see

Forms.

The Collect field determines if the Subject, Biomaterial, or Study can have multiple records cre-

ated for a Form (a one-to-many Form) or one record created for a Form (a one-to-one Form).

Child Biomaterial Forms have a "Display as" field.

The Display as field determines if the results will be displayed inline or as a grid.

Uploading a New Form

To create a new from a new Form by upload, select the "Import" button from the Forms Dashboard.

This will open the Import Form prompt box.
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 FIGURE 5 - 53: IMPORTFORMPROMPTBOX

The user may choose an .xml or zipped .xml files to import. This option works best when migrating

data from one sever to another.

Importing Form Fields

After creating a new Form, the user may use the "Import Fields from File" button to pre-populate the

fields.

Select the "Import Fields from File" button. The Import Fields prompt box will open.

 FIGURE 5 - 54: IMPORTFIELDS FROMFILE PROMPTBOX

The file must be a delimited text or .xml file.

Enter the path to the file containing data. Define the delimiter characteristics, then choose "Import".

The field names and datatypes will be added to the Form.
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 FIGURE 5 - 55: FORMWITH IMPORTEDFIELDS

Note:Only the Form fields will be imported; any data in the Form is used to determine the Datatype,

and will not be uploaded!

The Name and Datatype columns will be filled out. The other values for the fields will need to be adjus-

ted manually.

Form Permissions

Standalone Forms

For Standalone Forms, the permissions are assigned either by Security Group or individually.

Selecting the Security Group radio button applies the permissions defined in the Security Group to the

Form.
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 FIGURE 5 - 56: STAND-ALONE FORMS - STUDYGROUP

Selecting the "Assign Manually" button allows the user to choose Roles to have access to the Form.

Individual Roles may be added using the text field.

 FIGURE 5 - 57: STAND-ALONE FORMS - INDIVIDUALLY
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Subject, Biomaterial, or Study Forms

For Subject, Biomaterial, or Study Forms, the permissions field allows the Form to be restricted to spe-

cific Roles.

If no Roles are added, all users who have permission to see the Subject, Biomaterial , or Study linked

to the Form may see the Form.

 FIGURE 5 - 58: PERMISSIONS FIELD

Child Form

Child Forms have the same permission restrictions as the parent Form. If a user has permission to see

the parent Form, the user has permission to see the Child Form.

Child Form data access in Qiagram is controlled according to the type of parent Form. The Child form

data will be classified as the parent Form type (Study, Subject, Biomaterial, or Standalone).

The Associated Studies Tab

The Associated Studies tab lists the Studies which use this Form. This tab is available after the Form

is saved.

Saving

Once all the fields are filled out, save the Form by selecting the Save button next to the Form name.
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The Form will now be listed in the lower frame of the Forms Dashboard.

Forms Menu
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UI ConfigurationMenu

UI Configurations define a set of Biomaterial, Subject, and Study Forms that will be associated with a

Study. Instead of adding individual Forms to a Study, Forms may be added to a UI Configuration and

the UI Configuration may be assigned to many Studies. Each Study will use the Forms added to the UI

Configuration.

UI Configurations are created and managed from the Administration Console.

The UI Configurations dashboard can be reached from the Configuration heading in the Administration

Console.

 FIGURE 5 - 59: UI CONFIGURATION DASHBOARD.

The UI Configurations dashboard contains a ribbon displaying a search options, a "New UI

Configuration" button, and a "Delete" button. The lower frame lists the existing UI Configurations.

Add a New UI Configuration

To create a new UI Configuration, select the "New UI Configuration" button. The New UI Configuration

page will open.
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 FIGURE 5 - 60: NEWUI CONFIGURATION

The New UI Configuration page contains a field for the name, description, and the Forms Con-

figurations.

The Name field is the name that will be displayed for the UI Configuration.

The Description field allows the user to enter any additional notes about the configuration.

The Forms Configuration displays the forms assigned to every Study with the UI configuration.

To add a Form, use the pick-box for the type of Form (Subject, Biomaterial, or Study). Typing the Form

name displays a list of matching Forms. Choose a Form to add it to the list.
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Once a Form is added, choose where the Form is displayed for Subjects, Biomaterials, and Studies

using the Display In drop-down box. The Form may be displayed on the Subject, Biomaterial, or Study

page in a new tab on the header, listed in the Forms tab, or embedded in the General tab.

If the Form is displayed in a new tab, use the Tab Label field to name the tab. Use the Position field to

choose the order in which the tab is listed.

Search UI Configurations

The filters allow the user to search for an existing UI Configuration. For more information on using the

filters, see Searching with Filters.

Delete UI Configurations

Once one or more UI Configurations have been selected from the UI Configurations dashboard, the

user may delete them using the "Delete" button.

Note: The user must enter their password into the prompt box before the UI Configuration will be

deleted.

Manage UI Configurations

The UI Configurations listed in the left frame may be viewed and edited by an Administrator or Con-

figuration Manager. To open a configuration, select the UI name from the list to open the

UI Configuration page.

The UI Configuration page contains a ribbon and two tabs: General and Studies.

The General Tab

The General tab displays the information entered when the configuration was created: the name, the

description, and the Forms used in the UI Configuration. The Name and Description fields may be
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edited and Forms may be added or removed.

 FIGURE 5 - 61: THEGENERAL TAB

To add a Form, use the pick box under the appropriate heading. To remove a Form, click the red but-

ton next to the Form name.

Select "Save" to apply the changes.

Studies Tab

The Studies Tab contains a ribbon and a list of all the Studies using the UI Configuration. The ribbon
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contains the search filters, an "Add Studies" button and a "Remove Studies" button.

For more information on using filters, see Searching with Filters.

 FIGURE 5 - 62: THE STUDIES TAB

Add Studies

To add the UI Configuration to a Study not currently on the list, select the Add Studies button. The

prompt box will open.

 FIGURE 5 - 63: ADDSTUDY PROMPT BOX

Enter text to select a Study from a drop-down menu. Once the appropriate Study is selected, click

"Apply". The selected UI Configuration will replace the previous UI Configuration assigned to that

Study.

Note: Any data entered in the prior UI Configuration WILL BE LOST.

Remove Studies

To remove a Study from the UI Configuration, select the Study name from the list, then select the
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"Remove Study" button. This will remove any Forms associated with the UI Configuration from the

selected Study, and any data contained within those Forms.

Form Precedence

Since Biomaterials and Subjects can be added to multiple Studies, it is possible that Forms could be

listed more than once on a Biomaterial or Subject. In this case the location of the Form uses:

The position as defined in a single Study

If the position is not defined for a single Study, then the position as defined for a UI

If the position is not defined for a UI, then the position as defined in the default UI

If there is a conflict between Forms listed on the same level as described above (e.g. the Form is given

a different position when defined in two single Studies), the position precedence is:

If the Form is placed in the general tab , the Form is displayed in the General tab

If the Form is not placed in the general tab but is placed in a new tab, the Form is displayed in the

new tab

If the Form is not placed in the general or new tab, the Form is displayed in the Forms tab

Default UI Configuration

The Default Configuration UI automatically adds the contained Forms to every Study, Subject, or Bio-

material.

Forms may be added, removed, or managed for the Default UI Configuration in the same manner as

other UI Configurations.
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 FIGURE 5 - 64: DEFAULTUI CONFIGURATION

Note: The Default UI Configuration name and description cannot be changed. Studies cannot be

added or removed from the Default UI Configuration.
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BarcodingMenu

The Barcoding menu defines the barcode label format and the printers which will be used to print

labels.

Note: For help configuring barcodes or printers, please contact BioFortis Support at sup-

port@biofortis.com.

The Barcoding dashboard can be reached from the Configurations Heading of the Administration Con-

sole. The Barcoding dashboard contains two frames: Printers and Labels.

 FIGURE 5 - 65: PRINTERS FRAME

 FIGURE 5 - 66: LABELS FRAME
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Printers Frame

The Printers frame contains a ribbon with search filters, a "New Printer" button and a "Delete" button.

The existing printers are listed below the ribbon.

The search filters allow the user to search for an existing printer. For more information on using filters,

see Searching with Filters.

Add New Printer

To add a new printer, select the "New Printer" button. The New Printer page will open.

 FIGURE 5 - 67: NEWPRINTERPAGE

The New Printer Page contains fields for the Display Name, the Printer Name, the Facility, the

IP Address/ Hostname and Port, and a Description.
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The Display Name is the name shown in the UI when printing barcodes.

The Printer Name is the name sent to BarTender and the "Name" column of the CSV file. This

namemustmatch the Windows name for the printer.

The Facility is the name of the Facility that contains the printer. Escondido only access printers

designated for their Primary Facility.

The IP Address/Hostname and Port determine if printing uses TCP/IP or file-drop.

IP Address/ Hostname and Port: Labmatrix will use an applet at the user's local workstation

to send printer information via a TCP/IP connection.

If IP Address/Hostname has a value, Port must have a value.

No value: If the fields are left blank, Labmatrix will use file drop printing. Print information

will be sent to a predesignated folder on the server.

The Description is extra information that will be displayed in the Descriptions column on the

Printer dashboard in the Administration Console.

Delete Printers

Once one or more printers have been selected, the user may delete them using the Delete button.

Note: The user must enter their password into the prompt box before the printer will be deleted.

Manage Printers

The printers listed in the Printers frame may be viewed and edited by the user. To edit a printer, select

the printer name from the Printers frame. The printer page will open.
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 FIGURE 5 - 68: PRINTERPAGE

All fields may be edited.

Labels Frame

The Labels frame contains a ribbon with search filters, a "New Barcode Label" button and a "Delete"

button. The existing Barcode Labels are listed below the ribbon.

 FIGURE 5 - 69: PRINTERS FRAME
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Add New Labels

To add a new Barcode Label, select the "New Barcode Label" button from the ribbon. This will open

the New Barcode Label prompt box.

Choose if the Barcode Label is for a Subject or Biomaterial.

 FIGURE 5 - 70: NEW LABEL PROMPT BOX

The "Define Label" button will open the New Label Page.
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 FIGURE 5 - 71: NEW LABEL PAGE

The New Label page has fields for the Label Name, Type, Description, and Fields.

The Name is the name given to the label in Labmatrix. This MUST match the barcode label tem-

plate name in the user's barcoding software.

The Typeis the type of barcode chosen: Subject or Biomaterial.

The Description is extra information that will be displayed in the Descriptions column on the

Label dashboard in the Administration Console.

The Fields option allows the user to choose the fields displayed on the barcode label. The avail-

able fields are core Subject or Biomaterial fields and fields from one-to-one Subject or Bio-

material Forms.

Search Labels

The search filters allow the user to search for an existing Barcode Label. For more information on

using filters, see Searching with Filters.
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Delete Labels

Once one or more Barcode Labels have been selected, the Administrator or Configuration Manager

may delete them using the delete button.

Note: The user must enter their password into the prompt box before the Barcode Label will be

deleted.

Manage Labels

The existing Barcode Labels may be viewed and edited by the Administrator or Configuration Man-

ager.

To edit a Barcode Label, select the name from the Labels frame. The Barcode Label page will open.

 FIGURE 5 - 72: BARCODE LABEL PAGE

All fields except Type may be edited. Use the "Save" button to save the changes.
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Biomaterial Types Menu

Biomaterial Types are the categories of Biomaterials, e.g. Blood, Tissue, DNA. The Biomaterial Type

may be assigned to a Biomaterial from the Biomaterial General tab.

Biomaterial Types can also be used to define automatic storage rules. For more information, see Stor-

age Plan.

The Biomaterial Type dashboard can be reached from the Configuration heading in the Administration

Console.

 FIGURE 5 - 73: BIOMATERIAL TYPE DASHBOARD

The Biomaterial Types Dashboard ribbon contains search filters, an "Add Biomaterial Types" button,

and a "Delete" button.

Create New Biomaterial Type

To Create a new Biomaterial Type, select the Add Biomaterial Type button from the ribbon. The Add

Biomaterial Type prompt box will open.
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 FIGURE 5 - 74: ADDBIOMATERIAL TYPE

To add a Biomaterial Type, enter its name into the list.

Multiple Biomaterial Types may be created at once by using a comma or a new line to separate the

Types.

After all the Biomaterial Types are listed, select the "Create Biomaterial Types" button at the bottom of

the prompt box. The Biomaterial Types will now be displayed in the list in the left frame of the dash-

board.

Search Biomaterial Types

The filters allow the user to search for an existing Biomaterial Type. For more information on using
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filters, see Searching with Filters.

Delete Biomaterial Types

Once one or more Biomaterial Types have been selected, the Administrator or Configuration Manager

may delete them using the "Delete" button.

Note: The user must enter their password into the prompt box before the Biomaterial Type will be

deleted.

Manage Biomaterial Types

The Biomaterial Types listed may be edited by the Administrator or Configuration Manager. To edit a

Biomaterial Type, select the Biomaterial Type name from the list. The Renaming prompt box will open.

 FIGURE 5 - 75: RENAMING PROMPTBOX

Enter the new name for the Biomaterial Type, then select "Save". The Biomaterial Type will be

updated on all existing Biomaterials with this Type.
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Container Types

Container Types are the types of containers used for a Biomaterial, e.g. 15 mL tube. The Container

Type may be assigned to a Biomaterial from the Biomaterial General tab.

Container Types can also be used to define automatic storage rules. For more information, see Stor-

age Plan.

The Container Type dashboard can be reached from the Configuration heading in the Administration

Console.

 FIGURE 5 - 76: CONTAINERTYPE DASHBOARD

The Container Types Dashboard ribbon contains a search bar, an "Add Container Type" button, and a

"Delete" button.

Create New Container Type
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To Create a new Container Type, select the Add Container Type button from the ribbon. The Add Con-

tainer Type prompt box will open.

 FIGURE 5 - 77: ADDCONTAINERTYPE

To add a Container Type, enter its name into the list.

Multiple Container Types may be created at once by using a comma or a new line to separate the

Types.

After all the Container Types are listed, select the "Create Container Types" button at the bottom of the

prompt box. The Container Types will now be displayed in the list in the left frame of the dashboard.

Search Container Types

Type the name of a Container Type to search the Container Types. The results will be displayed on

the Container Type dashboard.
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 FIGURE 5 - 78: CONTAINERTYPE SEARCHRESULTS

Delete Container Types

Once one or more Container Types have been selected, the user may delete them using the delete but-

ton.

 FIGURE 5 - 79: DELETE CONTAINERTYPE

Note: The user must enter their password into the prompt box before the Container Type will be

deleted.
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Manage Container Types

The Container Types listed may be edited by the Administrator or Configuration Manager. To edit a

Container Type, select the Container Type name from the list. The Renaming prompt box will open.

 FIGURE 5 - 80: RENAMING PROMPTBOX

Enter the new name for the Container Type, then select "Save". The Container Type will be updated

on all existing Biomaterials with this Type.
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Aliquot Templates Menu

Aliquot Templates are the templates used when creating a Child Biomaterial. Aliquot Templates list

the fields that can be used to define the new Child Biomaterial, e.g. volume, container type.

The Aliquot Templates dashboard can be reached from the Configuration heading of the Admin-

istration Console.

 FIGURE 5 - 81: ALIQUOTTEMPLATES DASHBOARD

The Aliquot Template dashboard contains a "New Template" button and a list of the existing Aliquot

Templates.

New Aliquot Templates

To create a new Aliquot Template, select the "New Template" button to open the New Aliquot Tem-

plate page.
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 FIGURE 5 - 82: NEWALIQUOTTEMPLATE

The fields on the New Aliquot Template are: Name, Description, Use This Template By Default, Bar-

codes, Name Each Aliquot, Set Parent Status to Exhausted, Increment Parent Thaw Count. Additional

fields may be added using the Biomaterial Fields section.

Name is the Name displayed for the Aliquot Template.

Description is extra information that will be displayed in the Descriptions column on the Aliquot

Templates dashboard in the Administration Console.

Use This Template By Default checkbox sets the new Aliquot Template as the Default Aliquot

Template. Whenever the Create Child Biomaterial process is started, this template will auto-

matically be selected.

There are two barcode options: "Aliquots are Pre-Barcoded" and "Barcodes need to be Printed".

For Aliquots are pre-barcoded the barcodes will already have been printed for the aliquots.

When creating a new Child Biomaterial, the barcode for the child will need to be entered before
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the Child Biomaterial is created.

If Barcodes need to be printed, the barcodes for the new Child Biomaterials will be generated

automatically.

Name Each Aliquot allows the user to define a template for the names of the new Biomaterials.

These names are automatically added to the new Biomaterial.

The Is Editable checkbox lets the user change the Child Biomaterial name during the

Create Child process.

Set Parent Status to Exhausted will automatically mark the parent Biomaterial as Exhausted.

The Is Editable checkbox lets the user indicate if the parent Biomaterial is set to exhausted

during the Create Child process.

If the Increment Parent Thaw Count radio button is set to Yes, then a Parent Biomaterial with an

existing Thaw Number will have the Thaw Number increased by one when the Child Biomaterial

is created.

The Is Editable checkbox lets the user indicate if the parent Biomaterial Thaw Count is

increased during the Create Child process.

The Biomaterial Fields

The Biomaterial fields define the properties of the new Biomaterial.

To add a Biomaterial field, click the "Add Field" button, then select a field from the drop-down list.

The fields available are the core Biomaterial fields and the fields from one-to-one Biomaterials Forms.
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 FIGURE 5 - 83: BIOMATERIAL FIELDS

Default values for the Biomaterial Fields may be entered on the Aliquot Template screen. These val-

ues may also be copied directly from the parent Biomaterial.

Once all information has been entered, select the "Save" button.

To remove a field, select the Remove button next to the Biomaterial Field.

Manage Aliquot Templates

The existing Aliquot Templates may be viewed and edited by an Administrator or Configuration Man-

ager.

To edit an Aliquot Template, select the name from the Aliquot Template Dashboard. The Aliquot Tem-

plate page will open.
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 FIGURE 5 - 84: ALIQUOTTEMPLATE PAGE

All fields may be edited.
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Facilities Menu

Facilities are locations where Studies are performed, where Workflows are processed, and where Bio-

materials are stored.

The Facilities dashboard can be reached from the Configuration heading of the Administration Con-

sole.

 FIGURE 5 - 85: FACILITIES DASHBOARD

The Facilities Dashboard contains a ribbon with filters, a "New Facility" button, a "Delete" button, and

a list of existing Facilities.

New Facility

To create a new Facility, select the "New Facility" button. This opens the New Facility page.
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 FIGURE 5 - 86: NEW FACILITY PAGE

The New Facility Page contains a ribbon with a "Save" button, a "Cancel" button, and four

tabs: General, Associated Users, Attachments, and Notes.

The General Tab

The General Tab contains the basic information about the Facility. The fields on the page are: Name,

Storage Enabled, Roles with Storage Access, Email, URL, Fax Number, Phone Number, and Address.

Name - The name of the Facility.

Storage Enabled - Allows users to store Biomaterials at the Facility. If storage is enabled, the

user may define the Roles that have access to the storage in the Facility.
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Note: The "Storage Enabled" option determines if a Request generates Fulfillments or External Ful-

fillments. If the sample is at a Facility without storage enabled, the Request Workflow will generate

an External Fulfillment Workflow.

Roles with Storage Access - Roles that have permission to access the Facility.

Note: If a user has access to the Facility, the user is able to view, update, create and delete any

storage in the Facility.

Email - The main contact email for the Facility.

URL - The link to the Facility website.

Fax Number - The Facility fax number.

Phone Number - The Facility phone number.

Address - The Facility Address. The address will be displayed when the Facility is chosen as a

destination Facility in Workflows.

The Associated Users Tab

Once the Facility has been saved, a list of users who have access to the Facility is listed under the

Associated Users tab. This list may not be edited. To add users, add that user's Role to the Facility, or

add a Role with access to the Facility to the user.
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 FIGURE 5 - 87: ASSOCIATEDUSERS

The Attachments Tab

The Attachments tab allows the Administrator or Configuration Manager to upload any attachments

containing information pertinent to the Facility, e.g. storage maintenance schedules.

The Notes Tab

The Notes tab allows the Administrator or Configuration Manager to enter any additional notes per-

taining to the Facility.

Save Facility

To save the New Facility, select the "Save" button in the upper left. To delete the draft without saving,

select the "Cancel" button.

Search Facilities

The search filters allow the user to search for an existing Facility. For more information on using filters,

see Searching with Filters.

Delete Facility

To delete a Facility, select the Facility from the list, then select the Delete button.
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Note: The Administrator or Configuration Manager must enter their password into the prompt box

before the Facility will be deleted.

Note: If Biomaterials are stored in a Facility, the Facility cannot be deleted.

Manage Facilities

The existing Facilities may be viewed and edited by the Administrator or Configuration Manager. To

edit a Facility, select the name from the list. The Facility page will open.

 FIGURE 5 - 88: FACILITY RIBBON

The Facility page contains a ribbon with the Facility name, a "Save" button, and four tabs: General,

Associated Users, Attachments, and Notes.

All fields on the General tab may be edited.

Attachments may be added or removed.

Notes may be edited.

Associated Users may not be edited. To change the users who may access the Facility, change

the Roles granted access to the Facility, or change the Roles associated with a user.
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DataLoaders

Glossary of DataLoader Terms 581

Creating a Simple DataLoader 583

Creating a Complex DataLoader 591

Saving a DataLoader 609

Managing DataLoaders 610

Common Error Messages 612

DataLoaders are configurable loaders that can condition and load data into Labmatrix. Administrators

and Configuration Managers can define the DataLoader settings.

The DataLoader dashboard can be reached from the Data Handling heading of the Administration Con-

sole.

Glossary of DataLoader Terms

Column Selection Destination - A Complex DataLoader Destination that loads data in the specified

columns.

Complex DataLoader - A DataLoader that allows multiple destinations, additional data validation, and

complex data transformations.

Data File Transformation- Changes made to an entire data file at the very beginning of the data import.

Destination Transformation - Changes made to specific portions of the data file at the end of the data

import.

Destination - Where in Labmatrix the incoming data will be loaded. This includes Subjects, Studies,

Biomaterials, Facilities, Storage Locations, Timepoints, Forms, and ETLs.

Parameters - Parameters may be used with Destinations. Parameters describe how the loaded records
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will be associated with any existing Labmatrix records.

Query Result Destination - A Complex DataLoader Destination that selects loads data from a Qiagram

query result.

Simple DataLoader - A DataLoader with basic destination transformations and a single Destination.

Staging Datasource - The Qiagram datasource that temporarily holds the incoming data for Complex

DataLoaders. Staging datasources must be created by uploading a flat file into Qiagram as a data-

source, then designating that datasource as a Staging Datasource from the upload Wizard or from the

Qiagram catalog.

Creating a DataLoader

Users can choose either a simple DataLoader that loads into a single destination, or a more complex

DataLoader which allows data splitting and more data transformation options. Click "New DataLoader"

from the DataLoader dashboard.

 FIGURE 5 - 89: NEWDATALOADER

The New DataLoader window will open.
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 FIGURE 5 - 90: NEWDATALOADERWINDOW

Two types of DataLoaders are available:

Simple DataLoader - Create a DataLoader with a single Destination. Simple data conditioning

options are available. Click Creating a Simple DataLoader or scroll down.

Complex DataLoader - Create a DataLoader with multiple Destinations, validation queries, and

significant data conditioning. Click Creating a Complex DataLoader or scroll down.

Creating a Simple DataLoader

The simple DataLoader allows loaded data to undergo simple transformations before being loaded

into the specified Destination. The Simple DataLoader has 2 sections:

Details

Data Destination

Section 1: Details

The Details section is where the user defines the basic information of the DataLoader, including which

users have access to the DataLoader and any template file or help text presented to the end users.
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 FIGURE 5 - 91: DETAILS SECTION

Name of DataLoader

The display name for the DataLoader. This field is required.
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API Key

The API key used when referring to the DataLoader in code. The API key MUST be globally unique for

each DataLoader.

Show for Roles

Only the users with one of the specified Roles will be able to see (and use) the DataLoader. Start typ-

ing a Role to see suggestions, or double-click to see a list of available Roles.

Show DataLoader In

Choose the locations where the DataLoader may be accessed.

Data Entry Menu: The DataLoader will be shown in the Data Entry Menu available from the Lab-

matrix Menu Bar at the top of the page.

Intake Workflow: The DataLoader will be available as a Manifest Type from the Create Manifest

step on the Intake Workflow.

Both options may be selected for one DataLoader.

Menu Display Order

Choose where the current DataLoader is sorted in the list of DataLoaders. If left blank, the DataLoader

will be sorted alphabetically.

Note: Labmatrix can handle duplicate Menu Display Order values, or skipped Menu Display Order

values.

Date/Time Format

Define the Date/Time format for any date values loaded.

Use the user's Date/Time format settings - Any data in the uploaded file will be loaded as though

they were in the Labmatrix Date/Time format chosen by the user.
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Use these settings - Any data in the uploaded file will be loaded as though they were in the

Date/Time format defined in the section below.

Date format options: mm/dd/yyyy, dd/mm/yyyy, yyyy-mm-dd, dd.mm.yyyy

Time format options: hh:mm am/pm, hh:mm

Template File for Users

Upload a file to provide a template for end users. Any file may be loaded. Labmatrix will extract the

headers and provide a template link.

Help Text for Users

Enter help text that will be displayed to the end users. Simple HTML, including common style tags, is

allowed.

Note: For security reasons, a target and rel tag are required when creating a link. Preface the url

with 'http://' and include target="_blank" and rel="noopener noreferrer". For example, a link to www.-

google.com would be <a href="http://www.google.com" target="_blank" rel="noopener nore-

ferrer">Google page</a>.

Advanced Options

These options impact how the data is loaded into Labmatrix.

Fail Load on Row Errors - When checked, the entire data import will be canceled if an error is

encountered. When unchecked, rows without errors will be loaded into Labmatrix.

Write Intermediate File to Upload History (Debug) - When checked, files will be added to Upload

History for every intermediate step performed by the DataLoader. This is useful when debugging

in response to errors, but will slow down the DataLoader. When unchecked, only the original file

will be added to the Upload History.

Section 2: Data Destination
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The Data Destination section allows the user to determine where the data is loaded.

The simplified Data Destination has three parts: Destination, Destination Transformation, and Para-

meters.

Destination

The Destination is the specific Labmatrix location where the data will be loaded.

Destinations include:

Studies Facilities

Subjects Biomaterial Storage Locations

Biomaterials Study Timepoints

User-defined Forms ETLs

To specify a Destination, click the "Select Destination" button.

 FIGURE 5 - 92: CHOOSE A DESTINATION

The Select a Destination window will open.

 FIGURE 5 - 93: SELECT A DESTINATION

Use the picker field to select a destination. Start typing a Destination name to see suggestions, or
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double-click for a list of possible Destinations. Choose the Destination, then click "Select".

Once a Destination is selected, it will be displayed on the Data Destination page. If help for the Destin-

ation is available, a Destination Help button will be available.

Note: Destination Help describes the parameters and provides a template file.

 FIGURE 5 - 94: EXAMPLE DESTINATION

Destination Transformation

The Destination Transformation section allows the user to perform common edits to the loaded data.

Currently, the available transformations are Add Column, Remove Column, and Rename Column. To

add a transformation, click the "Add Transformation" button.

 FIGURE 5 - 95: ADDTRANSFORMATION BUTTON

Select the type of transformation.

Add Column

The Add Column option will add a new column to the loaded data. The value will be the same for all
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rows in the column.

 FIGURE 5 - 96: ADDCOLUMN

Use the "Add column called" section to define the name of the new column, and use the "with

value" section to set the static value for all rows in the column.

 FIGURE 5 - 97: ADDCOLUMNEXAMPLE

Remove Column

Use Remove Column to ignore any incoming data from a specific column.

 FIGURE 5 - 98: REMOVE COLUMN

Use the "Remove column named" section to indicate the column. This must EXACTLY match the

column name in the incoming data file.

 FIGURE 5 - 99: REMOVE COLUMNEXAMPLE
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Rename Column

Use Rename Column to change a column name on the incoming data file. The data in the column will

not be affected.

 FIGURE 5 - 100: RENAME COLUMN

Use the first section to define the original name of the column. This must EXACTLY match the column

name in the incoming data file. Use the second section to define the new name for the column.

 FIGURE 5 - 101: RENAME COLUMNEXAMPLE

Parameters

The Parameters section allows the user to define what fields are used when the loaded data is asso-

ciated with any existing Labmatrix data. The available parameters depend on the Destination.

Note: Some Destinations may not have parameters.

To select a parameter, use the radio button.

 FIGURE 5 - 102: SELECTPARAMETER
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The parameters can also be chosen by the end user when the DataLoader is run. To let the end user

choose the parameters for every load, select the "Display for User" checkbox. The "Prompt for user"

field will become available. This field will explain the parameter choice for the end user.

 FIGURE 5 - 103: DISPLAY TO USERCHOICES

The selected parameter will be presented as the default option for the end user.

Creating a Complex DataLoader

The complex DataLoader allows loaded data to be split across multiple destinations, and allows the

user to set up additional data validation and more complicated data conditioning using Qiagram. The

Complex DataLoader has 5 sections: 

Details

Data File Transformation

Data Staging

Validate Data

Data Destinations

Section 1: Details

The Details section is where the user defines the basic information of the DataLoader, including which

users have access to the DataLoader and any template file or help text presented to the end users.
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 FIGURE 5 - 104: DETAILS SECTION

Name of DataLoader
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The display name for the DataLoader. This field is required.

API Key

The API key used when referring to the DataLoader in code. The API key MUST be globally unique for

each DataLoader.

Show for Roles

Only the users with one of the specified Roles will be able to see (and use) the DataLoader. Start typ-

ing a Role to see suggestions, or double-click to see a list of available Roles.

Show DataLoader In

Choose the locations where the DataLoader may be accessed.

Data Entry Menu: The DataLoader will be shown in the Data Entry Menu available from the Lab-

matrix Menu Bar at the top of the page.

Intake Workflow: The DataLoader will be available as a Manifest Type from the Create Manifest

step on the Intake Workflow.

Both options may be selected for one DataLoader.

Menu Display Order

Choose where the current DataLoader is sorted in the list of DataLoaders. If left blank, the DataLoader

will be sorted alphabetically.

Note: Labmatrix can handle duplicate Menu Display Order values, or skipped Menu Display Order

values.

Date/Time Format

Define the Date/Time format for any date values loaded.
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Use the user's Date/Time format settings - Any data in the uploaded file will be loaded as though

they were in the Labmatrix Date/Time format chosen by the user.

Use these settings - Any data in the uploaded file will be loaded as though they were in the

Date/Time format defined in the section below.

Date format options: mm/dd/yyyy, dd/mm/yyyy, yyyy-mm-dd, dd.mm.yyyy

Time format options: hh:mm am/pm, hh:mm

Template File for Users

Upload a file to provide a template for end users. Any file may be loaded. Labmatrix will extract the

headers and provide a template link.

Help Text for Users

Enter help text that will be displayed to the end users. Simple HTML, including common style tags, is

allowed.

Note: For security reasons, a target and rel tag are required when creating a link. Preface the url

with 'http://' and include target="_blank" and rel="noopener noreferrer". For example, a link to www.-

google.com would be <a href="http://www.google.com" target="_blank" rel="noopener nore-

ferrer">Google page</a>.

Advanced Options

These options impact how the data is loaded into Labmatrix.

Fail Load on Row Errors - When checked, the entire data import will be canceled if an error is

encountered. When unchecked, rows without errors will be loaded into Labmatrix.

Write Intermediate File to Upload History (Debug) - When checked, files will be added to Upload

History for every intermediate step performed by the DataLoader. This is useful when debugging
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in response to errors, but will slow down the DataLoader. When unchecked, only the original file

will be added to the Upload History.

Section 2: Data File Transformation

Customizable DataLoaders offer the ability to condition data before it is loaded into Labmatrix.

The Data File Transformation Section allows the user to perform common edits to the incoming data

file before the data is split to multiple destinations. Currently, the available transformations are Add

Column, Remove Column, and Rename Column.

Add Column

The Add Column option will add a new column to the loaded data. The value will be the same for all

rows in the column.

 FIGURE 5 - 105: ADDCOLUMN

Use the "Add column called" section to define the name of the new column, and use the "with

value" section to set the static value for all rows in the column.

 FIGURE 5 - 106: ADDCOLUMNEXAMPLE

Remove Column

Use Remove Column to ignore any incoming data from a specific column.
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 FIGURE 5 - 107: REMOVE COLUMN

Use the "Remove column named" section to indicate the column. This must EXACTLY match the

column name in the incoming data file.

 FIGURE 5 - 108: REMOVE COLUMNEXAMPLE

Rename Column

Use Rename Column to change a column name on the incoming data file. The data in the column will

not be affected.

 FIGURE 5 - 109: RENAME COLUMN

Use the first section to define the original name of the column. This must EXACTLY match the column

name in the incoming data file. Use the second section to define the new name for the column.

 FIGURE 5 - 110: RENAME COLUMNEXAMPLE

Note: The Data File Transformation step is optional.
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Section 3: Data Staging

This section allows the user to designate the staging datasource used by the DataLoader. A staging,

or temporary, datasource is needed in order to perform complex transformations or split the data

between multiple Destinations.

Use the "Load into Datasource" field to designate a datasource.
 FIGURE 5 - 111: SELECTSTAGING DATASOURCE

Only datasources already marked as staging datasources are available from the picker field. Double-

click for a list of staging datasources, or start typing for auto-complete suggestions.

 FIGURE 5 - 112: LIST OFSTAGING DATASOURCES

Creating a Staging Datasource

Datasources created from flat file import can be designated as "Staging" datasources.

Note: Datasources created from Labmatrix Forms CANNOT be used as staging datasources.

Datasources can be marked as Staging during the import process. On the third step of the Flat File

Import Wizard, mark the "Use this as a Staging Datasource" checkbox in the Other Options section.
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 FIGURE 5 - 113: MARK DURING IMPORT

Datasources can also be marked as Staging after import, from the Data Catalog. Search for the data-

source then click on "Edit Properties". Click the "Staging" checkbox from the Options section.

 FIGURE 5 - 114: MARK FROMDATA CATALOG

Section 4: Validate Data

The Validate Data section allows the user to run additional data validation using Qiagram queries. Any

rows indicated by the validation queries will not be loaded into Labmatrix.

Note: Validation queries MUST have columns named "Row" and "Error".

Individual queries or a folder of queries can be used. Select which queries to run using the "Validation

queries and/or folders from Qiagram" box.

 FIGURE 5 - 115: SELECTQUERIES

Click the green plus button, then choose the query or folder from the Qiagram navigation tree and click

"Select".
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 FIGURE 5 - 116: QIAGRAMNAVIGATIONTREE

The query or folder of queries will be displayed.

To remove a query, select it then click on the red "x".

 FIGURE 5 - 117: REMOVE A QUERY
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Note: The Validate Data step is optional.

Section 5: Data Destinations

The Data Destinations section allows users to determine where the uploaded data goes. Complex

DataLoaders allow the user to split the data file across multiple Destinations and perform multiple

types of advanced data transformation in the process.

Adding a Destination

For complex DataLoaders, two types of Destinations are available: Column Selection Destinations

and Query Result Destinations. The type of Destination determines how data is selected. A Column

Selection Destination loads data included in specified columns. A Query Result Destination loads the

output from a Qiagram query.

Use the "Add Destination" button to select the type of Destination.

 FIGURE 5 - 118: SELECTDESTINATIONTYPE

A new Data Destination will be created.
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 FIGURE 5 - 119: DATA DESTINATION

Data Destinations have four parts: Destination, Data Selection, Destination Transformation, and Para-

meters.

Destination

The Destination is the specific Labmatrix location where the specific data selection will be loaded.

Destinations include:

Studies Facilities

Subjects Biomaterial Storage Locations

Biomaterials Study Timepoints

User-defined Forms ETLs
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To specify a Destination, click the "Select Destination" button.

 FIGURE 5 - 120: CHOOSE A DESTINATION

The Select a Destination window will open.

 FIGURE 5 - 121: SELECT A DESTINATION

Use the picker field to select a destination. Start typing a Destination name to see suggestions, or

double-click for a list of possible Destinations. Choose the Destination, then click "Select".

Once a Destination is selected, it will be displayed on the Data Destination page. If help for the Destin-

ation is available, a Destination Help button will be available.

Note: Destination Help describes the parameters and provides a template file.

 FIGURE 5 - 122: EXAMPLE DESTINATION

Data Selection

The Data Selection Section is either "Query" or "Columns".
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Columns

The Columns Selection section allows the user to choose the data loaded based on the column of the

data file. Click the green plus sign to choose the columns.

 FIGURE 5 - 123: CHOOSE COLUMNS

The Column Selection window will open.

 FIGURE 5 - 124: COLUMNSELECTIONWINDOW
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Click on a column, or use CTRL+click to select multiple columns. Click "Select Columns". The data in

the selected columns will be loaded into the Destination.

 FIGURE 5 - 125: EXAMPLE COLUMNSELECTION

Query

The Query section allows the user to choose a query. That query will be run against the uploaded data

file, and the results from the query will be loaded into Labmatrix.

 FIGURE 5 - 126: CHOOSEQUERY

Click "Select a Query" to open the Query Selection window.
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 FIGURE 5 - 127: QUERY SELECTIONWINDOW

Use the navigation tree to select a query.

Note: If a private query is chosen, no other user will be able to use the loader!

 FIGURE 5 - 128: EXAMPLEQUERY SELECTION

Destination Transformation

The Destination Transformation section allows the user to perform common edits to the selected data.
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Currently, the available transformations are Add Column, Remove Column, and Rename Column. To

add a transformation, click the "Add Transformation" button.

 FIGURE 5 - 129: ADDTRANSFORMATION BUTTON

Select the type of transformation.

Add Column

The Add Column option will add a new column to the loaded data. The value will be the same for all

rows in the column.

 FIGURE 5 - 130: ADDCOLUMN

Use the "Add column called" section to define the name of the new column, and use the "with

value" section to set the static value for all rows in the column.

 FIGURE 5 - 131: ADDCOLUMNEXAMPLE
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Remove Column

Use Remove Column to ignore any incoming data from a specific column.

 FIGURE 5 - 132: REMOVE COLUMN

Use the "Remove column named" section to indicate the column. This must EXACTLY match the

column name in the incoming data file.

 FIGURE 5 - 133: REMOVE COLUMNEXAMPLE

Rename Column

Use Rename Column to change a column name on the incoming data file. The data in the column will

not be affected.

 FIGURE 5 - 134: RENAME COLUMN

Use the first section to define the original name of the column. This must EXACTLY match the column

name in the incoming data file. Use the second section to define the new name for the column.

 FIGURE 5 - 135: RENAME COLUMNEXAMPLE
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Parameters

The Parameters section allows the user to define what fields are used when the loaded data is asso-

ciated with any existing Labmatrix data. The available parameters depend on the Destination.

Note: Some Destinations may not have parameters.

To select a parameter, use the radio button.

 FIGURE 5 - 136: SELECTPARAMETER

The parameters can also be chosen by the end user when the DataLoader is run. To let the end user

choose the parameters for every load, select the "Display for User" checkbox. The "Prompt for user"

field will become available. This field will explain the parameter choice for the end user.

 FIGURE 5 - 137: DISPLAY TO USERCHOICES

The selected parameter will be presented as the default option for the end user.

Reorder Destinations

Destinations are loaded in order. To reorder the Destinations, use the arrow buttons on the right.
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 FIGURE 5 - 138: REORDERARROWS

Saving a DataLoader

To save a DataLoader, click the "Save" button on the header.

 FIGURE 5 - 139: SAVE BUTTON

The DataLoader will be listed on the DataLoader page.

 FIGURE 5 - 140: DATALOADER PAGE

If there are any errors in the DataLoader, notifications will appear at the top of the DataLoader page

after saving.
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 FIGURE 5 - 141: DATALOADERERRORMESSAGES

3 types of notifications are available: Informative (in blue), Warning (in yellow) and Error (in red).

For common error messages, click Common Error Messages or scroll down.

Managing DataLoaders

Edit DataLoaders

To edit a DataLoader, click on the DataLoader name to open the DataLoader. All fields may be edited.

Search for DataLoaders

To quickly find a DataLoader, use the "Filter" field at the top of the DataLoader dashboard to search for

the name (or part of the name).

 FIGURE 5 - 142: FILTER FIELD

DataLoaders can also be sorted by UI location: Intake or Data Entry Menu. Click "More" and choose

the type to display only those DataLoaders.
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 FIGURE 5 - 143: MORE BUTTON

Delete DataLoaders

To delete a DataLoader, select the checkbox next to its name, then click the "Delete" button.

 FIGURE 5 - 144: DELETE BUTTON

A confirmation window will open.

 FIGURE 5 - 145: DELETE CONFIRMATIONWINDOW

Enter a reason for the deletion and the password to confirm, then click "Delete".
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Import and Export DataLoaders

DataLoaders can be imported and exported from Labmatrix as JSON files. To export a DataLoader,

select it and click on the "Export" button.

 FIGURE 5 - 146: EXPORTBUTTON

The JSON file will download.

To import a DataLoader, click on the "Import" button.

 FIGURE 5 - 147: IMPORTBUTTON

The Import DataLoader window will open. Click the "Browse" button to open Windows navigation.

Select the folder, then click the "Import" button.

 FIGURE 5 - 148: IMPORTWINDOW

Common Error Messages

Applicable error messages appear at the top of the DataLoader page after the DataLoader is saved.
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Invalid Configuration Errors

Error Message: Remove column transformation requires a column name

To Fix: Specify a column for the "Remove Column" transformation created in Section 2: Data File

Transformation or the Destination Transformation section in Section 5: Data Destinations

Error Message: Column rename transformation is missing origin column name

To Fix: Specify a column in the first field for the "Rename Column" transformation created in Section

2: Data File Transformation or the Destination Transformation section in Section 5: Data Destinations

Error Message: Column rename transformation is missing new column name

To Fix: Specify a column in the second field for the "Rename Column" transformation created in Sec-

tion 2: Data File Transformation or the Destination Transformation section in Section 5: Data Destin-

ations

Error Message: Column insert transformation is missing column name

To Fix: Specify a column for the "Add Column" transformation created in Section 2: Data File Trans-

formation or the Destination Transformation section in Section 5: Data Destinations

Error Message: A staging datasource is required

To Fix: Add a Qiagram staging datasource in Section 3: Data Staging

Error Message: Each validation query must output columns named 'Row' and 'Error' in addition to
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other data. The column names are case sensitive.

To Fix: Check that the validation queries chosen in Section 4: Validate Data have columns

EXACTLY matching "Row" and "Error" selected as part of the output.

Error Message: You must create at least one Data Destination.

To Fix: Create a Data Destination using the "Add Destination" button in Section 5: Data Destinations

Error Message: Each Data Destination must have a specific destination selected.

To Fix: Specify a Destination using the "Select Destination" button in Section 5: Data Destinations.

Error Message: Query Destination requires a query to be specified

To Fix: Choose a Query to use in a Destination in Section 5: Data Destinations

Error Message: At least one column is required in the column picker destination.

To Fix: Choose a column to use in a Destination in Section 5: Data Destinations

Error Message: Selected columns do not exist in the datasource

To Fix: This can happen if the staging datasource was changed after the DataLoader was created.

Select new columns in the Column selection step of Section 5: Data Destinations

Error Message: {loader type} '{loader name}' not found

To Fix: This error can happen if an ETL was chosen for the Destination and then the ETL was deleted.
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Choose a new Destination in Section 5: Data Destinations
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Load Schedule

A Load Schedule allows the user to set up file monitoring to automatically import data into Labmatrix.

Files are dropped into the directory, then the file monitor loads the file into Labmatrix using the spe-

cified DataLoader.

Load Schedules may be accessed from the Data Handling section of the Administration Console.

Click on Load Schedule to open the Load Schedule Dashboard in the right frame.

 FIGURE 5 - 149: LOADSCHEDULE DASHBOARD

Create Load Schedule

To create a new Load Schedule, click the "New Load Schedule" button. The new Load Schedule page

will open.

The Load Schedule page has two tabs: Loaders and Error Handling. The Loaders tab describes the

details of the file monitor. The Error Handling tab describes how any errors that occur during an auto-

mated load are reported and recorded.

The Loaders tab has three sections: Details, Intakes, and File Monitors.
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 FIGURE 5 - 150: LOADERS TAB

The Details section contains the operational information about the load schedule. The fields are
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Name, Enabled, Load As, Location, and Frequency.

Name

The name of the load schedule. This field is required.

Enabled

Check to activate the Load Schedule. Once saved, a confirmation that the Load Schedule is active will

appear at the top of the page.

 FIGURE 5 - 151: CURRENTLY RUNNING CONFIRMATION

Uncheck to deactivate the Load Schedule. Once saved, a confirmation that the Load Schedule is inact-

ive will appear at the top of the page.

 FIGURE 5 - 152: NOTRUNNING CONFIRMATION

Load As

This determines the user profile used to load the file. The user is recorded on audit trail of the loaded

records, and the user's permissions are used during access control validation.

Note: BioFortis recommends that you create an automated load user for this purpose.

Location

This specifies the specific directory that holds the files to load into Labmatrix. The directory has two

fields:
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The path to either the configured file storage directory or the Notifications output directory

The specific folder path within the parent folder

The specific folder path is required.

Frequency

This determines how often the Load Schedule checks for new files. The options are Real Time or

Scheduled.

Real Time: - A file is uploaded as soon as it is placed in the monitored directory

Scheduled - The monitor checks the folder for new files at the indicated frequency. Choose the fre-

quency from the drop-down list.

 FIGURE 5 - 153: CHOOSE A FREQUENCY

Note: Additional frequencies can be added for your organization. Contact support@biofortis.com

for more information.

Intakes Section

Use the Intake section to create an Intake using the data in the loaded file.

To enable Intake creation, select a Facility in the Intakes Section.
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 FIGURE 5 - 154: SELECTFACILITY

File Monitor Section

The File Monitor section determines how specific files are loaded into Labmatrix. Multiple File Monitors

may be configured for each Load Schedule.

 FIGURE 5 - 155: FILEMONITOR

The Monitor Name is the display name for the File Monitor. This is included in any error messages.

The Load files with field determines which specific files are handled by this Monitor. Files are recog-

nized based on their name. Use the drop down list to choose how files are recognized.

 FIGURE 5 - 156: LOADFILESWITHFIELD
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Use the field to the right to specify the actual pattern. Regular Expressions are supported.

The Send files to field determines which DataLoader is used to load the files.

Ordering File Monitors

File Monitors are loaded in order. Use the arrow buttons to move the File Monitors up or down.

 FIGURE 5 - 157: ARROWBUTTONS

Use the red button to delete a File Monitor.

Save Load Schedule

To save the Load Schedule, click the "Save" button on the header.

 FIGURE 5 - 158: SAVE LOADSCHEDULE

To discard the new Load Schedule, click the "Cancel" button instead.

Error Handling Tab

The Error Handling Tab determines how users are notified about the automated load status.
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 FIGURE 5 - 159: ERRORHANDING TAB

To store the files on the server, select the specific file path where error files will be stored. The file path

has two fields.

The path to either the configured file storage directory or the Notifications output directory

The specific sub-folder

Note: If no subfolder is entered, the file will not be stored.

Use the Send error file in email checkbox to attach the error file to the email. The file will contain all

data, including PHI data, and will be visible to all recipients.

Note: Storing or emailing the error file is optional. The error file will always be available from the

Upload History.

Use the Send email when successful checkbox to send an email notification when the automated load

is successful in addition to when the automated load encounters an error.

The Email Options section specifies the format of the sent email.
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 FIGURE 5 - 160: EMAILOPTIONS

The Email Options are: Roles, Recipients, Subject, Body, and Format Options.

The Roles field allows the Administrator to add roles to receive the Notification. Any user with

that role will receive the Notification.

The Recipients field allows the Administrator to add specific email addresses for recipients who

do not have a Labmatrix account or who need to be added regardless of their Roles.

The Subject field is the Subject heading for the Load Schedule emails.

The Body field is the content of the Load Schedule email. Click on {Expression Help} to learn

more about what variables you can include in the email. Styling HTML is allowed.

Manage Load Schedules
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Edit Load Schedules

Click on a Load Schedule name to edit the Load Schedule. All fields may be edited.

Search Load Schedules

To quickly find a Load Schedule, use the "Filter" field at the top of the Load Schedule dashboard to

search for the name (or part of the name).

 FIGURE 5 - 161: SEARCH LOADSCHEDULES

Load Schedules can also be sorted by Schedule or Is Enabled. Click the "More" drop down list, select

the parameter to sort for Load Schedules with that property.

 FIGURE 5 - 162: MORE FILTERS

Delete Load Schedule

To delete a Load Schedule, select the checkbox next to its name, then click the "Delete" button.

 FIGURE 5 - 163: DELETE BUTTON
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A confirmation window will open.

 FIGURE 5 - 164: DELETE CONFIRMATIONWINDOW

Enter a reason for the deletion and the password to confirm, then click "Delete".

Common Error Messages

Applicable error messages appear at the top of the Load Schedule page after the Load Schedule is

saved.

Invalid Monitor Group Configurations

Error Message:User is required

To Fix: Choose a user in the Load As field

Error Message:Location is Required

To Fix:Specify a subfolder in the Location field

Error Message:At least one monitor is required

To Fix: Create a File Monitor

Invalid Monitor Configurations

Error Message:Name is required for Monitors
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To Fix: Add a name for the File Monitor

Error Message:DataLoader is required

To Fix:Choose a DataLoader in the Send files to field

Error Message:User '{username}' does not have access to use DataLoader '{dataloader name}'

To Fix:Choose a different user in the Load As field, or add a Role with access to the DataLoader to the

specified user, or update the DataLoader to include a Role applied to the specified user.

Error Message:No file name pattern was provided, so no files will be matched.

To Fix:Add a file name pattern, or choose "Any Name" in the Load files with field
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Notifications Menu

Notifications are a report of the results from a Qiagram query or a folder of Qiagram queries. The quer-

ies are automatically executed, and the results are provided to specified recipients.

The Notification dashboard can be reached from the Data Handling heading of the Administration Con-

sole.

The Notifications dashboard contains a New Notification button and a list of the existing Notifications.

 FIGURE 5 - 165: NOTIFICATIONDASHBOARD

Creating a Notification

The Configuration Manager sets up the Notification criteria. These include the query to be run, how

often the query is run, the account that will run the query, the recipients of the Notification, and the text

of the Notification.

To create a new Notification, select the "New Notification" button. The New Notification page will

open.
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 FIGURE 5 - 166: NEWNOTIFICATIONPAGE

The page contains fields: Name, Query or Folder, Run, Variables, Run As, Enabled, and the Email

Options.

The Name field will be displayed as the Notification name.

The Query field defines which Qiagram queries should be run to generate the Notification. To

select a query or folder of queries, double click on the field. A prompt window will open. Use the

navigation tree to find the desired query or query folder. Click on the Select button to choose the

query.

Note: If the query is in a user's private folder, other users will not be able to access the data from

the Notification.

The Run field defines how often the Notification is generated. The frequency options may be

chosen from a drop-down list. The frequency options are Hourly, Midnight, or Every Monday at

Midnight.
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The Variables field is used for queries that have variables.

If the query has a variable that matches the value entered in this field, only the query results

with that variable will be displayed.

If the query does not have a variable that matches the value entered in the field, all query

results will be displayed.

The Run As field chooses the user account that will run the query. The results generated will dis-

play only the data the user has permission to access.

De-selecting the Enabled button will prevent the Notification from being run.

Email Options

Email Options allow the Administrator or Configuration Manager to designate the recipients of the Noti-

fication.
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 FIGURE 5 - 167: EMAILOPTIONS

The Email Options are: Roles, Recipients, Subject, Body, and Format Options.

The Roles field allows the Administrator to add roles to receive the Notification. Any user with

that role will receive the Notification.

The Recipients field allows the Administrator to add specific email addresses for recipients who

do not have a Labmatrix account or who need to be added regardless of their Roles.
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The Subject field is the Subject heading for the Notification emails.

The Body field is the content of the Notification email. The default text is the {summary} tag. The

{summary} tag allows users to embed a table of the results into the email. The table includes all

the queries that were run, the number of records that were returned, and a link to the results table

in Qiagram.

After receiving the Notification, the recipient will click the link, then log-in to Labmatrix. After logging in,

the user will be directed to the query.

Note: To view the results of the query, the user must have permission to execute the query. This

includes permission to view the data used by the query.

The Format options are: Format, Attachment results, the No Results option, and the Storage option.

Format defines the Format of any attached results. This field is required, even if no attachment is

sent with the Notification.

Attach results attaches a copy of the query results in the file type indicated in the Format field.

This allows people without Labmatrix access to view the results.

Note: Notification data sent as an attachment contains no access control filters. All information is

visible, regardless of the recipient's permissions. It is highly recommended that results be

accessed through the notification links when possible.

Send an email even when there are no results sends a notification email even if the query res-

ults are null. De-select the checkbox to prevent notifications from being sent when there are no

results.

Store results on server saves a copy of the query results in the designated folder.

Managing Notifications
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The existing Notifications may be viewed and edited by the Administrator or Configuration Manager.

To edit a Notification, select the Notification name. The Notification page will open.

 FIGURE 5 - 168: NOTIFICATIONPAGE

All fields may be edited.
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Chapter 6 - Access Control
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Access Control Overview

Access Control is the way to define what data a user is allowed to access, and how that user may inter-

act with that data.

The Access Control is defined for particular Roles. The Roles are then assigned to individual users in

order to define the user's permissions.

Note:One user may have many Roles, and one Role may be applied to many users.

Access controls are applied to Studies, Forms, and Facilities.

Facilities

Access control in Facilities defines which users have access to that Facility. If a user's Role has

access to a facility, a user has permission to use the storage in that facility.

Access to the Facility is configured from the Facilities Menu in the Administrative Console. For more

information, see Facilities.

Note: If a user has access to the Facility, the user is able to view, update, create and delete any

storage in the Facility.

Forms

For Standalone Forms, the permissions are assigned either by Security Group or individually.

Selecting the Security Group radio button applies the permissions defined in the Security Group to the

Form.

Selecting the Assign Manually button allows the user to choose Roles to have access to the form.

For Subject, Biomaterial, or Study Forms, access is defined in the Study or by Security Group Subject
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Data, Biomaterial Data, and Study Data columns. Access may be further restricted to specific Roles

using the Permissions field under the Form's Properties Tab.

For Child Forms, if a user has permission to see the parent Form, the user has permission to see the

Child Form.

Form access can be configured from the Forms Menu in the Administration Console. For more inform-

ation, see Forms.

Studies

Studies are an integral part of Access Control in Labmatrix. Study Access Controls grant the per-

missions for a Role to access different types of data in a specific Study.

Permission to access the Subjects, Biomaterials, and Study data within the Study are defined for

Roles on a Study-to-Study basis or by Security Groups.

For more information, see Studies.

Security Groups

Security Groups are a collection of user-defined permissions for multiple Roles. Security Groups can

be applied to multiple Studies, so that the Studies have uniform permissions.

Security Groups are best used when the same users are investigating multiple studies. For more

information, see Security Groups.

For more information on configuring Access Control, see Setting Access Controls.
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Roles and Access Control

Roles are applied to a user to define the access given to that user.

Note:One user may have many Roles, and one Role may be applied to many users.

Default Roles

The default Roles in the Labmatrix software are:

Administrator, Biobank Lead, Biobank Staff, BioFortis Biobank User, Biomarker Lead, Configuration

Manager, Data Manager, Issue Viewer, Qiagram Administrator, Request Creator, Study Director, and

Everyone.

The Biobank Lead, Biobank Staff, BioFortis Biobank User, Biomarker Lead, Issue Viewer, Request

Creator and Study Director Roles control access to specific nodes on the Workflows.

The Workflow-associated Roles control the creating, approving and fulfillment steps of the Workflows.

For more information, see Roles and Workflows.

The Administrator may access the entire Administration Console.

The Configuration Manager may access the Configuration heading of the Administration Console.

The Data Manager may view the uploads created by all users and the Delete Records loader.

The Qiagram Administrator has access to all queries and visualizations in Qiagram, and may edit

some system datasource properties.

The Everyone Role is automatically assigned to every user. This Role has the lowest permissions.

Administrator-Defined Roles

The Administrator may create new Roles and assign these Roles to users. The Administrator-defined
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Roles do not automatically have any assigned permissions. Permissions must be assigned to Roles

for a particular Study, Standalone Form, or Facility.

Permissions may be assigned manually or by using Security Groups.

The Access Control categories are Subject, Biomaterials, Study Data, Standalone Forms and Data-

sources, and Protected Heath Information (PHI).

The Subjects permission level defines the Role's access to Subjects and Subject-associated

data within the Study.

The Biomaterials permission level defines the Role's access to Biomaterials and Biomaterial-

associated data within the Study.

The Study Data permission level defines the Role's access to Study-associated data.

The PHI permission level defines the Role's ability to view any Protected Health information

(PHI).

The permission options within the Access Control categories are:

No Access - The users with this role cannot see the information within an existing Subject, Bio-

material, Study Form, or Standalone Form.

Read-Only - The users with this role may see the information within an existing Subject, Bio-

material, Study Form, or Standalone Form, but may not make any alterations.

Update - The users with this role may change information within an existing Subject, Biomaterial,

Study Form, or Standalone Form.

Update and Create - The users with this role may create a new Subject, Biomaterial, or Stan-

dalone Form, and may change the information in an existing one.

Update, Create, and Delete - The users with this role may create a new Subject, Biomaterial,

Standalone Form, change the information in an existing one, or delete it completely.
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Note: The "Update and Create" and "Update, Create, and Delete" options are not available for

Study Data. Study Data is managed using Forms, which can be added or removed from Studies by

an Administrator or Configuration Manager.

Note: If a user has multiple Roles, the user has the access level of the most permissive Role.

PHI options are Yes or No.

If a user is allowed to view a Form, but does not have permission to view PHI, any fields flagged

as PHI will be unavailable to that user.

See also: Access Controls

See also: Security Groups

See also: Setting Access Controls

See also: Roles and Workflows
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Security Groups

Security Groups are a collection of user-defined permissions for multiple Roles. Security Groups can

be applied to multiple Studies, so that the Studies have uniform permissions.

Security Groups are configured by the Administrator from the Administration Console. For more inform-

ation, see Security Groups.

 FIGURE 6 - 1: EXAMPLE SECURITYGROUP

The Access Control categories are Subject, Biomaterials, Study Data, Standalone Forms and Data-

sources, and Protected Heath Information (PHI).

The Subjects permission level defines the Role's access to Subjects and Subject-associated

data within the Study.

The Biomaterials permission level defines the Role's access to Biomaterials and Biomaterial-

associated data within the Study.

The Study Data permission level defines the Role's access to Study-associated data.

The PHI permission level defines the Role's ability to view any Protected Health information

(PHI).

The permission options within the Access Control categories are:

No Access - The users with this role cannot see the information within an existing Subject, Bio-

material, Study Form, or Standalone Form.
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Read-Only - The users with this role may see the information within an existing Subject, Bio-

material, Study Form, or Standalone Form, but may not make any alterations.

Update - The users with this role may change information within an existing Subject, Biomaterial,

Study Form, or Standalone Form.

Update and Create - The users with this role may create a new Subject, Biomaterial, or Stan-

dalone Form, and may change the information in an existing one.

Update, Create, and Delete - The users with this role may create a new Subject, Biomaterial,

Standalone Form, change the information in an existing one, or delete it completely.

Note: The "Update and Create" and "Update, Create, and Delete" options are not available for

Study Data. Study Data is managed using Forms, which can be added or removed from Studies by

an Administrator or Configuration Manager.

Note: If a user has multiple Roles, the user has the access level of the most permissive Role.

PHI options are Yes or No.

If a user is allowed to view a Form, but does not have permission to view PHI, any fields flagged

as PHI will be unavailable to that user.

When a Security Group is added to a Study, the Administrator does not have to configure individual

permissions for the Roles of the users who have access to the Study.

Security Groups are best used when the same users are investigating multiple Studies, for example

the members of a lab pursuing many related Studies.
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Setting Access Controls

Getting Started 641

Setting Access Control for a User 643

Setting Access Control for a Role 644

Creating A Security Group 644

Getting Started

All Access Controls are configured from the Administration Console by the Administrators or Con-

figuration Managers.

To open the Administration Console, select the Administrator option from the drop-down menu under

the user name in the upper right corner of the screen.

 FIGURE 6 - 2: ACCESSING THE ADMINISTRATIONCONSOLE

This will open the Administration Console.

The list of menus is displayed in the left frame.
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 FIGURE 6 - 3: ADMINISTRATIONCONSOLE

The Administrator has access to all the menu displayed in the left frame. The Configuration Manager

has access to the menus under the Configuration heading.

Access Management

Menus under the Access Management heading cover the basic Access Control. They define which per-

missions are granted to person (User), position (Role) or group of Roles (Security Group).
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Configuration

Menus under the Configuration heading cover the applied Access Control. They define how these

Users, Roles and Security Groups are linked to the stored data. The Configuration Menus involved in

Access Control Management are Studies, Forms, and Facilities.

Setting Access Control for a User

A user's Access Control is defined by the user's assigned Roles. The user has the permissions gran-

ted to the Roles.

The Roles define a user's access to and ability to perform actions on Biomaterials, Subjects, Study

data, and PHI data in a Study, access to information in a Form, and the ability to access Storage in a

Facility.

Roles are assigned by the Administrator from the User Menu on the Administration Console.

 FIGURE 6 - 4: ROLES ASSIGNED TO A USER

To add or remove a Role, open the User Page. The Roles field under the General Tab lists the current

Roles assigned to the user.
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To add a Role, type in the text field to open a drop-down list of Roles, or double-click to view all pos-

sible Roles. Select the Role from the list to assign that Role to the user.

To remove a Role, select the "x" button next to the Role name.

Note: The changes will be effective on the next log in.

A user's permissions may be viewed from the Permissions Tab on the User Page. For more inform-

ation, see Viewing a User's Permissions.

Setting Access Control for a Role

The Labmatrix software contains pre-defined Roles for Workflow access, and the Administrator, Con-

figuration Manager, and Data Manager Roles. Other roles may be defined by the Administrator.

The Administrator-defined Roles do not automatically have any assigned permissions. The Admin-

istrator or Configuration Manager must assign the permissions using Security Groups or manually

within a Study or Form or Facility.

Creating A Security Group

Security Groups are a collection of user-defined permissions for multiple Roles. Security Groups can

be applied to multiple Studies, so that the Studies have uniform permissions.

Security Groups are configured from the Administration Console. Permissions are granted to groups of

individual Roles and saved.

To define permissions for Roles, first enter the name of the Role in the Permissions text field.
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 FIGURE 6 - 5: PERMISSIONS TEXTFIELD

The Access Control categories are Subject, Biomaterials, Study Data, Standalone Forms and Data-

sources, and Protected Heath Information (PHI).

The Subjects permission level defines the Role's access to Subjects and Subject-associated

data within the Study.

The Biomaterials permission level defines the Role's access to Biomaterials and Biomaterial-

associated data within the Study.

The Study Data permission level defines the Role's access to Study-associated data.

The PHI permission level defines the Role's ability to view any Protected Health information

(PHI).

The permission options within the Access Control categories are:
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No Access - The users with this role cannot see the information within an existing Subject, Bio-

material, Study Form, or Standalone Form.

Read-Only - The users with this role may see the information within an existing Subject, Bio-

material, Study Form, or Standalone Form, but may not make any alterations.

Update - The users with this role may change information within an existing Subject, Biomaterial,

Study Form, or Standalone Form.

Update and Create - The users with this role may create a new Subject, Biomaterial, or Stan-

dalone Form, and may change the information in an existing one.

Update, Create, and Delete - The users with this role may create a new Subject, Biomaterial,

Standalone Form, change the information in an existing one, or delete it completely.

Note: The "Update and Create" and "Update, Create, and Delete" options are not available for

Study Data. Study Data is managed using Forms, which can be added or removed from Studies by

an Administrator or Configuration Manager.

Note: If a user has multiple Roles, the user has the access level of the most permissive Role.

PHI options are Yes or No.

If a user is allowed to view a Form, but does not have permission to view PHI, any fields flagged

as PHI will be unavailable to that user.

Select the cell to open a drop-down menu with the permissions options for that column.
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 FIGURE 6 - 6: CHOOSING PERMISSION LEVELS

Once a Security Group is saved, it can be applied to any Study or Standalone Form. The permissions

defined in the Security Group will be the permission levels used by the Study or Standalone Form.

Example Security Group

 FIGURE 6 - 7: EXAMPLE SECURITYGROUP

In the example above, Dr. Pearson has created a Security Group for his lab members. Dr. Pearson is
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directly responsible for the Studies, and has the highest level of permissions. He will use the P. I. Role

(Principal Investigator).

P.I.

The P. I. Role is given to Dr. Pearson. The P.I. has access to any PHI in the Studies managed with this

Security Group. He may update, create, and delete any Subjects, Biomaterials, Standalone Forms and

Datasources, and update any Study Data.

Post-Doc

The Post-Doc Role is given to the two post-doctoral scholars in Dr. Pearson's lab. The post docs can-

not see any PHI. They can update, create and delete Biomaterials, so that they can receive new tissue

samples from Subjects or create child Biomaterials from those tissue samples. They can change the

details of the Biomaterial as they work with them, and they have some oversight on the activities of the

graduate students, so they can delete a Biomaterial that was created unnecessarily. The permissions

are stricter for Subjects and Standalone Forms and Datasources. The post-doc can create and update,

but cannot delete either of these categories. The post doc can access the Study Data, but cannot edit

any of it.

Graduate Student

The Graduate Student Role is given to the five graduate students in Dr. Pearson's lab. The graduate

students cannot see any PHI. They can update and create Biomaterials, so that they can receive tissue

samples from the Subjects. Graduate students can also update and create Standalone Forms and

Datasources with the results of their experiments. The graduate student can access the Study Data,

but cannot edit any of it.

Technician

The Technician Role is given to the technician who works in the lab. The technician is responsible for

processing DNA plasmids, and occasionally needs access to the Biomaterials. The technician has
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read-only access to Subjects and Standalone Forms and Datasources, and no access to PHI. The

technician cannot access any of the Study Data.

Setting Access Control for a Study

Studies are an integral part of Access Control in Labmatrix. Permission to access the Subjects and Bio-

materials are defined for Roles on a Study-to-Study basis individually or by Security Groups.

Manually Assign Permissions

To manually define permissions for Roles, select the "Assign Permissions Manually" radio button. then

enter the name of the desired Roles in the Add a Role text field.

 FIGURE 6 - 8: ADD A ROLE TO A STUDY

Once the Roles have been chosen, the permissions are defined by selecting the cells each column.

The Access Control categories are Subject, Biomaterials, Study Data, Standalone Forms and Data-

sources, and Protected Heath Information (PHI).

The Subjects permission level defines the Role's access to Subjects and Subject-associated

data within the Study.

The Biomaterials permission level defines the Role's access to Biomaterials and Biomaterial-

associated data within the Study.

The Study Data permission level defines the Role's access to Study-associated data.
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The PHI permission level defines the Role's ability to view any Protected Health information

(PHI).

The permission options within the Access Control categories are:

No Access - The users with this role cannot see the information within an existing Subject, Bio-

material, Study Form, or Standalone Form.

Read-Only - The users with this role may see the information within an existing Subject, Bio-

material, Study Form, or Standalone Form, but may not make any alterations.

Update - The users with this role may change information within an existing Subject, Biomaterial,

Study Form, or Standalone Form.

Update and Create - The users with this role may create a new Subject, Biomaterial, or Stan-

dalone Form, and may change the information in an existing one.

Update, Create, and Delete - The users with this role may create a new Subject, Biomaterial,

Standalone Form, change the information in an existing one, or delete it completely.

Note: The "Update and Create" and "Update, Create, and Delete" options are not available for

Study Data. Study Data is managed using Forms, which can be added or removed from Studies by

an Administrator or Configuration Manager.

Note: If a user has multiple Roles, the user has the access level of the most permissive Role.

PHI options are Yes or No.

If a user is allowed to view a Form, but does not have permission to view PHI, any fields flagged

as PHI will be unavailable to that user.
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 FIGURE 6 - 9: CHOOSING PERMISSIONS FOR A ROLE

Permissions for each column must be chosen for each Role in the Study.

Assign Permissions with a Security Group

To assign permissions using a Security Group, select the "Use a Security Group" radio button. Type in

the text field to open a drop-down list of Security Groups, or double-click to view all possible Security

Groups.

 FIGURE 6 - 10: ADD A SECURITY GROUP TO A STUDY

Once a Security Group is chosen, the permissions defined for Subjects, Biomaterials, Study Data, Stan-

dalone Forms and Datasources, and PHI categories will be used.

Setting Access Control for Standalone Forms and Datasources
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Access Control can be defined for Subject, Biomaterial, and Study Forms and for Standalone Forms.

Permissions for Child Forms are automatically inherited from the Parent Form.

Access Control for a Qiagram Datasource is dependent on the Access Control of the linked Form.

Standalone Forms

To assign permissions to a Standalone Form, open the Forms Menu under the Administration Con-

sole. Select the Form, then open the Properties tab on the Forms page.

 FIGURE 6 - 11: FORMS PROPERTIES TAB

The Permissions field determines access to the Form data. Access is defined with a Security Group, or

by assigning permission to individual Roles.

To assign a Security Group to the Form, select the Security Group radio button. Type in the text field to

open a drop-down list of Security Groups, or double-click to view all possible Security Groups.

Selecting the Security Group applies the permissions defined for the Standalone Forms and
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Datasources column and the PHI column in the Security Group to the Form.

 FIGURE 6 - 12: STANDALONE FORMS - SECURITYGROUP

To manually define permissions for the Form, select the "Assign Permissions Manually" radio button.

Individual Roles may be added using the Add a Role text field.

 FIGURE 6 - 13: STANDALONE FORMS - INDIVIDUALLY

Permissions for each column must be chosen for each Role in the Study.
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The permission options within the Access Control categories are:

No Access - The users with this role cannot see the information within an existing Subject, Bio-

material, form or Datasource.

Read-Only - The users with this role may see the information within an existing Subject, Bio-

material, form or Datasource, but may not make any alterations

Update - The users with this role may change information within an existing Subject, Biomaterial,

form or Datasource.

Update and Create - The users with this role may create a new Subject, Biomaterial, form or Data-

source, and may change the information in an existing one.

Update, Create and Delete - The users with this role may create a new Subject, Biomaterial, form

or Datasource, change the information in an existing one, or delete it completely.

Note: If a user has multiple Roles, the user has the access level of the most permissive Role.

PHI options are Yes or No.

If a user is allowed to view a Form, but does not have permission to view PHI, any PHI on that

form will be unavailable to that user.

Biomaterial and Subject Forms

By default, Subject and Biomaterial Forms may be accessed by any user who may access the Subject

or Biomaterial.

These Permissions may be changed. To restrict access to the Forms, use the Permissions field under

the Properties Tab on the Form page.
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 FIGURE 6 - 14: PERMISSIONS FIELD

Enter the desired Roles into the text field to allow only those Roles to see the Forms.

Child Forms

For Child Forms, if a user has permission to see the parent Form, the user has permission to see the

Child Form. These permissions may not be changed.

Setting Access Control for Facilities

Access Control for Facilities can be defined from the General tab on the Facility page.

Storage facilities can be accessed by the Roles listed once Storage is enabled.

To allow users to access the Storage Facility, enter the Role in the "Roles with Storage Access" text

field. Begin typing to open a drop-down list of Roles, or double click to see a list of all available Roles.
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 FIGURE 6 - 15: STORAGE ACCESS CONTROL

Add the desired Roles to the "Roles with Storage Access" field.

Note: If a user has access to the Facility, the user is able to view, update, create and delete any

storage in the Facility.

Viewing a User's Permissions

The permissions given to a user may be viewed from the Permissions Tab on the User Page. The per-

missions are grouped by Subject, Biomaterials, Study Data, Storage, Forms, and System.

Subject Permissions

The Subject heading lists the user's permissions for the Subjects within a Study. The Studies are listed

on the left with an entry for the View, Update, Create, and Delete column to the right.
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A checkmark in the "View" column means the user may view the Subjects in the listed Study.

A checkmark in the "Update" column means the user may edit the Subjects in the listed Study.

A checkmark in the "Create" column means the user may create Subjects in the listed Study.

 FIGURE 6 - 16: USER PERMISSIONS - SUBJECTS

Example: Peter Douglas has the Post-Doc Role and the Sequencer User Role. The Post-Doc Role

has "Update and Create" permission for Subjects in the AGS2 Study. The Sequencer User Role has

"Read-Only" permission for Subjects in the AGS1 Study. There is a checkmark in the View column for

the AGS1 Study, and a checkmark in the View, Update, and Create columns for the AGS2 Study.

Biomaterials Permissions

The Biomaterials heading lists the user's permissions for the Biomaterials within a Study. The Studies

are listed on the left with an entry for the View, Update, Create, and Delete column to the right.

A checkmark in the "View" column means the user may view the Biomaterials in the listed Study.

A checkmark in the "Update" column means the user may edit the Biomaterials in the listed

Study.
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A checkmark in the "Create" column means the user may create Biomaterials in the listed Study.

A checkmark in the "Delete" column means the user may delete Biomaterials in the listed Study.

 FIGURE 6 - 17: USER PERMISSIONS - BIOMATERIALS

Example: Peter Douglas has the Post-Doc Role and the Sequencer User Role. The Post-Doc Role

has "Update, Create, and Delete" permission for Biomaterials in the AGS2 Study. The Sequencer

User Role has "Update and Create" permission for Biomaterials in the AGS1 Study. There is a check-

mark in the View, Update, Create, and Delete columns for the AGS2 Study, and a checkmark in the

View, Update, and Create columns for the AGS1 Study.

Study Data Permission

The Study Data heading lists the user's permissions for the Study-associated data connected to the lis-

ted Study. The Studies are listed on the left with an entry for View and Update column to the right.

A checkmark in the "View" column means the user may view the Study-associated data in the lis-

ted Study.
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A checkmark in the "Update" column means the user may edit the Study-associated data in the

listed Study.

Example: Tina Nican has the Technician Role. The Technician Role has "View" permission for the

Study data in the APOE Study. The Technician Role does not any permission for Study data in the

AGS2, AGS 3, or AGS 7 Studies. There is a checkmark for in the View column for APOE. There are no

checkmarks for AGS 2, AGS 3, or AGS 7.

Storage Permissions

The Storage heading lists the user's permissions to access Storage within the listed Facilities.

A checkmark next to the Facility name means the user may access storage within that Facility.

Note: If a user has access to the Facility, the user is able to view, update, create and delete any

storage in the Facility.
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 FIGURE 6 - 18: USER PERMISSIONS - STORAGE

Example: Dr. Adams has the Adams Lab Role. The Adams Lab Role has access to Storage in the

Adams Lab Facility and the K2025Prime Facility. There is a checkmark next to the Adams Lab and

K2025Prime Facilities.

Forms Permissions

The Forms heading lists the user's permissions for the Standalone Forms. The Forms are listed on the

left with an entry for the View, Update, Create, and Delete column to the right.

A checkmark in the "View" column means the user may view the data in the Form

A checkmark in the "Update" column means the user may edit the data in the Form

A checkmark in the "Create" column means the user may create data in the Form.

A checkmark in the "Delete" column means the user may delete data in the Form.
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 FIGURE 6 - 19: USERPERMISSIONS- FORMS

Example: Tina Nican has the Technician Role. The Technician Role has "Update" permission for the

Dates Standalone Form. There is a checkmark in the View and Update columns for the Dates Form.

Tina Nican does not have the Request Creator Role. There are no checkmarks for the Analysis

Request Form.
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Glossary

A

Access Control

The way to define which Roles and Users

have permissions to view ormanipulate data

contained in Labmatrix.

B

Biomaterial

A record of a single biological sample used for

data collection, storage, annotation, and link-

age to downstream data analysis.

C

Child Biomaterial

A Biomaterial created from another Labmatrix

Biomaterial using the Create Child Biomaterial

process. The child Biomaterial is linked to the

parent Biomaterial, andmay inhereit prop-

erties from the parent Biomaterial.

F

Facility

A location where Biomaterials are stored.

Facilities contain user-defined storage sys-

tems.

Form

A way to record custom data about a Subject,

Biomaterial, Study, or Standalone Form. The

data entered into a Formmay be used in Qia-

gram.

R

Report

Automatically generated results of a saved

Qiagram query.

Role

A label that is assigned Access Control per-

missions. The Roles may then be applied to a

User.

S

Security Group

A group of Role permissions that can be

assigned tomultiple Studies and Forms.
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Study

An individual line of research used to organize

Subjects, Biomaterials, Access Control, and

Study data.

Subject

A record of single patient or subject used for

data collection, storage, annotation, and link-

age to downstream data analysis.

U

UI Configuration

A group of Forms that can be assigned tomul-

tiple Studies.

User

A person who has access to the Labmatrix

Software.
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